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ABSTRACT
al-JSLhiz is known to every student of Islamic 
literature, history or society, of the classical period.
Kis encyclopaedic writing embraces all aspects of life of 
Islamic society. The interest which al-JShiz shows in the
growing urban society and its manifestations is one of the
first instances of its kind in Islamic lierature, that has
♦come down to us. al-JSfriz is one of the first Muslim writers 
who noticed the growth and development of a middle class as 
a result of the economic and social activities of the Islamic 
town. Bis interest in professional groups and classes, as 
well as his ambitions for the educated middle class in the
society to take the lead, are points which are worth record­
ing. To study him, and especially his most interesting work 
al-Bukhala *, (Misers), in the light of society in which he 
lived and which he pictured, is important.
In the first chapter of this thesis, a critical 
study of al-Jahizfs social works, a general survey and a 
discussion of the textual material and authenticity, is 
made.
The second chapter is a study oi al-JShiz’s views
and attitudes, against the backcloth of his society. Other
works of al-Jahiz, as well as those of his contemporaries, 
are taken here into consideration.
While studying al-Jahi£?s views on society, the 
question is asked whether al-Jahiz had any social phiolosophy. 
This point is dealt with in the third chapter of this 
thesis. A special reference is made to the Mu'tazilites.
The study of society would help us to understand 
the book of Misers, which is not only the most important 
work on this aspect, but also is most interesting of al- 
Jafriz’s writing, where the author shows his talent in social
and psychological analysis of the miser.
In al-BukiialS *, the question of language comes in, 
in connection with social classes and groups. al-Jafriz's 
intention in recording the language of daily life as was 
spoken, is discussed in the appendix, after the fourth 
chapter.
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INTRODUCTION
An ■understanding of al-Jabi£ and an appreciation
of his works can he reached, if he he studied in the light
of the society in which he lived and which he portrayed in
his works. In his works, all the social and mental trends
and tensions of his time, whether had or good, are mirrored.
"If one wants to diagnose the life of the 3rd century A. H.M,
says Taha Ifusain, "one should not look for it in al-Buhturi
or *Abu Tajnmam or any of the other poets, hut one will find
(1)it in al-Ja&i?."
al-Jafciz can he considered as one of the first 
Muslim writers who expressed a great interest in social 
problems. With his keen sense of observation, he recognized 
the changes that were occiirring in the social fabric - chan­
ges which were the direct outcome of the active growth of an 
urban system of life. He was the first to notice the forma­
tion and development of a middle class as a result of the
(1) see Hadlth al-\A.rbica', vol. II., p. 130.
C1 )economic activities of the Islamic town. This being so, 
his comments on society deserve the closest attention. 1 
have undertaken, in the following pages, a study of al-Jabiz 
’ s views on the social life of his time. It is obvious 
that within these terms of reference, those works of his 
which deal specifically with society must receive particular 
attention, especially that most interesting book al-BukhalaJ, 
which should not be taken simply as an independent work 
written merely for amusement; it should be studied in the 
light of the social trends of the time, on the one hand, 
and related to al-Jafci^’s other works, on the other.
The impact of al-Jafrit’s works on society on
following generations is apparent in great writers of the
4th and 5th centuries A. H. Apart from his literary effect
( 2)on writers like al-TautLidl and *Ibn al-cAmId, his social 
works had a remarkable effect on the writings of al-Thac a- 
libi, al-Tanukhi and y perhaps, al-Barlri and other MacjStmSt 
writers. The realistic analysis of society is one of the
- VI -
(1) see al-DTiri, Ta'rlkh al-cIraq> al->I<j.ti?adT, p. 108.
(2) see A. Mez, Renaissance., (English translation), p. 59; G-ibb, Arabic literature, p. 65; Teh'S. £usain, min hadith al-shifr., p. 80.
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main characteristics of these writers; their interest in 
the life of the illiterate common people is exemplified in 
the way they scrutinised this life and portrayed it, close­
ly and intentionaly.
The first step, in this study, is to group to­
gether al-Jahiz’s works on society. It is to he regretted 
that the difficulties in the way of an easy and simple 
grouping are many. These difficulties are dealt with in 
the first chapter of this thesis. The first chapter is, in 
fact, a general survey of the social works of al-J^biz, a 
discussion of the textual material and its authenticity.
In the second chapter of this study, al-Jabi£’s 
views and actitudes are studied in comparison with the actual 
life of his time, as deduced from other works of al-J&biz’s 
contemporaries. Other works of al-Jahiz, besides his social 
works, are taken into consideration here. A sociological 
interpretation of his views and attitudes is a most important 
part of my approach. The changes and, perhaps, contradictions 
in al -J i z f s views are understood as being part of the 
changes and developments wl ich were talcing place in the
- VIII -
time and, ultimately, in his own life and writings.
In studying the social works of al-J5hi£, the 
question occurrs as to whether al-Jahi?; possesses any social 
philosophy. In studying this question, the Muctazilite 
doctrine has to be taken into consideration. Once again, 
it is clear that al-Jaijiz concerns himself a great deal 
about the position of the educated middle class of his time, 
in relation with the ruling power, on one hand, and the 
common people, on the other.
The study of social trends among different classes 
will be a great help in reaching an understanding of the 
most important social work of al-JShiz, the book of al- 
BukbalSl and the problem of avarice, which became a subject 
for literary works9 could not be estimated apart from the 
social life of the time. Moreover, in al-BukhalS.* , one 
comes across one of the interesting phenomena which was the 
result of social changes and differences of cultures - the 
problem of language. al-JShiz, often, stresses the point 
that a distinction should be made between the language of 
the common people and that of the fclite. The attempt is
made here to see how far this was true and how far social 
life affected this aspect. This point is studied with a 
special reference to al-Bukhala1, in which al-Ja&iz relates 
stories of various people in their own mouths. In the hook, 
al-Jatiiz himself states that he related the language of the 
common people as it was spoken, without trying to make it 
sound better, or correct its wrong grammar. If al-J^iz was 
successful in fulfilling his stated intention of relating 
the language of the common people as it was spoken, we 
should be able to see clearly the difference which he took 
it upon himself to show.
Chapter One
Al-JAHIZ * S WORKS ON SOCIETY
In order to reach a good understanding of 
al-JShiz*s social views and attitudes, a study of his works, 
where the social aspect is the main theme of writing, is 
essential. The study of al-J&hiz*s works is, unfortunately, 
confronted by various difficulties. The problems do not 
arise only from confusion made by narrators and copyists 
of al-Jahiz*s works, but also from al-Jahiz*s own methods 
of writing, which made this confusion an easy task.
1. Methods of al-Jahiz * s writing:
The confusion in al-Jahiz*s works was, to a 
great extent, helped by al-J&hiz himself. The methods 
of al-Jahi?*s writing are responsible for making inter­
ference with his works easy. One of the peculiarities 
of al-Jahiz in his writing, which he himself admits is 
the fact that he wrote some of his works and attributed
-  1 -
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them to some early writers, in order that people would
read them without prejudice against him, he said:
" ... I may write a perfect excellent hook on religion,
jurisprudence or literature •.. and attribute it to
myself, a group of scholars then agree on calumniating it
for the envy which is made in them, although they know
its creativeness and cleverness ... But I may write a
hook which is not as good as that, in meaning and words,
and publish it under another name, attributing it to a
writer earlier than me, like *Ibn al-Muqaffa’or al-Khalil
... then the same people come to me ... to copy the book(1)and study it under me.'1 It is not clear how far al-Jahiz
went in this way, but it is interesting to see that he
■tends to conceal his identity, in some of his works, and
mislead the reader about the authorship of the work.
This characteristic is illustrated in one of al-Jahiz*s
treatises which has come down to us, under the title of 
. (2)al-Qyan. The question of the authorship of this work is
(1) al-Jahiz, Fasl ma bayn al-cAdawa., Majmuc ^  Sacy) p. 108.
(2) Yaqilt cites a book under the list of ^ al-Jahiz*s works, 
which he calls Kitab al-Muqayinln wa* 1-G-hina* wa'l-Sanca, apart from Kitab Akhlaq al-Mughannln, (Irshad., VI.,p. 77)* It seems that‘Kitab al-Muqayinin is the same 
work as al-Qyan, which deals with female slave-singers (see the treatise of al-Qyan Thaiath Rasa*il, Kinkel, pp. 53-75, about the meaning oT Muqayin; see also Ibn Manzur, Lisahf> art. (Qayn) ).
very interesting in revealing sides of al-Jahiz's ways(1)of writing. The two statements which the author makes
in the opening and in the end of the treatise are most
misleading and conf'using to the reader. The work appears
as if it were addressed by a group of narrators who
encouraged the life of pleasure and indulged in it, it
opens as follows: "From ’Abu Musa b. Ishaq, b. Musa,
Muhammed b. Khalid Khudhar Khudha, cAbdu.llah b. A^yub b. ;Abu (2) _Samir ... and their brethren who are enjoying happiness
and preferring pleasure, pleasing themselves with female
slave singers and close friends, who are ready to assist
with food and kinds of drinks and who turned away from
accepting anything from people... to the people of
(3)ignorance, harshness, rough nature and bad senses."
Most of the persons whom al-Jabiz mentions above seem to
have been narrators who were greatly interested in the
(4)art of singing and were attached to the singers. al-J&hiz, 
however, does not leave the question of the authorship 
of the treatise at this point but makes another
(1) About this point, see also al-yajirl, introd. al-Bukhalapp. 27-8.
(2) al-Jahiz mentions about eleven names altogether, sie. al-Qyan, Thalath,} Finke 1, p. 53.
(3) Ibid.
(4) About these, see Isfahan!, /ftghanl, vol. VII., p. 31; 
vol. X., p. 122; and vol. XVIII., pp. 73,85.
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statement which makes it more confusing. He says at the
end of it, f,This treatise which we have written from the
narrators is attributed to those whom we named in its
opening. If it were authentic, we have fulfilled in it
the narration and those who have written it are more
responsible for the argument made in it. But if it were
forged, it was then (put) by the intruders, because they
have upheld the argument of discarding decency, and (by)
the immoral ones, in order to facilitate for the
Muqayinun - the possessors of slave singers - what the 
' (1)Muqrifun - those b o m  from slave father - had done. If
anyone would say that it (i.e. the treatise) has a portion
of each of these three categories, and a connection(2)(with them), he is right...n The treatise, therefore,
appears as if it were copied by al-Jahi?; from the
narrators whom he mentioned in the beginning. The
argument in the treatise is made against all those ignorant
people who knew nothing about the life of pleasure and
(3)who objected to possessing concubines and slave singers.
(1) al-Hajirl reads it al-Mutrafun, i.e. the luxurious
or delicate ones. ( see Bukhala* (1948) introd. p. 28 ).
(2) al-Qyan, Thalath, Finkel, p. 75.
(3) Ibid. p. 54.
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The reason of this method, as explained by 
a2-5ajirl, has two aspects: One is that it was one of the 
typical artistic methods of al-Jahi? to write pieces and 
attribute them to other persons as if they were written
ci)by them, as was done by him in al-Bukhala . The other, 
according to al-Hajiri, is that al-Jahiz himself stated(2)that he had attributed many of his works to other writers. 
It should be pointed out, however, that, in attributing 
some of his works to other writers, al-Jahiz meant to 
show that people were prejudiced against his writing and, 
in order to make them read his works , he attributed them 
to earlier writers whom the public respected. In the 
treatise of al-Qryan, on the other hand, the attribution 
is made to narrators who, according to al-Jahiz himself, 
supported the immoral life of pleasure, which was 
condemned by the traditional circles. On the other hand, 
if al-Jahiz wanted to appeal to these people, he need 
not have written the treatise in this manner. It seems 
more probable that al-Jahiz wanted to clear himself from 
the responsibility of the arguments made in it, as he 
himself stated.
(1) see >p. n s  of this thesis.
(2) al-Hajiri, introd. al-Bukhala \ pp. 27-8.
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One of the characteristics of al-Jahiz's writing
which mates the study of his views a difficult task, is
the fact that he, very often, does not express a personal
opinion on the subject he deals with, but tends to discuss
the contradictory views of various people and parties.
In his reference to al-Jahiz*s style, al-Baqillani
describes it as follows, 11.. .Whenever he mentions one line
of his own words, he would follow it by pages of other
people’s speech, and whenever he writes one page, he would
(1)construct a whole book of other people’s sayings...”
In this way, al-Jabiz was able to rid himself from a
great responsibility. al-Jahiz defends himself against
the criticism of his contemporaries, who accused him of
being colourless and that, on the question of the
Caliphate, he contradicted himself and adopted various
viws, saying that his intention was to discuss the
different views of the Islamic sects, and not his own(2)views. The justification al-Jahiz gives for his method, 
in quoting various references, is that he intended to 
leave the judgement to the reader, therefore, ”... the
(1) al-Baqillani,,Icjaz al-Qur’an, 1954, p. 577-
(2) al-J^hiz, al-bayawah, vol. I., pp.u-ia.. This point 
itself would make an interesting topic of study, concerning al-Jahiz’s political views.
- 7 -
(1)dispute would be only between him and the evidence...1*
In al-Hayawan, al-Jahiz criticises Aristotle for bearing
responsibility of things without being certain about(2)their reference. al-Jahiz, however, does not seem to 
have been trusted by the authorities of tradition; they 
accused him of forging tradition, for some purpose, 
although he does not admit that. al-Thac alibi says that
al-Jahiz was not trustful in tradition and al-Dhahabl
(3)agrees that he was one of the innovators. al-Baghdadi, 
on the other hand, says that tradition was related on the
<4> , . cauthority of al-Jahiz. Abu 1- Ayna states that he and
(5)al-Jahiz, together, forged the tradition of Fadak.
al-MascudI criticises al-Jahiz for writing a book on
the 'imamate of the children of al-cAbbas, which was ,
according to al-Mascudl, nothing but an expression of the(6)arguments of al-Rawandlya, the partisans of the Abbasids.
(1) al-Jahiz, al-Hayawan, vol. VI., p. 14*
(2) Ibid., vol. V., p. 356.
(3) al-Dhahabl, Mizan., vol. II., p. 282.
(4) Tarikh, II., p. 213*
(5) cAsqafani, Lisan, vol. IV., p. 356. 'ibn cAsakir, Tarikh RAAD, vol. IX., p. 214.
(6) Mascudi, Muruj, VI., p. 55.
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In the book, al~Masfudi says, al-JShiz relates the tradi­
tion of Fadak and the conversation of Fatima with } Abu
Bakr and her claims of the land of Fadak which was a
(1)private property of the Prophet. In the Rasa’ il published
by al-Sandubi, a portion of this book has survived where
( 2 )the tradition is related and supported with arguments. The
tradition, however, on the other hand, can be found in al-
Tabari on the authority of other narrators, such as al-
(3)Zuhri, cUrwa and gA ’isha herself, etc.
It is interesting, on the other hand, to see
that al-Jahiz in his turn attacks the traditionists and
accuses them of being literal and bound bv ■ the obvious
(4)meaning of the text. Nevertheless, al-Jahiz expresses in 
some occasions, his awareness of the criticism he was going 
to face. In the book of singers, which will be discussed 
in some details later, al-Jahiz says; 11. . . and we may 
know that many of them will exaggerate in criticism and 
insolence and hold and opinion different from ours,
(1) see about Fadak and how it became a property of Mukammed, al-Tabari, TSrikh., vol. I., p. 1556 (year 6) 
and p. 1589 (year 7).
(2) Ras&'il., min Kitabihi fi11- cAToasiya, pp. 300-3*
(3) Tarikh., vol. I., p. 1825 (year 11); also see al-Yacq_ubi, 
vol. II., p. 573* •
(4) al-Jahiz al-Hayawan, vol. I., p. 166.
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but wbat an easy thing that is for the due rights of(1)al-Pityan..." In spite of the fact that al-Jahiz made
more than one copy of this work, it failed to come down(2) to -US.
The reason of this attitude of al-Jahiz is thought
to have been because al-jahiz*s works were written mainiy
after a wish of an authority and that al-Jahiz was
(3)actually living on his writing. It is interesting,
however, that al-Jahiz enjoyed a remarkable quality of
producing one idea and its reverse and being, at the same
time, able to defend both sides with equal interest and
ability. His books on praising and condemning various
groups of people stand as an example of his double-sided
(4)mind. In a quotation from al-Jahiz which al-Thac alibi 
has made, we find long paragraphs on praising and
(1) al-JSbi?, Tabaqat al-Mughannin, Majnruu , Sacy, pp. 187-8. It would be pointed out that al-Jahiz uses the terms (al-Putuwwa), (al-Pityan) and('Alat ai-Futuwwa)- i.e.
the instruments of al-PutuwwaI - in the treatise, see about this movement pp. of this thesis.
(2) Ibid., also pp./07-<?of this thesis.
(3) see_al-Jabi?, al-Bayan., vol. III., p. 221; cAsqalanI, 
Liaan., vol. IV., p. 355. see also Ch. Pellat; H.S.O. (1952), p. 57? v , . ,
(4) al-Jahiz wrote books on praising and condemning the Secretaries, copyists, drinks,etc. (Yaqut,Irshad., VI., pp. 76 and 78.)
10
condemning all branches of knowledge with equal skill
and interest, showing their qualities as well as their(1)defects. This quality is one of the manifestations of (2)
the mental life of his time, the time of doubt and reason.
In spite of the fact that al-Jahiz lived on his writing
and received the rewands of thecAbbasid court, which
would have put him in a position that he had to please
those in power, but his great ambitions and hopes in
the middle class, especially the Scholars and men of
(3)letters, were equally satisfied.
al-Jahizfs use of dialectical methods is
suggested to have been influenced by the methods used
(4)by the Sophists. Most often, al-Jahiz argues in a
(1) see MuqaddasI, Lata;if., (Cairo, 1900), pp. 18-21.
02) see Taha Husain, ffadith al- }Arbica.’, vol. II., p. 136.
(3) see pp./$i^Df this thesis. Ch. Pellat thinks that 
although al-Jabiz flattered the men in power, but that was only as fan as the Mu'tazilite doctrine was 
not involved, (see R.S.O., 1952, p. 57).
(4) al-HJgirl, introd. al-Bukhala^ , pp. 13-4.
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rhetorical manner for the sake of argument or to display
his great skill and confidence in his ability in the
language* More than once, al-Jahiz claims that there
was another person who involved him in the argument, in
order to create another side to stand for the opposite
point of view. One of his interesting works where this
characteristic is clear is the treatise which he called
(Pi tafdll al-batncala'1-zahr) - in preference of the
(1)belly to the back,, and which still remains in a MS. In
this treatise, al-Jabiz claims that he received a letter
from a man who preferred the back to the belly, therefore,
al-Jahiz wrote this book to refute the arguments of that(2)man. Apart from the fact that al-Jahiz touches on some
(3)delicate social problems of his time, it is evident that 
he plays on the words and meanings in order to support
(1) al-Pusul al-Mukhtara, Br. Mus. MS. 11299 fol. 220b-227b.
(2) Ibid., fol. 220b, 222a.
(3) The suggestion may be made, here, that the reason that prompted al-Jahiz to write on a curious topic like this seems to have been connected to more a serious problem than what appears from the title or the way of dealing. It may have been a reaction against a tendency strong in the *Abbasid society, the question of Sodomy which al-JaJais deals with effectively (see oH the same meaning, al-Muqaddasi, Lata^if., 1900, 
p. 74).
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what he calls an argument. I shall quote the following 
paragraph as an example, where al-Jahiz uses the word 
(al-ba^n) in many different senses:
*u}Jl c i£ J  « - » ( i r '  Z J * *  cJulA? ^  <5^ 1 jJGm• • • • • ' #T • • • •  • • • • • •  # • • ’ • • • • • •
f /  ( j i - o '  o J f l J  < /  C o ^ )  * 3 * 1  c  c r - U U... •••’ ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
o - f e j  o - *  ^  J j A - *  J c j  L i J  t i l
•  •  •  • •  #  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  • t  •  •  •  • • •  • • •  t  •  •
o i J i  2 a J  U A . * ^  1  l i J  _j (  h *  j y  o |  t - J  i  L . . J J  I A i /  cJ U J  J  ( |
• » ■ I l» . . .  . . . * *  . 1 .  . . .  . . .  .'*. . • • • * * * • • •
•2u Lfcj ci J s c/ c)j/L> cJ LcJ
• • • —  . . .  . . .  * * . . .  . »**• ——wmh.  . .  . . .  . . .  . . .  **. .  .
lyejj «1*jj -HidlJl UcJ
• * V . . .  . . .  . . .  < « ■ •  • • J . V .  . . .  . . •
... ... • • • .'.. ... '... - - « ... ... —•..
The contemporaries of al-Jahiz blamed him and
criticised him for his useless arguments, hut few of them(2)thought of refuting them. al-Jahiz was, in fact, able
to say what he intended through these methods. In al-Hayawan,
aJL-Jahi?; makes long arguments in preference of the dog and
(3) , (4)the cock, which he attributes to two Mu tazilite theologians,
(1) al-Fusul., fol. 223a.
(2) The exception may be made of the book of al-Uthmanlya, 
which was refuted by al-Iskafi, but which al-Jahiz 
clears himself from its responsibility (see al-Hayawan, I., p. 51). al-Mascudi mentions ’Abu^sa al-Warraqand al-Hasan b. Musa al-Nakhaci who refuted the same book of al-Uthmaniya (Muruj, VI., p. 55).
(3) see about this argument pp.//a-3of this thesis.
(4) al-Jahiz, al-Hayawan, vol. I., p. 216.
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(1)and which al-Baghdadi thinks to have been useless.
al-Jahiz, however, had admirers in this art, among the(2)later generations of writers. al-Tauhldi, who was a
great admirer of al-Jahiz, seems to have taken further
steps in this art. In his book al-Muqabasat, which goes
in a form of a dialogue between him and his master
(3)al-Sijistanl, one is reminded of Plato’s dialogues.
Besides these facts, which seem to have helped
a great deal in the confusion we meet with in al-Jahiz’s
works, another characteristic of al-Jahiz’s writing seems
to have made it easy for copyists and selecters of his
books to confuse them. al-Jahiz’s countless degressions
from the main theme of the work seem to have helped to
make selections of his works easy. The biggest collection
of selected chapters from al-Jahiz’s works seems to be
' (4)the one made by Ubaydullah b. Hassan, of which some
(1) al-Baghdadi, al-Parq., p. 163; see also I. Priedlaender, J.A.O.S., vol. XXIX;, p. 56.
(2) see Mez, Renaissance (English trans.), p. 239-40; 
Nicholson, A Lit. Hist, of the Arabs, p. 267.
(3) tor more about this point see pjaoof this thesis (appreciation).
(4) Br. Mus. MS. 1129.
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(1)chapters were published under the heading of Rasa'il.
Unfortunately, this collection of extracts from al-Jahiz*s
works is in most unsatisfactory condition. It contains
about thirty-two chapters on different subjects, each
chapter begins with the heading ( . Ti U*J. ) i.e.
from the opening of his (al-Jahiz*s) book, followed by the(2)title of the book.
In the following pages, a detailed study is 
made of the problems concerning al-Jahiz*s works, with 
a special reference to the text and a close examination 
of the style and methods that distinguish al-Jahiz*s 
writing.
(1) see MajmuT, Sacy; and Rasa^il al-JSIjiz, al-Sandubl. 
The latter, does not state the original MS. There are variations and differences between the published Rask*il and the MS. of al-Pusiil., by cUbaydullah. (see for instance, al-SandUbi, pp. 241-60, Br. Mus. 
MS., fol. 245, 291).
(2) On the description of this MS., see Hirschfeld,
A Volume of Orient. Stud., pp. 200-9.
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2. Problems in Connection with the Works:
(a) The Question of Authenticity;
i. Kitab al-Sijab
Many of the works which have come down to us 
under al-Jahiz*s name, are still under considerable doubt. 
The style and method of some of these works are elements 
of confusion. The work known as Kitab al-Hijab has been 
quoted by al-Khafajl, among other excerpts from the works
( u  —of al-JShiz. It was published, with other Rasa il of
al-Jfthiz, for the first time, by al-Sandubl, under the(2)title (min Kitab al-Hijab). al-SandHbl, however, remarked
that he was not very happy about the work and its
(5)authenticity and that he copied it from al-Khafajl. The
_  (4)work, however, exists as a separate entity in a MS. In
the list of al-Jahiz *s works, cited by Yaqut, there is
(5)no mention of a work under this title. On the other hand,
(1) Tiraz al-Majalis, pp. 72-97.
(2) Rasa^il, (al-Sandubl), pp. 155-86.
(3) Ibid., p. 186.
(4) al-Mu§il, no. 265; Damad, no. 949; see also Ch. Pellat, Arabica, May, 1956, no. Ill, p. 158, no. 59.
(5) 'irshad., vol. VI., pp. 76-8.
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there is no confirmation as to whether the book belonged
to al-Jahiz or not.
The purpose of the author was to put an edifying
book before the ruler in connection with the post of
al-Hijaba. He said that he was going to criticise the
former chamberlains in order that the later ones would
(1)learn a lesson. This was a typically Persian device - 
that is to write on subjects concerning the ruler and
giving him advice. There were many such works written(2)in - or translated into - Arabic. A work attributed to 
al-Ja^i? himself under the title of Risala fi al-Mac ad 
wa‘l-macash was entirely devoted to the advice of an
(37"authority, accompanied by various examples of good
(4)morals. On the other hand, the book known as Kitab
(1) Rasa,il, (al-Sandubi), p. 155*
(2) Works translated or written by Ibn al-Muqaffac (see 
’Ahmad Amin, IDufya., vol. I., pp. 204-59).
(3) The name of the Risala is also given as fi 1-Akhlaq al-Mahmtlda, and is said to have been addressed to either Muhammed b. ’Ahmad b. 'Abi Du* ad al-Ayadi or to Mubammed b. c Abdul -Malik al-Zayyat, (see Majmuc., Kraus - 
hajirl, pp. 1-39; Ch. Pellat, Arabica, p. 165, no. 96).
(4) About the great similarity between the style of this work and that of Ibn al-Muqaffac in hia ethical works, see al-MaghribI, RAAP, vol.' XXI., no. XI-XII, 1946, 
p. 532.
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al-Taj fl Akhlaq al-Muluk, which is supposed to have
been written by al-Jahiz, is still under very considerable(1) doubt.
An examination of the text of Kitab al-hijab
may assist in throwing some light on the authenticity of
the work. The author discusses the class of al-Hujjab
(chamberlains) and the post of al-EIijaba which became a
necessity to the rulers and governors, especially in
later times. The Prophet, according to the author, did
not approve of it and he advised his governors not to
hide themselves from their people. The four Caliphs
after him followed his example. Under the'Umayyads the
Hijab was practised. The author attributes a saying to
a Persian Dihqan (a local chief), who advises a governor
at the time of al-Hajjaj, on how to deal with the common(2)people in the question of al-hijaba. The recognition of 
Persian advice and sayings about rulership seem more 
likely to have crystalised at the time when the \Abbasids 
came to power.
(1) It was published and introduced by 'Ahmad ZakI Pasha, 
1914; see also Ch. Pellat, Arabica, p. 176, no. 161.
(2) Rasa'il, (al-Sandubf), p. 156.
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As any of these works which deal with this 
form of institution, this work follows a familiar pattern. 
The author tries to show that there were certain qualifi­
cations for the pajib. The desirable qualifications are 
a combination of various attributes mainly concerned with 
appearance, personality and wit. His position, however, 
may give him extreme power. He is described as one side
of the king's face. Therefore, it is necessary to appoint
(1)a good IJajib in order to give a good impression. It is
not for the well-being of the people or the public benefit,
it is simply for the sake of appearance - a typical
Persian conception. In the advice of Sahl b. Harun to
al-Fadl b. Sahl he says to him that as the yajib is one
of the persons important to the king, he should be smart,
good looking, neat and considerate. The conception of
rigidly classified society is clear - the king should
order his Hajib "to put people according to their various(2)degrees of importance", although, of course, he is supposed 
to show interest in every one of them. The author, then, 
quotes Persian works for certain sets of instructions 
concerning this institution.
(1) Rasa^il, (al-Sandubl) , p. 160.
(2) Ibid.
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When criticising this class of people, the
author is careful not to express a personal opinion.
This method is one typical of al-Jahiz*s technique* £he
author cites examples from various authorities, on the
basis of which one may understand that this class of
officers were corrupted with bribes and personal interests(1)ever since the time of the Umayyads. The complaints of 
people appear in the number of poems written about this 
class, which criticised them bitterly.
Although the work had been divided into many
chapters under various headings, the author followed the
same method of quoting examples and short poems without
passing any personal judgement, leaving the way open to
the reader to do so. One cannot fail to notice, in this
connection, that the technique is one typical of al-Jahiz.
Besides, the author cites a number of examples in which
the Bijaba is justified, although not for the sake of the
Hajib himself, but out of fear of the ruler, or affection(2)
for him. Examples were taken from various places and 
times, but none of them contains anything that can be
(1) Rasa)il, (al-Sandubl), pp. 163-85
(2) Ibid., pp. 185-6.
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expressedly said to be inapplicable to al-Jahiz*s time.
However, the evidence in favour of al-Jahiz*s 
authorship of the work is far from conclusive.
ii. Kitab al-Tabagsur bi*l-Ti.iara
The significance of al-Jahiz*s interest in all 
aspects of the town life is evident in the writing of 
later authors who made a good use of al-Jahiz’s works.
One of the interesting works which has been often quoted
(Dby writers like al-Thac alibi and al-Muqaddasi, is the
~  (2) book of (al-Tabassur bi’l-Ti^Jara). There is no work,
however, under this title in any of al-Jahiz*s lists of
(3)works. It is believed that al-JIhiz was the first Islamic
(1) al-Thac alb!, Thimix., p. 433; al-Muqaddasi, Ahsan al- Taqaslm, (190FJ, p. 241.
(2) Published in RAAD, vol. XII., 1932, pp. 326-55, alsoin Cairo - 1935. Translation of it into French wasmade by Ch. Pellat, Arabica, May-1954, pp. 153-66.
(5) Yaqut, Irshad., vol. VI., p. 76 sq.; al-Jahiz, al-Hay awan, vol*. I., p. 5 sq.
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writer who paid attention to the activities of the
Islamic town and wrote about trade, as well as other(1)aspects. This is not the only work, supposed to have
been written by al-Jabiz on this aspect of town life.
The book known as Kitab Ghishsh al-Sinacat has not come
down to us but was criticised and described by al-Baghdadi
as having spoiled the goods of the merchants by the way
the author reveals to the public the deceits of these(2)goods. al-Jabiz mentions two works which seem to have 
some connection with the subject mentioned by al-Baghdadi. 
One is the work which he describes as "The Book of Plants, 
palm-trees, olive and grapes and the kinds of crafts and
(3)classes of txAaeii.’1 The other book is, according to
al-Jdhiz, a description of the dealing of professional
merchants, the tricks of trusts and the deceits of crafts
(4)and trades.
(1) This is given as an evidence to the authenticity of the work, see RAAD, Vol. XII., p. 321. In another article, RAAD, vol. XIII., pp. 287-95, Anstase al-Karamall agrees on the authenticity of the work.
(2) al-Baghdadi, al-Parq., p. 163; also al-Isfra’ini, 
al-Tab^Tr: ., p. 51; and also I. Priedlaender, J.A.O.Si, vol. XXIX., (1909), p. 56.
(3) al-Hayawan, vol. I., p. 5.
(4) Ibid.
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The work which has come down to us under the
title of al-Tabassur bifl-Tijara deals with the same
problem of goods and trade. The author starts his book
by relating general principles of trade, such as the law
of supply and demand, competition, etc., by citing examples(1)from various sources and different nations. His main 
concern, in the book, is to discuss the value of goods 
and how they are appreciated. Apparently, the author is 
not a good or experienced tradesman, and his knowledge 
cannot compete with the knowledge of any ordinary tradesman 
concerning the value of goods. The quality of goods is 
judged only by their appearance, and the laws of supply 
and demand . which he puts in the opening chapter of the 
book are hardly taken into consideration. The unprofessional 
character of the work is apparent in the way the author 
mixes up facts concerning the value of goods with the 
moral values of man, he sayss 11... and all valuable pearls 
and stones, if clearer and brighter, are more valuable; 
all animals, whether wild or tame, if bigger and easier, 
are more preferable and precious; and all men, whether
(1) RAAD., vol. XII., p. 326.
(1)noble or low, if more sensible and easier, are better..."
The author, however, states that his book was meant to
be a reference for all those who were interested in this(2)means of earning. Moreover, it seems to have been written
(3)for an authority.
There is almost nothing in the book, whether its 
methods or style, that contradicts al-Jahiz's way of 
writing.
(b) Confusion in the titles of the Works:
al-Jahiz1 s works cannot be judged by their 
titles for the simple reason that these titles were 
countless and most confusing. The confusion does not 
come only from the fact that the titles are themselves 
misleading, but also that most of al-Jahiz's works bear 
more than one title. This is one of the problems resulting 
from the fact that al-Jahiz deals with more than one topic 
in his work and that the titles were often deduced from
- 23 ~
(1) RAAh., vol. XII., p. 350.
(2) Ibid., p. 326.
(3) Ibid.
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the text of the work itself. Copyists of al-Jahiz*s works
seem to have suggested different titles according to their
different approach and understanding of the text. In the
selected chapters ofcUhaydullah h. Hassan, this confusion
appears more than once. The chapter called "Istihqaq
al-Imama", for instance, is repeated again in the same
(1)MS. under the title of "Maqalat’ul-Zaydiya wa'l-RafigLa."
In editing this chapter, al-Sandubl published with it
, ( 2 )the chapter of "Jawabat fl'l-Imama". The latter comes
(5)in the MS. in a separate chapter. The same chapter has
been edited by Kraus-ha j irl, under the title Risala fi
(4)Bayan madhahib al-Shic a. One treatise, therefore, is 
known by four different headings. The following works, 
relevant to the social study of al-Jahiz, will be 
discussed as examples for this type of confusion.
(1) al-Rugul al-Mukhtara, Br. Mus. MS. fol. 245 sq.,
291 sq.
(2) Rasa;il, (al-Sandabi), pp. 241-60.
(3) al-Fusul., fol. 278-291.
(4) Majmuc., (Kraus-Hajirl) , p. 178; see also Hirschfeld, A Volume of Oriental Studies, pp. 200-9 for a description of the MS.
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i. Kitab al-Arab wa*l-Hawaii
This bbok has been referred to by al-Jafriz
himself as being different from the book of al-Arab wa’l-
\Ajam (the Arabs and non-Arabs); al-Jahiz says: 11... You
have blamed me for the book of al-Arab wa'l-Ajam and
thought that writing about differences between the Arabs
and the non-Arabs is the same thing as writing about
differences between the Mawali and the Arabs. You
criticised me, (therefore), for repetitions, additions
and ignorance, besides what the thing repeated has of(1)uselessness and burdening the reader." hone of these
two books has come down to us. Yaqut mentions one of
them under the name of Kitab al-Taswiya bayn al-Arab
wa'l-Ajam (the book of equality between the Arabs and non-(2)Arabs). As for the other work, Yacjut does not make any 
reference to it.
One may presume from the reference of al-Jabi£ 
to the two works and his defence of the idea, that there
(1) al-Hayawan, vol. I., p. 5; also Ch. Pellat, Arabica, 
May) 1956, p. 152, nos. 22 and 25*
(2) Irshad., vol. VI., p. 77.
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were two books on this topic. al-Jaiiiz seems to have
had in mind two different ways of dealing with the question
of Arabs and non-Arabs; the first concerns them as being
two different nations, and the second dealing with them
in their relations with one another, being clients and
masters. al-Jabi? made another reference to the book of
the Arabs and the Mawali when he said: "... and you
criticised me concerning the book of al-Arab wa’l-Mawili
and thought that I have been unjust to the Mawali and
given the Arabs what does not belong to them.'1 And another
place also; 11... I have written books about placing the
Mawfcli in the proper position, good or bad, whi6h they
deserve and (placed them) in the great honour which G-od
has bestowed upon them through the Axabs. I hope it will
do justice among them and a means to their well-being.1
Therefore, one of the works is definitely concerned with
(3)the Arabs and al-Mawali per se.
(1) al -Hayawan, vol. I., p . 5•
(2) al-Jabiz, Risala fi’l-Kabita, Rasa'il (al-SandtLbi),
pp. 292-9; also Van Vloten, Actes du XI e Congres Internationale des Orientalistes, 1899» pp. 115-25; also Dajwood al-Chelebl, RAAD., 1930, vol. VIII.,
pp. 32-9.
(5) see further discussion on this point py. lf~) of this thesis.
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A book under the title of a 1-11 aw all was quoted
(1)by 'Ibn cAbd Rabbih, as being one of al-Jabiz *s works*
'Ibn cAbd Rabbih was illustrating a point concerning the
excellent taste of al-Jahiz in selecting and judging poetry.
The judgment of al-Jahiz is passed on a poem by ’Abh Imwas,
the Mawla poet, al-Jahiz describes him as "th most able of
( 2 )all poets and the most natural in his poetry." Apparently, 
the work is identical with the one al-Jahiz mentions on the 
Arabs and the Hawaii.
The same book of al-Mawali comes under another
heading in the criticism of al-Baghdadi of al-Jabiz*s works,
he calls it the book of Radi al-Mawali ‘"ala* 1-iArab (Super-
(3)iority of the Hawaii over the Arabs). It appears that al- 
Baghdadi chose a title for the same work, in order to 
justify his own criticism of al-Jabiz*s intentions and 
works.
(1) al-cIqd., vol. IV., p. 77.
(2) Ibid.,*
(3) al-Baghdadi, al-Parq., p. 162.
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ii. Risala f 1 //ag f al - cAwamm
There is no work under the title of "fl Wa$f al-(1)cAwamrri", in Y&qClt’s list of al-Jahi^'s works. The first
author who mentions a treatise by al-Jahiz under this name(2)is al-Khafa.j 1. He also quoted from the work. The most in­
teresting point about this work is that the whole paragraph 
which al-Ehafajl quoted and which he said was from the Risala 
fl Wagf al-Slwamm, is identical with the opening chapter of
the treatise "fi Nafy al-Tashbih", which al-Jahiz addressed
(3)to ;Abu’l-Walid Muhammed b. >Ahmad b. JAbi Du* &d al-'Ayadi.
This treatise has been edited by Professor Charles Pellat,
with the belief that it is the treatise of "fi Hafy al-
(4)Tashblh". In the list which Professor Ch. Pellat made of
al-J&hiz’s works, recently, the two titles were cited as
(5)for two different works. The interesting point about al- 
Khafaji's quotation is that he copied exactly the same text 
of the Risala fl Nafy al-Tashblh, with the change of
(1) Irshad., vol. VI., pp. 76-8.
(2) TirSz., vol. II., p. 175.
(3) MS. hamad, 949; also Fu>ad Sayid, Pihris al-Makhtutat., vol. I., p. 473.
(4) al-Mashriq, vol. III., p. 281, (1953).
£5) fiarabica, p. 153, no. 28 and p. 176, no. 165, May-1956.
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the word (al-Tashblh) into the word (al—Awamm), and made 
other slight changes which may fit in better with the 
subject of al-Awamm. In the following passage, I give 
the text of the original treatise and indicate the changes 
etc. in al-Khafaj1* s quotation between rectangular brackets:
... C. ^ «r.Ul J*2 "
j)i <>* c cj O V u,?UJ* S\
,  ,  ,  ... J « • ... • ... ... ♦ • • - • * • •
tjblbJl 6^ $^ /1 — -ls.t/ I «y il ii j Ujl. . .  . . .  . . .  . . .  • • • . . .  • ^
^ -Jj 1 fujjlj <eULtf I' thr'J V  UlA-l J 1... >*■'••• L- • •* • ••• ••• \ • • • ~ ••• ... .
Q<y* » v  c^r»« . « « L  J  • • * t • • • • • . • • . • ■*  m> • • •
.4V» .•■> VVs— -J.1. .‘Z., J > 3
'■ji. f t'i'i "ff. t-V.
• » lii- O' l j  6 i S j  • cc ^   ^ ^aj l *-lLr pi. I »
.  .  «  . . . *  . . .  . . .  . . .  « • •  . . .  »  • • * ■ ” * •  •  T  » •
» yj" * rfj c> ^  n ^  I 'y/jy; ib
. . . .  . . .  . . .  . . .  • • •  . . .  . . .  • .  •  • •  •  •
(1) Omitted.
( 2 ) ^  I
(3) Omitted.
(4) fV3
(5) Omitted.
( 6 ) 0*
(7) «JU__Ji
( B ) rfwS- aJlH csA'
voj * aju — oi >zJl/^l *uisJI u
^iyoyj«jj oyj*^ ^y> <>• 1j^ jo->- n ~] • ju3 *i/uji
•  • •  • • •  • • •  • • •  • • • •  •"■4 *  •  •  •  •
, * j* V-& 1 ji a-u>i h>^ >  ^ r iji ^  ^
000 • • • • • • » • #* • • •  • »*v • • •  ' •  • • • • •  ■J
^Uvt'(p\jij3 W" 'i I «j>D. jJUj I 1• ♦ • ' ♦« • Lf • • “• • •  • • •  • » (r1 • • • • • • 1 • •
v'Wl j _p^ >1^  j i3iU o— iJ jlx ' j,L> « W  ®X-.
•  \  •  -t 0  • ’•  •  • •  • • •  • • •  • • •  • •  •  • • •  • • •  •
(1) Ii £_j/uli
(2) Omitted.
(3)
(4) Omitted.
(5) instead
(6) * UiJU^  ✓  •
(7
(8) Instead • jyVi
(9) Omitted.
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fOt"! ui <■ <lr”i t^' d> j ^-jl-> <. JxL.
,  \ % • . « « • • •  • • •  • • • • * T  • • •  • • •  • • •  •
I c t C a j  ajyiii <y x^y"- V vO^ liyj ^  xjOluZ*
*%• r  • • • • • r  • • '  • • •  • • •  • • •  • • • •
H  }  T 'V * ^  ^  UJJ ^  ^ ^  LJl A^y-X I <3^ ^ /f«ti J  jf A«y L i L
• • • • V • ■ * • • • • •  • • • • • •  • • • • • •  * • * * •
(2) " ... \'VT*. t^V t*V
As for the rest of the two texts, while in the original 
text of the treatise al-Jahiz deals with the subject of 
NafI al-Tashblh (refuting Anthropomorphism), al-KhafajI 
adds the following:
'  l%:.y uj m
*» j ^ ill cJb-K» aJLA ^^. « . • '• . • • •  • • • • • •  • "•
jX-J| ^  Or. <>> ioLT^  U <ui|
•  • •  • • •  •  •  • n  * .  .  . « .  • • •  •  •  •  •
-T“~ ^  ^ A# 1 **u  ^  *_Ja • . . « . • • •  • • •  • • •  *  *• » • • • •  • • • * *
J  ,U | ic : ? jUaJi *rJL> 'j - t i j  O.L. u -L jj  ^  J V  i« • • * • • • »s « ••• • » • • * • • • ••• •••
It is obvious from the comparison of the two 
texts that al-Khaf a.j I deliberately made all possible 
changes in order to make the text fit in with the title 
he had suggested for it. The significance of this action
(1) Omitted.
(2) al-Khaf a.j I, Tirazf,vol. II., pp. 175 sq.
(3) The poem is by the S M ca poet. al-Sayid al-Himyarl, (see Aghliil, vol. VII., p. 13).
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of al-Khafaj i * s lies in the importance attached to al-Jal^iz’s
works on subjects pertaining to the life of the common
people* One may point out, in this connection, that the
text of the Riaala fi Naf* al-Tashblh itself was easily
adopted to the form found in the attributed work. The
whole introduction, in fact, was on the character of the
common people, how to deal with them and how to gain
control over them. The rest of the original RisSla, which
al-Khafaji did not mention, or quote, is on the subject(1)of anthropomorphism. As for the occasion which prompted 
al-Jabi£ to discuss the common people and their behaviour 
at the beginning, one finds that al-Jahiz discusses them 
in connection with the traditionists against whom al-Mihna 
(the Inquisition) was brought, concerning the Creation 
of the Qur)an. The common people supported the tradition- 
ists in the interpretation of the Qur' an. The interest 
of al-Jahiz in the common people and his attitude towards 
the question itself is important in this work. This may 
have been one of the reasons that caused the interference
(1) see al-Mashriq, 1953, vol. III., p. 281.
(2) about this point, see pp.2.n-8of this thesis.
(3) al-Mashriq, ibid.
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Thewith the text, /Risala, however, is one of the most 
interesting works of al-Jabiz and is worthy of the most 
careful analysis. As for its connection to the subject 
of the common people, it is one of the most helpful in 
revealing a side of al-Jahiz*s interests in the social 
and mental life of his time.
iii. Kitab Sinacat al-Quwwftd
This is another example of al-Jahiz's works,
whose title is confusing and misleading. The treatise of(l)Sinacat al-Quwwad (the arts of master craftsmen )) comes(2)down with the other treatises of al-Jahiz. Judging from 
the title and description annexed to it, the reader may 
think that the work was on the work and art of these 
leaders. The work is described in its sub-titles as 
follows: ,fA treatise by ^ Abu cUthman cAmr b. Bahr al-Jahiz 
on condemning the leaders and on the book of their crafts
(1) On the meaning of al-Quwwad, see Lughat*ul-Arab, 
vol. I., p. 26. (1931)*
(2) Rasa’il, (al-Sandubi), pp. 260-6. The MS. is in the 
collection of Damad no. 949> fol. 113> under the heading of (Dhamm al-Quwwad); (see Majmul, Kraus-bajlri, introd.), as well as other headings (see Ch. Pellat, Arabica, p. 172, no. 145.
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character and what they composed according to their(1)natural tendencies and according to their crafts..."
It is much possible that this sub-title which describes
the work, might have been added later by an interested
person who found it necessary to describe it, for this(2)description appears only in some copies of the work.
The text, however, does nothing to confirm the 
impression one gets from the original title of the work. 
al-Jahiz, in fact, is dealing with the question of 
specialisation in one craft or knowledge, which may lead 
to a complete ignorance in other fields of knowledge. It 
may affect, according to this, the language of the person. 
al-Jahiz cites in the mouths of various professional 
persons a description of one incident which was supposed 
to have been witnessed by them, each one in his own way, 
showing the effect of their craft or profession on their 
way of thinking and expression. His main purpose is to 
show the disadvantage of special discipline. At the end
(1) This sub-title is found in one edition only, see 
Lughat al-Arab, vol. IX., pp. WSk 26-38, (1931), Edited by hawood Chelebi.
(2) see Lughat1ul-Arab, 1931, vol. IX., p. 26.
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of the treatise, he advises the Galiph to educate his sons
so that they have a general knowledge of every thing and(1)would not be limited within a narrow field.
3* Problems in Connection with the Text:
In connection with the text, many problems are 
involved. Besides the fact that many of al-Jahiz*s works 
have failed to come down to us, the confusion of the 
surviving works constitutes one of the major problems.
Some of al-Jlibiz*s works survived only in part, although 
they still appear under the title of the whole original 
work. Other works were lost altogether and only quotations 
from them in other references could be found. Besides, 
the confusion in the text of some of the surviving works 
seems to arise from the fact that these works were mixed 
up with one another. In the following pages, a discussion 
of these problems, in connection with al-J3.hiz*s social 
works will be made.
(1) Rasa'il (al-Sandtlbi), p. 266.
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(a) The surviving work being only part of the origin:
i. Risala fiT1 -Mugharihln
There are two books mentioned by Yaqut; one 
under the title of "'Akhlaq al-mughannln" and the other
_ -) ' C(1)1 al-Mughannln wa* 1-ghina wa* l-sanc aM. al-Sandubl cites two
works; one Kitab al-mughannln wa» 1-ghina*wa’l-sajf a and the(2)other Kitab Tabaqat al-mughannin. Professor Ch. Pellat
prefers to think that Yaqut was right and that they were
two different works and one of them is on the Muqayinin,
(3)"the possessors of singing slaves." The book on al-
Mughannln is described by al-Jahiz in the piece which
has come down to us under the title of Risila fl Tabaqat
al-mughannln and this I intend to discuss, in some detail,
(4)here. Another Risala under the title of al-Qyan which 
deals only with female-singers is another separate work 
which Yaqut did not mention under the list of al-Jahi£*s
’• ’ ‘ ; \ ~ _ : ' ' . . V- , • .. ■*** ...; f— ■- •ft'Jr *■* •
-• ■ J • .
(1) Xaqut, Irshad.. vol. VI., p. 77.
(2) (al-Sandubl), 'Adab., pp. 134 and 141.
(3) 'Arabica, p. 167, no. 115.
(4) see Br. Mus. MS. 1129, al-Kamil (1323), vol. I., pp. 120- 30; Majmui, (Sacy), pp. 186-90; see also Ch. Pellat, Arabica, p. 167, no. 109.
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(!)works. It is possible that Yaqut had this work in mind(2)when he mentioned the book al al-Muqayinln.
The book of Tabaqat al-Mughannln seems to have
been one of the books of al-Jahiz which throws an
(3)interesting light on professional groupings. A selected
portion of this work was published "under the title of
(4)Risala. It seems to me that this piece was designed as a 
preface to the original work. In this preface, al-Jahiz 
delineates a complete scheme for the book itself. He does 
not embark upon a discussion of the subject of singers 
and their classes as is to be expected from the title 
of the book, but gives a general idea of the scope of the 
book, its aim, method and style. A study of this Risala 
gives a useful indication of the character of Kitab Tabaqat 
al-mughannln for which it was presumably designed as an
(1) Three Essays (Finkel, 1926), pp. 53-75.
(2) see on the meaning of al-Muqayin, ^bn Manzur; Lisan. art. Qayn.
(3) It seems that singers were classified into classes, 
according to their skill abd ability. The classifica­
tion of singers is attributed to the time of al-Ras£Id, the cAbbasid Caliph who is supposed to have classified them after a Persian pattern, (see al-Jahiz, al-TEjr> 
p. 37).
(4) see ref. no. 4 of the previous page.
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introduction. This work has not »urvived as a separate(1)entity although it was mentioned by Yaqut.
In the opening chapter of the work, al-Jabiz
talks about branches of knowledge. The old philosophers,
according to him, said that the origin of arts from which
all sciences had derived, are four. One of these four
origins is the art of melodies, its parts, syllables,
divisions and themes which form a harmony. al-Jabiz
stated that he was going to give only the hames of these(2)four origins without going into the details. He proceeds,
however, to discuss the history of music beginning with
Islamic times. One understands that his respect and
admiration for the class of singers made al-Jahiz, as he
(3)says, devote a whole work to them. The subject of the 
work was, therefore, classes of singers. To avoid 
alteration and interference with the text, al-Jahiz made 
more than one copy and these he gave to certain persons
(4)who had all of them been at some time professional singers.
(1) Irshad., vol. VI., p. 78.
(2) see Majmuc., (al-Sacy), p. 186.
(3) Ibid., p. 187.
(4) Ibid., p. 189.
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al-Jahiz was aware of the value of the book as much as he 
was aware of the fact that many paople were going to attack
him and disagree with him in the interest he showed in
(1) singers.
The scheme of the book then, according to this 
introduction, was as follows:
(i) To classify singers according to their (a) instru­
ments, (b) school or method of singing, (c) peculiarities, 
and (d) reputation.
(ii) To give each class its name accordingly.
(iii) To be concerned only with contemporary singers 
and particularly those who lived in Baghdad itself.
(iv) To leave a space after each chapter for new 
singers who might appear and had not been included or to 
drop those who might lose their reputation as singers, by 
changing their place to the class that befits them. It 
might be relevant to quote al-Jahiz on this point:
(1) Majmu*, (al-Sacy), p. 188.
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"... we h*ive left after each chapter of classification in
our book a space for any addition that may occur, or
supplement to be added for those who may improve their
art and become higher in class or those who may lag behind
to a lower class,they are to be moved to their classes
accordingly. We may add those whom we have not mentioned
or not known. Nobody is allowed to add or drop a name of
these classes without our permission and our close examin-
(1) ation.,f
(v) Not to be partial in judgement and prefer one to 
the other v/ithout reason.
According to al-Jahiz, the style of the book v/as
designed so as to mix seriousness with jest, particularising
with hinting. Its guiding principle was to be that of(2)true knowledge. This work was written in the year 215 A.H.
but it is, of course, possible that he wrote the introduc­
tion after completing the main work.
Here, the synopsis contained in the Risala ends,
presumably leaving the way open for the book to deal with
(1) Majmuc., (al-Sacy), p. 188.
(2) Ibid.
the subject of classes of singers.
ii. Risala f 1 * 1-Wukala*
Of this work of al-Jahiz, no more than a few
pages seem to have survived as a selection. Yaqut mentions(1)it under the list of al-Jahiz’s works. It would have been
of value to this study if it had come down to us in toto.
The confusion comes in the edition of al-Jahiz’s Rasa'il
made by al-Sacy. In publishing this work, al-Sacy selected(2)less than three pages of it. In the MS. of selected
essays made by cUbaydullah b. hassin, the work contains
(3)more chapters than those published by Sacy. As for the 
subject and scope of the work, we can get an idea of it 
from the extracts which have survived.
The work, like many other works of al-Jahiz, 
seems to have been a refutation of another work which 
was written against the agents. The writer of that work, 
according to al-Jahiz, had not given much consideration
- 41 -
(1) Irshad., vol. VI., p. 76.
(2) Majmuc., pp. 170-2.
(3) Br. Mus. MS., fol. 196b-199a.
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to the consequences of such a work. al-Jahiz believes 
that in everything there are had as well as good qualities. 
One should always doubt one’s own knowledge and listen (1)to other arguments in order to avoid the danger of enemies.
After considering this point, al-Jahiz blames the author,
because he was unnecessarily severe in his attack, and
took no pains to mask its virulence. al-Jabiz seems to
have been judging the man according to the principles
which he himself was very careful to follow in his own
works. Besides this work^ al-Jahiz blames him for other
works in which he criticised other professions, such as
copyists and teachers. al-Jahiz himself, however, is
supposed to have written books about these professions,(2)criticising, as well as praising- them. al-Jahiz then
proceeds to cite an example which shows how biased the
author was:- a man who was ill was asked by his son what
he fancied and he replied: "A liver of an agent.” The
same man gave up trade because of the bad treatment and
(3)tricks of agents. This example, according to al-Jahiz, 
formed the beginning of the work of the writer. However,
(1) Majmuc., (al-Sacy), p. 171? Br. Mus. MS., fol. 195b-196a.
(2) Yaqut, Irahad., vol. VI., p. 78.
(3) Majmuc., (al-Sacy), p. 172? Br. Mus. MS., fol. 196b.
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al-Jahiz thinks that the author did not write for the sake 
of knowledge. The Risala, as published by Sacy, ends at 
this point, without dealing with the subject of agents.
In the selected chapters of cUbaydullah, the
refutation of al-Jahiz begins in a new chapter after this
point. The point which al-Jahiz makes in his defence of
this class of people is the fact that one cannot generalise
his judgement on all agents, for without them, al-Jahiz(1)says, no commercial activities can be carried out.
The end of this Risala, however, does not seem(2)to be complete, for it ends in the middle of an argument.
iii. Risala fi Fakhr al-Sudan
al-Jahiz mentions a book under the following
descriptions "... the book of al-Suraha’(the pure) and
al-Hujana*(the mixed), and the boasting of the Black and
the Red, and the comparison between maternal and paternal
(3)relations.'1 al-Jahiz, apparently, had written it before
(1) Br. Mus. MS., fol. 197a.
(2) Br. Mus. MS., fol. 199A.
(3) al-Jahiz, al-H~ayawan, vol. I., p. 5*
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the book of al -y ay aw Sri. The question is that whether the 
book mentioned by al-Jahi?. had anything to do with the work 
which has come down to us under the title of Kitab Fakhr al- 
SUdan cala*1-Bidan-
It has been suggested by Professor Ch. Pellat that
the book of Fakhr al-Sudah is part of the whole work of ai-
( 1 )Suraha wa'1-Rujana. The following remark of al-Jahi2 himself
confirmed this suggestion, "As for the criticism, praising
( 2 )
and boasting of the Black and the Red, it is all collected in
(3)the book of al-Huj ana’ wa’ l-§urabai " In the book which was
published under the title of Fakhr al-Sudan, we understand,
however, that al-JaBi^ had already written the book of al-
$uraha* wa’l-Hujana’, he said: "You have mentioned, may God
save you from deceit, that you have read my book about the
judgement of al-guraha1 wa* 1-Huj an^, and the answer of the
latter ones and the answer of their uncles, and that I have
not mentioned in it anything about the boasting of the Bikack.
(4)
So, I have written what I remember of their boasting" .This not<
(1) see Arabica, p. 95, no. 160, I,lay-1956.
(2) The Red, according to al-Jabis, seem to be the white 
people, such as the Romans, etc.
(5) al-jahis, al-Rayawan, vol. III., p. 510.
(4) Fakhr al-Sudan, Iv ajmftc , , (al-Sacy), p. 54.
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seems contradictory to what al-Jahiz said about this book 
in al-IJayawan. It may suggest, however, that al-Jabi? 
wrote the general book on al-Suraha wa' l-Hujana ’and then, 
after he was asked to write in detail about the Black, he 
wrote another work on the same theme; this was the treatise 
of ffakhr al-Sudan., which has come down to us. One may 
presume, therefore, that the book of Fakhr al-Sudan is 
only part of the whole question of al-SurahaJwafl-Hujana,' 
although it may not have been written together with the 
original work. Having written the two parts of the work 
in different times may have caused the loss of one of them.
The whole work seems to have been written
according to a wish of an authority. Although al-JjBthiz
attributes the argument in the treatise to the Black
themselves, it is evident that al-Jahiz wrote the book in (1)their mouth.
(1) The methods of argument are typical of al-Jahiz himself, (see Majmuc ., al-SScy, pp. 78 sq..)
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iv. Kitab al-Nisa
Another work which had suffered from this
confusion is the book about women. al-J8Lhiz refers in
(1 )many occasions to this book. In the list of al-Jahiz’s 
works cited by Yaqut, there is a mention of two books, one
c <2>on al-Nisa’ and the other on al-Ishq. None of the two
books, however, seems to have come down to us in full.
Selections from Kitab al-Nisa/come among the chapters
15)collected by Ubaydullah b. Hassan. A treatise under the
title of Fl’l-Ishq wa'l-Nisa/ has been published with the
_  (4)Rasa il of al-Jahiz, by al-Sacy. al-Sandubl published it
( 5 )under the name of min Kitab al-Nisa/ . In the list of 
al-Jahiz’s works, made by Professor Ch. Pellat, two works
c (6)are cited under the titles of (fl’l-Ishq.)-and (Fasl ma
(7) *bayn al-Rijal wa’l-Nisa/). Professor Pellat thinks that 
these titles are, originally, two independent works, but
(1) see al-Jahiz, al-Hayawan, vol. I., p. 5; al-Bayan., (edit. al-Sandubl), vol. I., p. 161.
(2) Yaqut, ’irshad., vol. VI., pp. 76 and 77.
(3) al-Fusul., Br. Mus. MS., fol. 52-62; also al-Kamil, 
(1323), vol. I., pp. 130-66.
(4) Majmuc .,(al-Sacy), pp. 161-9.
(5) Rasa/il, (al-Sandubl), pp. 266-75.
(6) Arabica, May, 1956, p. 162, no. 84.
(7) Ibid., p. 174, no. 146.
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later were mixed up together. Yet, according to him too, 
‘•It is probable that the passages published with the 
Risala fl’l-Ishq, under the title of al-Ishq wa’l-Risa^,
appertain to the present work (i.e. Fasl nia bayn al-rijal
_ > ( 1 )  wafl-nisa )•"
The comparison between all the surviving chapters 
which were published under slightly different headings, 
shows that they are identical, except for few differences. 
The difference appears in the Risala fi’l-Ishq wa'l-Nisa% 
published by al-Sacy, where some of the chapters which 
appear in the other editions are missing here. Besides, 
there are some differences in the order of the chapters 
between al-Sandubi and al-Kamil, which is taken from the 
chapters of cUbaydullah b. Hassan. It should be pointed 
out that in al-Sandubl, as well as al-Sacy and al-Kamil, 
the chapter on al-Ishq is published as part of the treatise 
of al-Nisa*. Besides, al-Jahi£ himself states that he had 
dealt with the question of love in details, in the book, 
saying: "As we have mentioned in this book the love which
(1) Arabic*, May, 1956, p. 174, no. 146.
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is the root of passionate love, and the passionate love
of which extreme love is derived and the extreme love for
which the person sets out aimlessly or dies of grief in(1)his bed."
The confusion, however, comes from another fact.
In the edition of al-Sandubi, the whole Risala ~ ends
with a chapter where a general description of the book is
( 2)given by the author, and where he complains of his illness.
According to this chapter, al-Jabiz intended to write a
book on the differences between the males and females of
all animals, but found that it was better to limit it
within the subject of men and women, which, according to
him, was made short, in order to win the interest of the
reader. In al-Kamil, this chapter comes within the
treatise, just before the chapter of al-Ishq, leaving the
(3)latter*part from the discussion on women. This may 
indicate that the selected chapters were made from two 
different works of al-Jahiz; one the book of women, and
(1) Rasa’il, (al-Sandubl), p. 266; Majmuc., (al-Sacy), p. 161; al-Kfimil., vol. I., p. 130.
(2) Rasa'il, (al-Sandubl), p. 275.
(3) al-Kamil, vol. I., p. 153.
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the other the book of love. This, however, is contradictory 
to the statement which al-Jahi£ made in the opening of the 
book of al-Nisa^, that he dealt in it with the question
C D  ,of love. It may be presumed that the book of al-hisS. is 
identical with the book of Rarq ma bayn al-rijal wa'l-nisa', 
of which only selected extracts, in the form of chapters, 
have come down to us. The question, however, still remains 
whether the book of al-Ishq is part of the work or not.
In the edition of al-Sandubi, as well as that
of al-Kamil, one comes across chapters which have no close
relevance to the subject of women. In these chapters,
a discussion is made about the question of rulership and
, (2)the necessity of an Imam. The occasion which prompted
al-Jabi? to deal with this topic may be presumed to have
been the topic of the previous chapter, where al-Jaiiiz
talks about blood relation and its significance in the
(3)life of men, especially in the tribes. These chapters
(4)do not come in the treatise published by al-Sacy. One may
(1) see above p. also Rasa^il, (al-Sandubl), p. 266.
(2) Rasa'il, (al-Sandubl), pp. 271-2; al-Kamil, vol. I., 
pp. 148-51.
(5) Rasa^il, (al-Sandubl), pp. 271-2; al-Kamil, vol. I., 
p. 147.
(4) Majmuc., (al-Sacy), p. 169.
/suggest that the fact that the work was made into selected 
chapters made them seem out of place,
(b) fhe text being in disorder:
i• Risala fi1I-hugallimin
This treatise has not been edited properly. The
only published copy of it is to be found on the margin of
(1 >Kit 3b al-Kamil by al -Mubarrad. al- lA.bsh.1hl says that al-
Jahiz wrote a book on teachers, in which he quoted their
jokes and anecdotes and criticised them, but that al-Jabiz,
who happened to come across a sensible teacher, decided not
to publish the book, when he discovered that the man
was, after all, one of the typical teachers, whome he
had criticised before, he decided to publish the book (2)
and he did so. This story may indicate that al-Jabiz had 
finally made up his mind about his attitude towards teachers
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(1) al-Kamil., vol. I., pp. 17-31; Hirschfeld translated 
extracts from it in his article in A Volume of Oriental 
Studies, pp. 200-9-
(2) see al-Mustatraf., 1933, vol. II., p. 242.
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and that his hook on them was simply a criticism of them*
In Yaqut’s list of al-Jahiz1 s works, however, there is no
* * (1) mention of a treatise criticising teachers, and in the
treatise which has come down to us, al-Jabi? is more
( 2)
inclined to praise them and defend their profession.
Perhaps al-Jabi£ wrote two works on teachers; one criticising
them and the other praising them, showing an ambivalence,
(3)which is not unusual with him.
Ihe Risala appears in the guise of a refutation
directed against a person who attacked teachers as a
(4)class and used abusive language against them, therefore, 
al-Jahiz is trying to give them their due rights and to do 
them justice. Ihe Ris'&la is by no means the whole work.
(1) Yaqut, 'irshad., vol. VI., p. 77*
(2) al-Kamil, vol. I., pp. 17-31*
(3) al-Jahiz wrote treatise*on copyists, secretaries and 
wine, praising them as well as condemning. Most of 
these works have failed to come down to us. (see 
'irshad. , vol. VI. , pp. 76-8: H  .. v y..J L . f..- , • N i/1.flfi l. iv J
(4) It was believed that the only author who attacked 
teachers and wrote against them was 'ibn Shahid (4th Cent. 
A.M.), of course, he is later than the time of al-Jahiz 
(see Zaki Mubarak, al-Nathr al-Fannl, vol. Hi, p. 49*
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It appears to be extracts made from the original book of(1)al-Muc allimln. Quotations which were made by other writers
from the book of al-Mucallimln do not appear in the
( 2)
present treatise. The selections were put in separate 
chapters which vary in length. One of the chapters has 
under it no more than the following sentence:
„ —  \jlM z) I t>* i U> L,:U* l)LJb} fl. . .  . * • /  *• • • ^ . . . . .  * . . .  . . .  . . .  • . w
"And these two poets are pre-Islamic and far from modernised
(3) (4)language and safe from artificiality.”
This sentence, which comes in a separate chapter, is put,
immediately, after al-Jatiiz discusses JIbn al-Muqaffac and
(5)al-Khalil b. Ai^mad, and criticises them. Apparently, the 
judgement has nothing to do with these twocAbbasid persons, 
a man of letters and a prosodist. It seems to have been 
cut off from a whole chapter on two pre-Islamic poets.
(1) Concerning the original MS., see Br. Mus. MS. 1129-
(2) Yaatlt, Mucjam al-buldan, vol. II., p. 680; al-Abahlhl, 
al-Mustatraf, vol. II,, p. 219 (1331).
(3) see about al-Tawlld and al-Muwalladun, E. W. Lane, Arabic-English Lexicon, part VIII., p. 2967.
(4) al-Kamil, margin, vol. I., p. 33, Br. Mus. MS. 1129.
(5) Ibid., pp. 32-3.
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As for the subject of this treatise, it is the 
most confused and the most lacking in unity. The author 
starts by talking about books and their importance. He 
then proceeds with the main theme of the treatise, the 
subject of teachers. After a general survey of teachers 
and their types and status, al-Jabi?; gives his opinion 
about teaching of the language and the question of 
grammar, from the topic of teachers and teaching, we 
suddenly come across a chapter on the question of homo-
CDsexuality (al-Liwat). Ho doubt, the chapter is not complete
and it has probably been taken from another work.
al-Baghdadi mentions a work by al-JShi? under %ke same
title of homosexuals (al-Lata), when he criticises (2)al-Jahiz. al-Thac alibi, in the section which he wrote
about sodomy in Khurasan relates many sayings on the
(3)authority of al-Jahi?. al-Jahiz*s most important position 
of the question, related by al-Thac&libl, does not appear 
in the treatise of al-Jahiz. The next chapter of the
(1) al-Kamil, vol. I., p. 31.
(2) al-Parq., p. 163.
(3) al-Thacalibi, Thimar., 1908, p. 439.
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work deals with the importance of the Sultan, who is like
a shepherd to his people. This chapter, together with the
following one, seems completely out of place. The following
chapter is on the question of trade and merchants. The
reader may wonder why al-Ja3p.iz should discuss so many
topics in one work, and without any apparent connection
between them. The reason perhaps, lies in the confusion
caused by the selected extracts which were presented in
ohapter form. The confusion appears in the Risala of
merchants itself, where we find the chapter concerning
teaching boys the language and grammar, which belongs to
this Risala, was annexed also to the work of merchants
( 1 )in one of the editions. No wonder, then, that the converse
applies and we find that the chapter on merchants has been
mixed up with this work as well. The comparison between
the profession of merchants and the service of the Sultan
( 2)goes very well with the title of the treatise on merchants.
(1) see Majmuc ., (al-Sacy), pp. 158-60.
(2) i.e. Risala fl madh al-Tujjar wa dhamm camal al-Sul tan.
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ii. Risala fi madb eQ.-Tu.ijar wa dhamin camal al-Sultan
This work, as has already been mentioned above,
(1 )has been mixed up with the treatise on teachers, and in
discussing it, one should consider the chapter which
comes under the treatise of teachers as part of the
treatise of merchants. As for the chapter which concerns
teaching and which has been published with this treatise,
( 2)it should go under the treatise of teachers.
As for the contents of this work, one finds
once again that al-Jahiz was writing the work as a refut-
(3)ation of some other work which was written earlier.
al-Jahiz seems to have been reluctant to condescend to a
refutation of arguments of the writer, for it appears
(4)that he was obeying the wish of someone in authority.
He carries on, however, with a defence of the class of 
merchants; he describes those who criticised merchants as 
"the most common and the lowest grade among the followers
(1) see above, p. s tf-
(2) see Majmuc., (al-Sacy), pp. 158-61; al-Kamil., (1325), vol. I., p. 39, and vol. II., p. 246.
(3) Majmuc., (al-Sacy), p. 155.
(4) Ibid.
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of the Sultan." If they had any sense in them, according
to him, or any experience and knew the results of things,
they would not have attacked the merchants whose virtue
( 2)was admitted by all high-ranking people, The treatise
goes on with the same theme, in defending the function and
status of merchants and preferring it to the service under
the Sultan* which was not very safe or independent. From
this al-Jahiz leads the discussion to the status of the
merchants of Quraysh. All Muslims, according to him, are
aware of the fact that the chosen people in whose house
God had entrusted His message and whom He favoured, were
merchants. All people knew their generosity, courage and
(3)patience even before 'Islam. Their name - al-JSQ.iiz says -
derived from their profession of dealing with money; they
(4)did not have a father by the name of Quraysh. They were 
the chief merchants of their time; and the Prophet himself
(1) Majmucrasa>il, (al-Sacy), p. 155*
(2) Ibid., p. 156.
(5) see also al-Jahiz, Risala F,-'Il-Au-tan. , Br. Mus. MS. fol. 202a-b.
(4) see the same explanation; that the name of Quraysh is from Taqrlsh (or Qirsh), which is connected*to money 
or dealing with it; Ibn Mansur. Lisan, vol. VIII., p. 225; Zahidl, Taj., vol. IV., p. 337* - . .thesis.
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was a merchant at one stage of his life. The chapter
which was put under the treatise of teachers and which
concerns the same topic of discussion about the merchants
of Quraysh, should fit in here. In the chapter where
al-Jahiz deals with the topic of the importance of the
Sultan who is like a shepherd to his people, he also
( 2)discusses merchants. In this chapter, al-Jahiz justifies 
Quraysh who, although they were merchants, were not as
> (5)monopolising as the merchants of al-hlra and al-Ubulla.
In fact, it was their neediness which made them turn their
hands to trade, but they were loved and respected by their
people. Poets went to them and praised them and they
were most generous and hospitable. al-Jahiz goes on to
(4)explain other characteristics of Quraysh. It is obvious 
that the discussion of the chapter, which was attached to 
the treatise of teachers, has more to do with the treatise 
of merchants, especially with the chapter where al-Jahiz
(1)
(1) Majmuc rasa’il., (al-Sacy), p. 157-
(2) Risala fl'ztl-Mucallimin, al-Kamil., vol. I., p. 34.
(3) In his translation of the treatise of al-Mucallimxn, Hirschfeld reads it al-Aila. (see * A Volume of Orient. Stud.*, pp. 200-9)
(4) Risala fl11-Mucallimin, al-Ramil, vol. I., p. 35.
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discusses Quraysh as merchants. Therefore, it would he
presumed that the chapter belongs to this treatise. After
the discussion about Quraysh, al-Jahiz goes on to make a
comparison between trade and other professions, v/here he
expresses his doubt about trade. The comparison between
the profession of the merchants and that of the Sultan
was made so that it would fit into the treatise of teachers,
(1)where the chapter appears. The chapter ends by instructions 
given to teachers, to give their students the right know­
ledge in order to pirepare them to be good rulers.
Another confusion in this treatise appears in
the edition of al-Kamil, where the treatise of al-Sharib
~  02 )wa11 -Mashrub comes as a chapter of the treatise of merchants.
(c) The text being lost and only quotation surviving; :
i. Kitab al-lusus 
This also is o&C of the mona significant v\o rks
(1) Risala fi*l-rucallimin, al-Kamil., vol. I., p. 36.
(2) al-Kamil., vol. II., pp. 251-69.
of al-Ja^i? which has failed to come down to us. Descrip­
tion of it in other writers and quotations from it are, 
therefore, of the greatest importance in understanding 
its nature. Fortunately, there is ample material, for 
the work has been quoted or described, not only by al-Jahiz 
himself but also by many other writers.
t
al-Jahi? refers to the book in al-Bukhala* when
he says: "You have mentioned - may God; save you - that
you have read my book on (classifying the tricks of the
dayfthieves and describing the tricks of night thieves),
and that you have mended by it every weakness and fortified
with it every defect and that you have improved - by what
it told you of subtle tricks - what no cleverness might
reach and no craft could outpass. You said that its
( 2)usefulness is great and studying it is a duty.'' The book, 
however, does not seem to have been concerned with 
thieves only. It appears that it was linked to the large 
subject of the morals and the character of the common 
people in general, telling their stories, showing their
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(1)
(1) The MS. of the work is supposed to be in al-Mu$il,
no. 265 (see Dawood al-Chelebi, Makhtufat., p. 264, no.
(2) al-Bukhala’, p. 1. fil948).
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behaviour and evincing an interest in their views and 
ideals. This is clear in the quotation which al-Jahi£ 
makes from the book in al-Bayawan, where, after talking 
about pigeons, he says:
n... and similar to this kind of narration is what was
related about Babuya, the owner of pigeons. If you heard
his stories in the book of Thieves, you would know that
he was far from telling lies and false stories. I have
seen him and sat with him, but I have not heard this story
directly from him. It was told to me by one of the chiefs
of al-Basra of those who had settled down in the mosque
(1X 2)of Muhammed b. Rughban..."
al-Jahiz goes on to relate the story of Babuya, which is
concerned with the pigeons which Babuya used to keep and
train. There is another paragraph in the book of al-Bayawan,
which is believed, by al-hajirl, to have been quoted from
(3)this same work on thieves. al-J&biS, however, does not,
(1) About this mosque, see Yaqut, Mucjam al-Bui dan, vol. IV., p. 265; al-IJajirl, comments on al-Bukhalal, p. 327*
(2) al-Hayawan, vol. II., p. 156.
(5) al-Bukhala/, p. 230.
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especially, refer to it as a quotation from the hook of(1) thieves.
The work known as Wa9iyatcUthman al-Khayyat
—  _  _ (2) li'lusus, the MS. of which is supposed to he in al-Mu§il,
seems to he only part of the Wa^iya, which would he
translated here; "In the will ofcUthman al-Khayyat to the
Shuttar and the thieves: (Avoid, avoid the love of women
and listening to the music of the lute and the drink
(made of) cooked raisin, choose the Ghilman instead, for
your young man (Grhulam) is more useful to you than your
own brother and more helpful than your cousin. I recommend
to you the wine of dates and the music of tambourine and
what the early generations used to have*. Make your
preserves from hroad heans, and if you can afford it, the
pistachio and the Basil-Royal or the Jasmine. Leave
aside wearing the turhan (al- c Imama) and wear the mask
(3)(al-Qinac) instead. The cap (al-Qalansuwa) is unbelief
(1) al-Hayawan, vol. III., p. 409.
(2) see above, p. 59, footnote no. 1.
(5) see about these head dresses, al-Jabiz , al-Bayan.., 
(edit. al-Sandubi), vol. III., pp. 65 and 67-3.
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and the hoot (al-Khuff) is polytheism. Take pleasure in
pigeons and romp with dogs, avoid wild sheep and playing
with small falcons and gerfalcons and avoid lynx). When
he reached the cock, he said: (As for the cock, he has
patience, vigour, craft, good management and skill in using
anas, he is as dazzling as a brave (man). He said also:
I advise you to play the Backgammon and leave the Chess to
its people. Bo not play the Backgammon except with
(1 )al-'^awilatayn - the two long ones. As for the amulet, it
is a source of capital, its first benefit is to skill in(2)catching)." This quotation of the supposed will make it
(3)easy to understand a general idea of the nature of the work. 
The supposition that the Will is only part of the whole 
book is also supported by another quotation which is interest 
ing. al-Tanukhi, who was one of the writers who showed 
great interest in the life and morals of the common people 
in the 4th century A.H., quotes the book of al-Jabi£. This 
quotation is most interesting in showing the way al-Jafriz 
dealt with the question of thieves and the way he looked 
at it. What makes it more important is that none of the
(1) Ho explanation of this term is to be found, in al-JSLhiz or elsewhere in dictionaries.
(2) al-Hayawan, vol. II., p. 366.
(3) Analysis and details of the characteristics of this class, as gathered from al-Jafris is made later, pp. ro6- 
of this thesis.
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writers who are interested in al-Jahiz has paid any attention 
to it. al-Tanukhi said, on the authority of a robher:
"Have you not heard what al-Jahiz has said in the book of
al-Lusus, about one of them who said: (Those merchants were
not exempted from the alms-tax (al-Zakat) of people, because
they withheld it and cleared themselves (from it), so it
was left in their possession and thus their money for that
reason was consumed while the thieves were in need of it.
If the latter, therefore, took the money of the merchants,
even if the merchants did not like it, it would be lawful,
because the money itself should be consumed as alms-tax,
and they (i.e. the thieves) have a right to take the
alms-tax, whether the possessors of wealth agree or not.)(1)I said: That is true , al-Jahiz did say so..."
The book, however, was attacked and criticised
by many writers, who thought that it was leading to corrup-(2)tion. The importance of the book, however, was not limited 
to its own time, for it affected the literature of the 
following centuries. Besides its great popularity among
(1) al-Faraj•, vol. II., p. 117.
(2) see criticism of al-Baghdadi, al-Farq.. , p. 162; al-Isfralni, al-TabsIr., pp. 50-1.
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the common people, as is shown above, it seems to have
enjoyed a considerable influence on the literature of the
4th and 5th centuries A.H., al-Kaghib al-I^fahani is
believed to have been influenced by al-Jahiz*s work on
thieves, in the chapter which he wrote about theft and
(1>kinds of thieves. al-Bayhaql, in the book of al-Mahasin.,
makes a long quotation from al-Jahiz about thieves, which
( 2)has a direct bearing on the social study of this class.
al-Bayhaql does not mention the work from which he made
the quotation, but it is apparent that it was this same
(3)work on thieves.
ii. Kitab hiyal al-Mukaddin
Connected to the subject of lower classes is the 
work on beggars and their tricks. The work, too, has not 
come down to us, but from the one surviving paragraph, it 
is clear that al-Kudya (beggary), was not only an art, but
(1) al-Raghib, Mubaglarat al-Udabiu, vol. II., p. 81; see 
also al~I13.jiri, al-Bukhala*, p. 232.
(2) vol. III., pp. 521-3.
(3) see Oh. Pellat, Arabica, May, 1956, p. 167, no. 95*
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also a profession which needed certain methods and special
skill. This point, however, is dealt with, in some
(1 )detail, in the following chapter.
al-Baghdadi mentions the work, very briefly, when
criticising al-Jahiz, and says: "...and among his books....
is (his book) on the Tricks of beggars, the content of which
is appropriate to him (al-Jahiz), his profession and his
(2) ' (5)family..." al-Isfra ini calls it Hiyal al-MSkirln, which
is apparently, misreading of ( ill» ) as (
Quotations from al-Jahis on "al-Mukaddin" were made by
later authors without categorical mention of the work they
(4)were taking from. One may presume that the work in question 
must have been well-known to these writers. The long 
paragraph quoted by al-Bayhaqi from al-Jahi? is apparently 
from this same work. The characteristic description of 
the beggar, who appears in al-Bayhaqi*s quotation, is very 
similar to that which one comes across in the book of
(1) see pp.^_/*£of this thesis.
(2) al-Parq., p. 162.«
(3) al-Tabslr., p. 51.
(4) see for instance, al-AbshThl, al-Mustatraf., (1331), vol. II., p. 221.
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al-Bukhala'of al-Jahiz. The paragraph which I have 
translated here, is helpful in illustrating the scope of 
the work•
al-Bayhaqi said: "al-Jahiz said: I have heard an
old chief (shaykh) of the Mukaddin, when he met with a
young fellow who had been only recently practising the
profession. The old man asked him about himself, and he
answered: (God damn the KudYa for a profession, and damn its
people, how mean and how low! So fax as I know, it disgraces
one's own self and humiliates men. Have you ever seen a
beggar who prospered?)". He said: the old man was enraged
and he turned round to the youn^ian and said: (You there!
talk no more, for you have said too much. One like you
does not prosper because you have been frustrated, and yom
are still not experienced enough, for the Kudya has its
men. So, why say all this?) Then he turned round and said:
(You hear this, by God, there comes to us every uselss
Habatean and oft-slapped weaver and boasting coward, who
( 2)talks sevens and eights. If anyone of them did not get
(1)
(1) al-Jabi£, al-Bukhala‘>, pp. 39-46; also pp.A6?-7*of this thesis.
(2) The phrase is: ( ) which indicates thathe talks nonsense.
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anything one day, he would start "blaming the craft and
condemning it. Have you not known that al-Kua/a is an
honourable profession and it is delightful and tasteful?
The man who practises it is in everlasting happiness, for
he is on the space of the whole earth. He is the vicegerent
of Hhu* l~Qamayn who reached the east and west. Wherever
he goes, he never fears misery. He walks where he likes,
obtaining the best in each town: at the time al-Hirsyan(1)and al-gayrun, he is in al-Kufa, at the time of large carp
and sugar cane in al-Basra, at the time of al-Burni and
( 2) _ ( 3) al-Azadi, and al-Hazic^i and the pomegranates in Baghdad....
Oh, by God! you should have seen me as I entered a town of
al-Jabal and stood in its great mosque, with a waistfr-wrapper
which I wrapped round myself, and made my turban from a
fiber rope, with a stick in my hand made of oleander wood.
A crowd of people gathered around me, as if I were al-Hajjaj
b. Yusuf on his pulpit, while I was saying: (Oh ye folks,
a man from Syria and from a town called al-Iviasi§a, one of
the conquerors, who were stationed (to fight) for the path
(1) These are kinds of dates, see al-Faqih al-Hamad&nl, 
al-Buldan, (1302), p. 251
(2) Kinds of dates too.
(3) A kind of grapes.
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of God, of the running soldiers (al-Rakkaqa) and guards of
’Islam. I have taken part with my father in fourteen raids,
seven in land and seven in the sea, and I have raided with
the Armenian. Say: (Mercy be upon Abtl'l-Hasifan!)  The(1)last one with whom I fought was Yazaman the servant, and
I entered Constantinople and performed prayers in the mosque
of Maslama b. 1 Abdul -Malik. Whoever has heard of my name has
heard, but (to him) who has not, I introduce myself - I am
the son of al-Ghuzayil b. al-Rakkan al-Masi§i, the well-known,
the famous on all the frontiers, the fighter with the sword,
the user of the lance, one of the defendants of 'Islam.... )"
The appeal of the beggar goes on in the same way. He ends
his description saying: "and by God, I had hardly finished
my appeal when I saw a shower of Dirhams falling on me from
all sides. I left with more than a hundred Dirham." Here,
the young fellow jumped on his feet and (went to him) and
kissed his head and said: (You, by God, are the teacher of
good. God may reward you for the sake of your brethren
( 2)with all that is best.)"
This quotation leaves us in no doubt concerning
(1) see about Yazaman, al-Tabari, Tarikh., vol. III., p. 1168, 
(year 220).
(2) al-Bayhaql, al-Mah&sin., vol. III., pp. 622-4.
the subject matter and nature of the book - a romantic 
representation of professional beggary, seemingly couched 
sometimes in terms of poetic flamboyance." It is a pity 
that nothing more can be found about this work of al-J&biJj.
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Chapter Two 
SOCIETY m AL-JAiJIZ’S WORKS
Part I, Social Classes
(a) Specialisation in Labour and Knowledge:
The specialisation of labour and knowledge is an 
outward and manifest sign of progress in any human society. 
This characteristic specialisation was manifest in Islamic 
society together with the material and intellectual activity 
of town life; it reached in the ‘Abbasia town a high stage 
of maturity. The degree of specialisation which obtained 
is shown by the number of professions and in the skill of 
the craft trades. al-J&hiz relates a conversation between 
himself and a carpenter who fixed a wooden door for him with 
great skill and care. He did not fix the latch, however, 
and asked al-Jahiz to find someone who would do it with the 
same care in order not to spoil the whole work. al-Jahiz
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expresses his great admiration for the man because he showed
( 1 )that he knew what: he was doing. It would seem that already
the organization of labour had to be established and a
tendency towards the association of craftsmen of the same(2)profession had emerged. The organizations of labour, in
fact, go back, according to Massignon, to as early as the
(5)Babylonian and Assyrian times. Christensen speaks about
(4)classes of craftsmen in Persia under the Sasanids. al-Jabiz
relates stories about *ArIf al-Kannasin (the chief of
sweepers), who had all the sweepers of al-Karkh, the western
(5)side of Baghdad, gathered around him. The conversation 
which takes place between him and a half-witted man shows 
the low level of life and knowledge of these craftsmen.
There is no doubt that al-Jabiz sympathized with the class 
of craftsmen and it is significant that he cites them as an 
example of cohesive mutual sympathy particularly so in the
(1) al-yayawan, vol. III., p. 276; see also Ch. Pellat,Le Milieu., (1952), p. 233.
(2) Ch. Pellat points out that the beginning of theseorganizations may have started at this epoch, but hehimself had no attestation for this (Ibid., p. 232).
(3) Bncy. Soc. Sc., vol. VII., p. 205.
(4) l’Iran Sous les Sasanids, (1952), pp. 92-5-
(5) al-bayawan, vol. III., p. 13.
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case of the market-professions, such as the butchers and
( 1 )small tradesmen. The occasion for this strong sympathy
seems to have been the first steps that were then being
taken towards the organization of labour in Islamic society,
( 2)
established later throughout the whole Muslim world.
The wider the field of knowledge became, the
stronger the sense of specialisation grew, and this tendency
is reflected also in Islamic literature. al-JShi? portrays
the process of specialisation in various forms and takes
towards it different attitudes according to the aspects
which he deals with. It is clear that al-J&biS accepts
specialisation of function in a society and, indeed, thinks
(3)it necessary for the life of man and social harmony.
(1) see al-J&bis, Risala fl Dhamm akhl&q. al-kutt&b, Three Essays, (Finkel), p. 46.
(2) It is interesting to see that al-Khatlb al-Baghd&dl whowrites in the 4th cent. A.H. about al-MutaljafilQn - thosewho went to banquets without being asked or invited -gives the impression that they had an organization witha chief and special system in al-Ba^ra (see K. al-Ta1jfll., 
(1927) t PP* 81-2). al-Raghib al-^i^fah&nl, on the other hand, talks about blood-letters (or barbers) in the city of Qumm who seem to have a kind of professional grouping 
C Muhadarat.;, Br. Mus. MS., (add. 7305 Rich.), fol.128a.J
(3) al-J&hiz, I3ujaj al-nubuwa, al-KSmil., vol. II., p. 23; also al-yayawSn, vol. I., pp. 42-4.
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al-Jabiz, however, does not approve of the tendency where(1)knowledge is concerned. With his intense sense of humour,
al-Jahiz presents a picture of t-Ais group of people of
various professions whose knowledge he mocks at and presents
as an example of the extreme narrow-mindedness of those
specialised professions. In a most cynical way, al-Jahiz
produces an amusing picture of this group of people with
one-track minds, whose narrow professional field affected
even their language. The treatise which al-Jahiz wrote
and which is called "$inacat al-<juwwad", was presented to
the Caliph al-Muc ta^im, advising him to teach his sons every
knowledge, lest their minds be as narrow as these craftsmen,
who could not express themselves beyond the verbal mannerism
( 2)and expressions used in their own professions. al-J&hiz 
does not by any means despise these craftsmen whose speech 
he represents in poems with such immense interest and skill 
but it is clear that he does not approve of this kind of 
discipline. On the contrary, al-Jahiz set himself as the
(1) Man, according to al-Jahizfs argument, unlike animal, is 
distinguished by his ability to know more than one art or knowledge. (al-Hayawan, vol. II., p. 147)
(2) al-Jahiz, Rasa'il, (Sandubi), pp. 260-6.
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example of the man of catholic and encyclopaedic knowledge.
This is significant because it illustrates the lack of a
sense of specialisation where the field of literature and
(1 )letters is concerned. It is interesting to see that at
this time, a great number of men of letters, theologians,
scholars and poets lived by following professions which had
( 2)nothing to do with their literary careers. Some of them,
it is true, lived exclusively by their pens and al-Jahiz
himself is an example of those who lived by their own
(3)writ ing.
(1) There was a current saying that he who wanted to be a scholar should look for one art, but to be a man of letters, he should know all sciences (see al-cIqd., 
1940, vol. II., p. 208).
(2) Wasil b.cAta’, the famous theologian, was a wool-seller 
(see al-Bayan., (1332), vol. I., pp. 13-9), although Y&qut attributes his appelation (al-Ghazzal) to the fact that he used only to sit in the market of wool (Irshad., vol. VII., p. 223). The surnames of many theologians, scholars and men of letters seem to have derived from the names of professions such as al-Khayat 
al-Lluc tazili, al-Jubba’i, al-cAllaf, etc. al-Jahiz, however, denies the fact that these names indicated the professions, and he wrote a special treatise on this 
point (al-Bayan., (1332), vol. I., p. 20).
(3) al-Jahiz received large sums of money through the dedication^©! his books to some of the cAbbasid authori­ties. (Yaqut, Irshad., vol. VI., pp. 72 and 75-6;see also Ch. Pellat, R.S.O., (1952), p. 50).
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However, al-Jahi?*s disapproval of specialisation
should not be exaggerated, for he recognizes the various
needs of society and the fact that these needs required
various special functions. al-Jahiz says that. God did not
create anyone who is mighty enough as to satisfy all his
needs himself without the help of others, therefore, ••••
"He made the kings* need in their people and the people’s(1)need in their kings..." al-Jahiz goes on to categorise 
the nature of need itself into: the need whose fulfillment 
is essential for living, and secondly a luxurious need for 
pleasure and prosperity. The amount of either of these (2)
two, according to al-Jahiz, depends on the amount of necessity,
knowledge, depth (in thinking) and the human capacity and
(3)nature. Therefore, specialisation in function depends,
(4)according to this, on one’s own capacity. al-Jahie, in fact,
(1) al-]Jayawan, vol. I., p. 44*
(2) al-Jahiz uses here for both (need) and (necessity) the term (al-haja). The lack of accuracy is perhaps due to his literary nature which takes its freedom on the expence of his scholastic arguments.
(3) al-Hayawan, vol. I., p. 43.
(4) It is interesting to see this same conception of specialisation in pre-Islamic Persian literature."It is the duty of artisans not to muddle themselves in things which they do not understand..." (see 
Christensen, l’Iran., p. 314, ref. to anonymous book).
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discusses this point in connection with the metaphysical
order and in connection with God's power and justice. His
scholastic method depends here on a round-about way of
(1)argument to which he tries to give a rational colour.
It is interesting to see that al-Jabi?, who does 
not encourage a special discipline in knowledge tends to 
apply the idea of specialisation to certain nations while 
discussing their characteristics. The elements of need 
and capacity appear as a means which help in achieving the 
specialisation of function or knowledge. Therefore, f,the 
G-reeks who looked into causes were not merchants or crafts­
men with their own hands, neither were they people of agri­
culture, farming, building or planting, nor of collecting
(2)
and protecting (i.e. money)...*1 Their specialisation, 
according to al-Jabiz , became to concern themselves with 
creating new theories and methods of life. They were 
concerned with philosophy and not with practical life. As
(1) al-Jafriz proves that the need is decided according t© the 
necessity and capacity, on one hand, but on the other 
hand, God limits one’s own capacity within his own require 
ments, therefore, according to him, one is equal to the 
other by nature and by the creation of God. (al-Bayawan, 
vol. I., p. 43).
(2) al-Jahis, Risala f l  Manaqib al-Turk., al-Kamil., (1323)» 
vol. I., pp. 260-7; also Majmu* ., (Sacy), p. 41 •
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for the Chinese people, they were, according to al-Jahiz,
people of moulding and foming, melting and shaping. They
had wonderful colours and cloth making. Therefore, al-Jabiz
concludes, "... the Greeks know the causes and do not
practise the work, and the Chinese practise the work and
do not know the reason, "because the former were philosophers
(1)and the latter were practicians..." al-Jabiz, however, fails 
to give the reasons for their different characters.
It would be interesting to point out that al-Jabiz,
who lived in a society where relations with China were
mainly commercial and who seems to have known almost nothing
about Chinese philosophy whilst Greek philosophy had made
a great impression on him and on his time, generalises in
giving judgement on the two nations, referring them to
the crafts by which they were particularly known to him
and to the Islamic world of his time. This is clear in
al-Jahi£*s various references to the Chinese and to the(2)Greeks. al-Thacalibi, in the 4th century A.H., follows
(1) Risala fi Manaqib., al-Kamil., vol. I., pp. 261-7; (S&cy), p. 42.
(2) see about this ifr al-Rayawan, vol. I., pp. 75-83; vol. V. , p. 36; and vol. VII., p. 230
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al-Jahi£ in his idea about; the Chinese people as good
(1)craftsmen.
al-Jahiz, also, is inclined to classify the 
characters of nations into practical and theoretical apti­
tudes - a point which is consistent with his analysis of 
social classes and types of people. al-Jahiz refers not 
only to the G-reeks and Chinese, but also to the Arabs and 
the Turks. It is interesting to see how enthusiastic 
al-Jahiz becomes when he describes the Arabs about whom 
he, apparently, knew a good deal. The detailed description 
which I quote here is significant not only in relation t© 
the subject of specialisation which al-Jahiz explains in 
his own way, but also to these explanations given by 
al-Jahiz which are reflections of his own society and of 
his personal interest and knowledge. He says:
(2)
"... and so were the Arabs; they were not merchants, crafts­
(1) Thimar., (1908), pp. 432-5; see also about the early 
trade with China and commercial relations, al-la^qubl, 
Tarikh., (1883)> vol. I., p. 206.
(2) al-Jahi£ uses here the term (al-cArab), which seems to 
have meant the nation in general. The term (al^ifrab), 
used in other occasions is a comparative term used for the Beduin Arabs in comparison with townspeople. How­ever, the singular of (al-cArab) in the treatise is used 
as ( 'A'rSbl). (al-KSmil, vol. I., p. 271). The reference 
may be presumed to have been to the pure Arab nation 
before the settlement in towns.
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men, physicians, accountants or farmers as to he (considered)
professional people, neither were they cultivators, fior they
feared the humiliation of taxes (al-Jizya). They were not
people of earning and collecting or monopolizing of what
they possessed and looking for the possessions of others.
They did not earn their living from scales and measures,
neither did they know the Dawaniq (small silver coins) or
the Qararit (the 24th part of a Dinar), and they did not
become so poor as to be pre-occupied (with their poverty)
from knowledge, neither were they so rich (to an extent of)
the riches which brings stupidity and the wealth which
causes vanity. They never bore any humiliation which would
kill their spirit and make them despise themselves; they
were inhabitants of deserts and were brought up in the open
air.... They have strong memories and proud souls, when
they reached their limits and directed their capacities for
making poetry and eloquence in speech, cultivating the
language and forming speech, tracking human beings... and
using the guidance of stars, etc... they reached in that
(1)their best....1
(1) al-Jahiz, Risala fl Manaqib al-Turk., al-Kamil., vol. I.,
p. 265; also MajmXic ., (Sacy), pp. 42-3*
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This speciality of the Arabs, therefore, sprang
from their environment and the nature of their life and
(1)habitat. It is significant that al-Jahiz makes his judgment
on professions with a mind that had been influenced by the
circumstanced of his own society. Agriculture is connected
in al-Jahiz’s mind with the humiliation of taxes, the feeling
against which was prevalent in Islamic society. The taxation
system throughout the whole rule of the caliphate had been
(2)of a most unsteady nature. Professions connected with the 
market and trade which al-JSJhiz describes in terms of 
"scales and measures", were common in the town, but al-Jahiz 
could not be justified in thinking that the Arabs did not 
practise them, or deal with any kind of trade. His attitude, 
however, reflects another fact - that is the status of these 
professions in the cAbbasid town-life and the public feeling 
about them, which will be discussed soon. On another
(1) In the 8th century AvH., 'Ibn Khaldun shows great interest 
in the question of environment as an effective power on the human society and the nature of tendencies of man. 'Ibn Khaldun does not seem to have known about al-J&biz’s interest in this, for he ignores him altogether, see 
Tah§. Husain, Palsafat 'Ibn Khaldun,, (1925), p. 74.
(2) see about this institution of taxation: for early Islamic 
times; galib A. al-cAli, al-TanzImat., pp. 112-25; for 
the 5rd century A.H., al-Puri, al-Nuzum al-Islamiya, pp. 
106-85; and finally P. L^kkegaard, Islamic taxation in 
the Classic period, (1950).
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occasion al-Jahiz, however, admitted that Quraysh were
(1)merchants, although he defended them.
It is interesting to see that al-Jahiz assigns
different functions to different nations; the G-reeks were
philosophers, the Chinese were craftsmen and practicians,
the Arabs poets and men of speech, the Persians politicians
(2)and men of diplomacy and the Turks soldiers and leaders.
All these different nations represent the different cultures 
and elements of civilisations which were absorbed by the 
Islamic society of al-Jahiz's time. It could be pointed 
out that al-J&hi£'s lack of knowledge in one aspect shows 
itself in his judgement. He gives, for instance, the privi­
lege of making poetry to the Arabs only, who were known 
to him as poets and eloquent speakers. This may indicate, 
too, that al-Jahiz knew nothing about Greek or other nations1 
poetry or literature. In fact, al-Jahiz believed that the
(1) al-J&hiz, Risala fl al-Mucallimln, al-Kamil., vol. I., 
p. 34.
(2) It sould be pointed out that this treatise was written especially by al-Jahiz in praise of the Turks as soldiers of the Caliphate, (see al-Kamil., vol. III., p. 267*)
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Arabs were the first to make poetry and that Aristotle and
plato were " gene rations before the beginning of poetry
(1)among the Greeks*"
(b) The Social Status of Professions:
"With the division ©f labour and trades" Landtman
says, "varying degrees of social estimation are assigned
to the different groups ©f workers* One craft is valued
more highly than another, and in consequence the man working
(2)at that craft enjoys greater consideration." This character­
istic emerges in the Islamic town with the progress of 
material life and the tendency towards specialisation in 
function and craft. Social estimation of crafts, however, 
was affected by various circumstances in the Islamic town, 
and so varying attitudes towards crafts appeared. In 3pite 
of the fact, that the craft may be indespensible, it may 
still be despised. The weavers were condemned in Islamic 
society and considered the lowest in status and morals,
(1) al-JSthiz, al-IJayawan, vol. I., p. 74; al-Jahiz does not seem t© have known about the "Poetics" ©f Aristotle.
(2) The Origin ©f Inequality., (1938), p. 81.
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although the craft became more common and practised acre
in towns. A weaver in al-Kufa ence claimed to be a prophet;
a crowd ©f people gathered round him and said: “Avoid (the
wrath ©f) God and have fear ©f Him. Have you ever heard of
a prophet (who is) a weaver?" He said: "You do n©t want
(1)your prophet but a banker." Traditions were attributed to
the Prophet Muhammed against the weavers; he said to cAli
b. }Abi Talib "Oh cAli, avoid the weavers, for God has taken
away the blessing from their earning in this world, and they
(2)
are the despised ones." All the bad deeds which were
(3)committed against the prophets are attributed t© the weavers.
It is interesting, however, t© see how political life in the
Islamic town is connected to this attitude. In current
stories and legends, the weavers appear in contrast with
merchants; and while the former are condemned, the latter
(4)are praised.
(1) ^ bn al-Jauzi, 'Akhbar al-ziraf, (1928), p. 31* ^he 
number ©f prophets who appeared in the time of al-ka' aun among the comm©n people was great. (al-'lqd., vol. III., 
p. 305).
(2) see Lughat al-Arab, vol. V. , p. 335 (1931); als© al- Raghib, Muhadarat., vol. II., pp. 284-5.
(3) Liighat al-Arab, vel. V., p. 335 (1931).
(4) Ibid.
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I suggest that this seems to reflect one of the
characteristic attitudes of Islamic society. It is interest
ing to see who the actual practicians ©f these two crafts
were. It is a truism t© say that Quraysh are distinguished
as merchants and that their profession is always attached
(1)to their names. al-Jahiz himself maintains that the name
©f Quraysh did not derive from a name of a father of the
tribe but was a description attached to their profession
(2)
as merchants, from "trade and Taqrlsh." As for the weavers,
the Arabs ©f the South, and especially the Yemenites, are
(3)famous for their cloth making since pre-Islamic times.
The great conflict between the Arabs of the South and the 
Arabs of the North developed and took various shapes in the 
political life of the Islamic community. Social attitudes 
towards these crafts seem to reflect clearly this conflict.
(1) 'Ibn al-Nadlm mentions a book which attacked Quraysh as merchants. (Fihrist., -Flugel- vol. I., p. 105). al- Jahiz cites a poem taken by the Yemenites as evidence against Quraysh the merchants (Fakhr al-Sudan, Majmuc., -Sacy- pp. 57 sq. ) see also Tabari, #ol. II., 959, a poem by Abu Nu’as against Quraysh.
(2) al-Kamil, R. fl Madh al-tujjar., vol. II., p. 249; seealso ’Ibn Mansur, Lisan., vol. VIII., p. 225; Taj, vol.IV.,
p. 337.
(5) see about cl©th making, 'ibn SIda, al-Mukhassas, vol. I V . ,  
PP. 72-5; Yaqut, Kaj Muc jam,, (1869), vol. IV., p. 1056.
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This suggestion is confirmed by the fact that the Yemenites
are mentioned, and scorned, in connection with the craft
of weaving. al-Jahiz relates a saying of Khalid b. Safwan,
blaming people from Balbarith b. Ka*b and criticising them
before the Caliph ?Abu* 1- cAbbfcs, the first cAbbasid caliph,
he says: "What shall I say to people who have been either
(1)weavers of Burd, or tanners of leather, trainers of monkeys
or riders of donkeys; a hoopoe led to them, a rat drowned
( 2)them and a woman reigned them..." This antagonism may 
explain to us the statement put by the false prophet, in 
al-Kufa, who refers to a banker-prophet which seem to be 
an insinuation to Quraysh.
The lower craftsmen were never able to become 
wealthy enough as to be raised in social estimation, al- 
JXbiz says: "I have never seen a water-carrier who reached 
the stage of luxury and wealth, neither a brick-maker, worker 
in e^lay or cultivator, nor any other small trades(men) and
(1) A cloth made especially in al-Yemen, see al-Mukha$$as, vol. IV., pp. 72-3.
(2) This is a reference t© the Qur*anic story of Solomon with the queen of S$,ba (see al-Bay an, (1926), vol. I., 
pp. 219-20). See the narration also in YSLqtlt, Mucjaa, vol. IV., p. 1036, Ibn Qutayba, ‘Uyun, vol.* II., p. 217 
(1920).
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crafts(men). Don't y©u see that money often exists among
secretaries, diamond traders, the sellers of adorned (cloth)
(1)and carpets and among hankers..." al-JSihi^ attributes this
to the fact that the great sum of money (i.e. capital)
( 2)
brings big profit while small sums bring only little.
al-Jahiz realises the importance of crafts in
the life of the society, but reflects at the same time
the social status of these crafts. Therefore, God, according
to al-Jahi?;, made some people choose these crafts in order
to make life easy, because 11.. if all people were averse
to the shame of weaving, we all would have been left naked
and if all were averse to the hardness of building, we would
(3)have been left without shelter..." The need of society for
(4)these crafts did not prevent shame being attached to them.
Professions and crafts which bring wealth, presum­
ably would lead to respect and high position in the society.
(1) al-yayawan, vol. IV., p. 434.
(2) Ibid.
(3) tfujaj al-Nubuwwa, al-Kamil., vol. II., p. 23; RasS’il, 
(Sandubi), p. 127.
(4) In another occasion, al-Jahiz indicates that the profes­
sion in itself is not to blame (see chapter III of thisthesis ).
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"One ©f the chiefs ©f al-*Ubulla was heard saying that the 
poor people ©f al-Basra are better than those of al-'Ubulla." 
When he was asked why and in what way he preferred the a he 
answered: "Because they respect the rich people more and they
c dknow their duty." al- Ubulla was one of the important centres
of trade for a long time before the foundation ©f al-Basrm,
(2 )although its importance grew less later. On the other hand,
its people were described as the most poverty-stricken and
savage. A story related by al-Baghdadi shows that the lowest
class (al-Sifl) of al-'Ubulla were the poorest of all other
(3)towns; and their main occupation was fishing. al-Jahiz
(4)describes its merchants as the most monopolising of all.
Their attitude towards wealth and riches is one of respect
and love; the poor man is not allowed t© be rude to the
rich, but the latter can insult the former without being
blamed, otherwise the poor, according to them, will dare
(5)to punish the rich and this itself will bring destruction. 
Merchants, therefore, enjoyed a high position and respect
(1) al-Jabi?, al-Bukhala5, (1948), p. 113.
(2) see about al-’Ubulla, Yaqut, Mucjam., vol. I., pp. 96-8.
(3) al-Bnkhala, Br. Mus. MS., fol. 53m.
(4) Ris ala fI * 1-Mu4 allimin, al-Kamil, vol. I., p . 34.
(5) al-Jahi£, al-BukhalV, p. 113.
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in Islamic society. This, however, was not without quali­
fication, for trade was considered shameful to the old 
nobility of the ‘Abbasid court - although trade was not 
forbidden by Islam, but on the contrary encouraged. Wtlen 
Yabya b. Barmak intended to take part in commercial activi­
ties, a merchant advised him saying: "You are a noble man
( 2)
and a descendant of a noble, and trade is not your business.1'
This, perhaps, was due to the fact that the merchants did
not want the high officials and courtiers, competing with
(3)them in the field of their own profit. Nevertheless, the
occupation of a high office like that of a Wazlr is considered
(4)higher in the estimation of society than that of a merchant. 
This does not obscure the fact, however, that the merchants 
enjoyed a great influence in the life of the Islamic town, 
whether economic, social or political.
(1) see art. Tidjara, E. I.
(2) al-Jahshyari, al-Wuzara*., p. 183; also al-Duri, Tarlkh.,
p. 112.
(3) This is confirmed by a current saying which goes as follows: "If the monarch shared with the people in their own trade they will perish and if they shared with him the (duty of) carrying arms, he will perish." (al-Dimashqi, MahSain., 1318, p. 41).
(4) ‘Abdul-Malik al-Zayy&.t, the‘Abbasid Wazlr, is reported to have said: "The Commander of the Faithful has indeed 
lifted_me from the disgrace of trade to the greatness of Wizara." (al-Thacalibi, Khassj., p. 5; al-DQri, Tarlkh., p. 112).
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One of the great factors that raises the status 
of a man in society is his education and knowledge. This 
was a very important factor in the life of the Islamic com­
munity. The lack of barriers between classes in the Islam­
ic social system, helped the individual to climb up the soc­
ial ladder through his personal qualifications and merits,
(1)regardless of his origin or profession, kany theologians, 
poets or men of letters in *A.bbasid sd ciety depended merely 
on their qualifications to raise them in the social estima­
tion. wasil b. cAt&\ the theologian and speaker, whom al- 
j'Ski? praises and respects, used to deal with wool, but dis­
tinguished himself as a theologian. Although Wasil v/as cri­
ticised and reminded of his low profession, he was a respect-(2)
able man. It is interesting to see that al-<jahi£ cites a
( 5 )
long argument as to whether vvasil was a wool-seller or not.
It seems that some people could not accept the idea that a 
man with such eloquence and intellect would be of siich a
(1) al-JShiz himself is a remarkable example of this type; 
in his early life he used to sell fish in the market of 
al-Basra, Sayban, (Yaqut, 'Irsh&d., vol. VI., p. 56 sq.)
(2) Bashshar b. Burd made a satire against WSsil while Saf- 
wan al- ’An^srl praised vaqil and his knowledge, (al- 
JSbiz, al-Bayan., vol. I., pp. 55 and 37-8).
(3) al-Bay^n., vol. I., p. 174.
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profession, especially when it was an accepted fact that
weavers and lower craftsmen were foolish and could never
prosper. However, men connected with any intellectual
activity were highly esteemed, even in the pre-Islamic
(1 )society where the status of poets and priests was high.
This continued to he so after Islam and developed with the
development of knowledge and science. A literary profession
was one of the accepted means of livelihood. ‘Umar b. al-
Khattab is reported to have said: "The best employment among
the Arabs was the verses which a man offers before proposing
his need, in order to make the generous (man) hospitable or
( 2)the miser kind." Poets addressed kings and princes and lived 
on their gifts. The importance of poetry in this respect 
was not less in later Islamic society; poets praised the 
caliphs and lived under their protection. Besides, knowledge 
and education were appreciated by all classes of people, 
although they varied in their appreciation. Eloquent speakers 
had great impression on the common people; they sat in the 
mosque, listened to orators and preachers and admired them,
(1) al-Bayan,(al-Khatib) vol. III., p. 32; also Muqaddasi, Lata’if, pp.~25-7 and 27-8 (1900, Cairo).
(2) see al-Jahiz, al-Bayan., vol. II., p. 225.
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although they may not have been able to judge the most
(1)truly knowledgeable men. It seems that this appreciation 
of the common people of eloquence on one hand, and the 
impoverishment existing among the lower classes on the 
other, encouraged the classes of beggars and story-tellers 
to use literature as a means of beggary. The middle class 
in Abbasid society in their turn recognized the great value 
of literature and knowledge, for it was through their know­
ledge that they could prosper and follow the example of
the 'Abbasid aristocracy whose position was mainly dependent
( 2)on their wealth. The position of this middle class was
gained through flattery and praise of the monarch and the
eminent personalities of the court - this is obvious in the
( 3 )whole Arabic literature of this time. But the life of the
(1) An interesting stoiy is related by al- 'Asma0! , the Arab grammarian, who had an argument once with SIbawayh, the Mawla grammarian, in the mosque of al-Bapra. In order to gain the sympathy of people, al- ’Asmaci, on purpose, raised his voice to show his eloquence to the audience; as sosn as they heard his good accent, they sided with 
him, although he was not on the right. (see Y&qut, Irshad., vol. VI., p. 87).
(2) see about this point Ch. Pellat, Le Milieu., p. 229.
(3) The story related by al-Jahi£ about Sahl b. Harun who regained his threatened position through flattery and praise, is an example of this position. al-Jahiz relates his speech as the highest example of eloquence. (see al-Bayftn., vol. I., p. 216).
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individual who was attached to the court was by no means
safe, it depended entirely on the mercy of the caliph v/ho
(1)could send him at any time to his death, hevertheless, the 
middle class tended to attach themselves to the court, follow­
ing the example of the court aristocracy in their luxury
and pleasure. Secretaries were considered next to kings in
(2)
their value and position, al- I^f&hShr holds the opinion
that all crafts are dependent on poverty, for if there was
no poverty or need, people would not have worked in them,
( 3 )
except government, trade and working as secretaries. al-
Jahiz regrets the fact that in his time the rivalries among
(4)men of letters v/ere stronger than in any other profession.
The dispute among Islamic parties about leadership in matters 
of the faith stands as a remarkable example of the high level 
of intellectual activity vriiich reached its zenith under the 
Caliph al-Ma’mun. It is interesting, however, to see that 
the profession which is most attached to knowledge, and which 
is expected to give the people engaged in it respect and
(1) see the story of *Abu \AyHb al-MtlrySni, (al-Layawan, vol.II., p. 361). This man was killed by the Caliph al-Man^Hr 
(see 'Ibn hhallikan, Wafayat., vol. I., pp. 215-6; al- 
Abshthl, vol. I., p. 112.)
(2) Iluliacjarat., vol. II., pp. 283-4.
(3) This is, evidently, similar to al-Jahiz*s own explanation 
of the fc'hoice of men of lower professions.
(4) -Iasi ma bayn al- cAd£wa. , Hajmu* ., (Kraus-Haj iri), p. 107.
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value, was most despised in Islamic society. Teachers were
compared in their status and foolishness to the weavers
(1 )and lov/er craftsmen. Their social status does not by any 
means reflect the nature of their profession which is connect­
ed to knowledge and which is expected to be highly respected(2)in society. The great consideration of scholars and men
of letters, however, is reflected not only in the influence
they had on the people and in the Abbasid court, but also
in the sayings of the time. People are said to be of three
categories: Scholars, men of letters and orators, as for
the rest, they raise the prices, make the markets crowded
(3)and disturb the watery. al-Jabiz fs great interest in the
intellectual middle class is not due only to the fact that
he was one of them, but also to the great importance he
attaches to reason and to the value of personal qualification
and wide knowledge which are great means, in his tpinion,
(4)to power and prosperity.
(1) see sayings in al-Bay&n., vol. I., p. 174.
(2) This point is made clear in the discussion of this class 
later. al-J&hiz gives his interesting explanation of 
this point. (see below, pp. H 8- 3t ).
(3) The saying is attributed to Kh&lid b. SafwSn, see 'Ibn cAbd Rabbih, al-cIqd., vol. T7, p. 1571
(4) see chapter III of this thesis.
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(c) The Common People arid Their Occupations:
The importance of the common people in the writing
of al-Jahiz appears in his great interest not only in the
lower craftsmen, but also in the beggars, rogues and thieves.
Beggary, in al-Jatiiz’s writing appears, for the^first time
in Arabic literature as a professional activity. The
appearance of this class, however, in the social life of
the Islamic town was by no means a sudden phenomenon. It is
necessary before proceeding further, to discuss at this
point the figure of the beggar in literature and to examine
( 2)the origin of beggary in Islamic society.
al-Kudya (beggary) is naturally connected with 
poverty and need. This fact by itself, however, hardly 
explains the origin and increase of beggary in any society 
without considering the special circumstances obtaining in
(1) see al-Jabiz's description of the beggar, al-Bayhaql, al-Matasin., vol. II., p. 622-24
(2) This discussion will be of a great relevance with the character of the beggar in the book of al-Bukhala' which is discussed later in Ch. IV of this tEesis.
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that society. It is interesting to see how close the 
connection was in Islamic society between social and 
economic conditions, and the march of political events.
It is true that beggary grew out of social and economic 
factors, but most significantly these conditions were exa­
cerbated to a great extent by others of political nature. 
The manifest sign of the power of the caliphate was its 
tendency towards expansion. Wars and raids against the 
neighbouring countries were carried out under the name of 
holy wars. Since )Urnayyad rule, the campaigns were direct- 
ed against the Roman empire. Under the Abbasids, these 
raids continued and the frontiers were maintained and en­
forced. As early as the time of the Caliph al-Mahdi, the 
third cAbbasid caliph, new garrison towns on the borders
between the cAbbasid and the Romanu territories were estab-
( 2 )
lished; al-MasI$a and Tarsus were built (162 A.h.), and 
were considered most important in the wars against the 
Romans. The social and economic conditions which these
(1) see about these campaigns Vasilyev, Piistory of Byzantine 
Empire, vol. I., p. 257 sq.; B. lewis, The Arabs in 
History, p. 66; also Muir, The Caliphate, pp. 297,
366 sq.
(2) Yaqut, Mucjam., vol. II., p. 218
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.continuous wars created among the inhabitants of these
bordering towns stand as an illustration of the continuous
suffering of the people. In 163 A.H. , al-Rashid, the son
of al-Mahdi, attacked the settlers near al-Masi§a and
Tarsus, captured a great number of the inhabitants and the
( 1 )rest were sold in the markets. The inhabitants of these
areas suffered from both sides, the Muslims and the Romans.
The Romans, in their turn, answered these raids; in the
year 190 A.H., al-Tabari says: "al-Rum reached cAyn Zariba
(2)- a town built by al-Rashid - and Kanisatu* 1-hawda ; they
raided and captured. The people of al-Ma§i§a tried to
(3)save what was in their hands..'1 In the same yaar, al-
Rashld paid back the raid and captured Kiraqla, destroyed
(4)
it and enslaved its people. In the year 216 A.H., news
reached al-Ma'mun, the son of al-Rashid, that the Romany
attacked Tarsus and al-Ma§i^a and he attacked them in re-(5)
turn. The raids became more regular between the years 237-
( 6 )
248 A.H. and more people were captured, enslaved or killed.
(1) Yaqut, Mucjam., vol. III., p. 419
(2) Ibid., vol. III., p. 761
(3) Ta'rikh., vol. III., 709
(4) Ibid.
(5) Ibid., p. 1104
(6) Ibid., pp. 1419, 1420, 1434, 1447, 1449, 1508
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It would not have concerned us in the least to discuss these 
raids, had they not had repercussions on social life in the 
near territories and consequently, on Islamic town-life. 
These conditions of life help to explain an important fact, 
they explain why al-Jahiz chose to bring his beggar from al­
kalis a and to make him appeal to the people by telling them 
about his great deeds and courageous past and that he took
part in over 14 raids against the Romans and that he knew
(1)the leaders of these raids. It is significant that these 
raids against the Roman empire were considered by Muslims 
as part of the hbfy war (al-Jihad). People who took part 
in these raids were treated with great respect by the 
caliphate and, indded, by the whole Muslim world. The 
common people considered the leaders of these campaigns as 
heroes of the faith and their death meant martyrdom for the 
sake of religion. 1 When the news reached l)ar al-Salam 
(Baghdad), Samarra' and the other Islamic towns of the 
death of cAmr b. c Ubayd al-'Aqtar and CA1I b. Yafciya al-
(1) The names of the leaders which al-JShi^’s beggar cites seem to have been of authentic historical persons. Bis 
own name is cited by al-Jahi? as Ibn al-Ghuzayil b. al- Rakkan al-ka$T$2; (al-Bayhaqi, al-Mahasin., vol. III., p. 622-24). A very similar’name to this is cited by al-Mascudi to have taken part in these raids with the 
leaders whom the beggar of al-Jabi? himself cites, the name appears as al-cUrayil b. Bakkar; (kuruj., vol. 
VIII., p. 73)
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'Armani", says al-Jabari, "who v/ere both chief leaders of
the Muslims with strong power and great deeds, it was very
hard on the people arid great was (the calamity of) their
death, especially when the period between their deaths was
(1)
so short.." The feeling of agitation was increased by the
murder of the Caliph al-Mutawakkil by the Turks. "The
common people in Baghdad gathered, shouting and crying for
a general recruitment (hafir), and the Abna* (the hhurasani
soldiers) and the Shakiriya (the Turkish soldiers) joined
them, pretending that they wanted their pension.. They
opened the prison of hagr b. Malik and let free all those 
(2)in it." The weak central government had no longer any 
control over the people, the state of chaos spread over all 
the country, the confidence in the caliphate was no longer 
valid and people themselves decided to take action. There­
fore, "A group of well-to-do people from Ba_gnaad and Samarra
collected a big sum of money to enforce those who were
\jj
rising to go to the frontier to fight the Romans.." It is 
significant that the common people themselves show such a
1) ?abari, Tarikh., vol. III., p. 1510. These are some of 
the leaders whom the beggar reiers to.
;2) Tabari, Ibid.
!5) IMd.
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great interest in the raids against the Romans, their sym­
pathy being infused by their religious feeling.
Coming back to the beggar of al-Jahiz, it is 
noticed that when he stands in the mosque appealing to the 
people, he stresses his religious achievments as one of the 
defenders of Islam. He had, according to his own saying, a 
duel with the l;ing of the Romans on the gate of Tarsus. He 
does not forget to tell them that he had paid a visit to 
the mosque of Kaslama b. cAbdu*l-Malik in Constantinople.
He boasts about his courage in killing the men and enslaving 
the women, a fact that was characteristic in these raids.
In spite of all this courage and this heroic past, this man 
appears not only as a beggar but also as a chief one. Why 
is this so ?
The conditions of life in these border territories 
should be taken into consideration, in order to understand 
al-Jahiz’s suggestion for the origin of his beggar. Besides 
the fact that the people were exposed to the danger of raids, 
slavery and suffering in these changeable conditions, the 
people of these towns do not seem to have been representative 
of the average town-dweller. They were a mixture of unwanted
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elements, whom the government wanted to get rid of, such as
al-Zutt who were mainly working laboiiirers on the land in
( 1 )Mesopotamia and who were under very bad conditions. After
the failure of their rebellion in the Caliphate of al-
Mu(ta$im, a great number of them were recruited and trans-
( 2 )
ferred to the north to <Ayri Zariba. Soon afterwards, the
Romans swept them 'before them. As for the Khurasan! settlers,
they settled in cAyii Zariba as early as the Caliphate of(3)al-Rashid. It seems, however, that some agricultural and
commercial activities flourished for a time in these territo-
(4)
ries. Besides, Yaqtrt mentions a number of poets and
( 5 )scholars who came originally from these towns, hevertheless, 
the fact remains that the inhabitants of these towns v/ere
( 6)either killed, robbed, enslaved or driven out of their homes.
(1) al-Tabari, Tarikh., vol. I., p. 1961, vol. III., pp. 1044, 1045, 1166; also Rifa<i, *Asr., vol. I., p. 277
(2) al-Tabari, Ibid., vol. III., p. 1168
(3) Yaqut, Mu(j am. , vol. III., p. 761
(4) Ibid. Yaqut also mentions that al-Masisa used to export furs and that it had many gardens and a river, (vol. IV., p. 557)
(5) Ibid., vol. III., p.761; vol. IV., p.557
(6) Yaqut himself was captured from Byzantine territoies, when a boy, and sold as a slave in Baghdad, (see art. Yaqut, E.I.)
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This became more frequent when the central government 
could no longer maintain its frontiers.
It is significant that al-Jahiz constructs a 
magnificent picture of all these elements epitomised in the 
outstanding figure of the beggar. This figure is an ex­
ample of the'Abbasid society in its gradual social and 
political disintegration. At the sane time, he represents 
the heroic spirit of the religious wars of the Islamic 
empire which was at the same time being reduced to poverty 
and decline. One may point out in this connection that in 
the 5th century A.H., al-Hariri, the Maqamat writer once 
again comes to choose his beggar out of the same type of 
conditions. It does not seem to have been a mere co-in­
cidence that al-Hariri should choose his beggar from Sarouj 
the Syrian town which was exposed to the raids of the Franks 
and the inhabitants of which were driven out and made as 
refugees in 4-94 A.H./1101 A.I). It is significant, however, 
that the beggar of al-Jahiz appears as a hero who had taken
(1) al-Sarouji is said to have met with al-Hariri in the
mosque of al-Eagra and told him about the disaster that 
befell the city, al-yarirl describes this incident-in 
the Maqama No. 46; (Assemblies, English translation, 
introd.', p. 1 5 )
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part in the holy wars, whereas the beggar of al-Hariri was 
not so, he lost his home and was reduced to the utmost 
poverty and beggary, nevertheless, both beggars appear as 
professional, skilful and crafty men. The beggar of al- 
Jahiz defends his profession and considers those who complain 
of beggary as good-for-nothing people, M.. if anyone of them 
did not earn anything one day," he says, "he would blame the 
craft and condemn it. Didn’t you know that al-Kudya (beg­
gary) is an honourable profession and it is tasteful and 
delightful; its man is in everlasting happiness, for he is
on the roads of the whole world and the space of all the
(1)earth.."
The universal character of al-Jabi?.*s beggar 
appears in the great similarity which one finds between him, 
whether in his attitude towards the people, the excuses he 
makes or the devices of his trade, and the class of vagabonds, 
rogues and minstrel poets who appear in England in the 16th 
century. A very short comparison between the characteristics 
of al-JSfriz’s beggar and an Elizabethan minstrel-retainer, 
who was described as ,fnot technically a vagabond", but
(1) al-Bayhaqi, al-MJafrasin., vol. III., p. 622-24
(1)"evidently a skilful beggar'1, illustrates this similarity.
al-Jahizfs beggar was, above all, a dignified man whose past
stands as a witness for his great deeds. Eloquence in
speech was necessary for him to perform his part in public.
His appearance in the mosque, however, is a characteristic
of Islamic society where the mosque acts as a public place
for meetings, besides its religious significance to the
people. The beggar could get more sympathy from the people
there. After appealing to the people, the beggar reveals
his purpose saying: ".. two sons of ours were captured and
taken to the country of the Romans. Therefore, I ran away
aimlessly accompanied by letters from the merchants, but I
was robbed and here I am seeking refuge with God and with
you, should you think that you are going to send back a
( 2 )
pillar of Islam to his home.."
In the 16th century England, a minstrel-retainer 
appears with same characteristic. He was an honest man, 
"respectable enough to wish to pay his debts., he gained a
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(1) see Frank Aydelotte, Elizabethan Rogues., p. 46
(2) al-Bayhaql, al-Mahasin., vol. III., p. 622-24
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large part of his living 011 the road. After collecting a 
good sun of money, he was attacked by thieves and robbed in 
the way. He appeals to the people in poetry:
"After my robbery my memory was so decayde,
That I could neather syng nore talke, my wytts were sodismayde,
My awdacitie was gone, and all my myrry tawke,
There is sum hear have sene me as myrry as a hawke,"
•  • • •  •  • • •  •  • • •
"But after all," the author says, "he thanks God it was no 
worse; his patron has given him leisters, friends everywhere 
have contributed and he hopes present company will do the 
same, so he ends:
"Desyryng youe all to bear this tayle in mynde,
That I among your pursis nowe sum frendshipe may fynde, 
Every man a lyttel wold satisfy my nede,
(1)To helpe a poor man owt off det, it ys a gracious dede"
(1) P. Aydelotte, Elizabethan Rogues., p. 47; also Wright, 
Songs and Ballads, No. xlvi., p. 156-61.
It would be interesting to point out that the ceremonies 
of initiation among the Elizabethan rogues as described 
in Aydelotte's book (p. 29-30), are similar to those 
common a group of thieves whom al-Tanukhi describes in 
the 4th century A.H.; see al-Paraj., 1904, vol. II., 
p. 113.
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The professional beggars, vagabonds and story­
tellers had common characteristics in their privation and 
roaming life. The Islamic mosque, the streets and highways 
were the field where they made their appearance and earned 
their living. Sukkar, the chess-player, was the most fool­
ish among story-tellers, al-JaUi? says, but the most skil­
ful in playing chess; he used to travel earning his living
(1)by chess-playing. Ohess was considered the game of immoral(2)
lower classes, although, of course, it was plaved in the
(3)
Abbasid court. Story-telling was a profession which needed
(4)
craft, skill and eloquence. However, it was not a degraded
(5)profession in early Islamic times. Besides, there were many
theologians, preachers and good speakers who practised story-
(6)
telling. In the 4th century A.H., beggars seem to have some
(1) al-Jahiz, ai-Ijayawan, vol. II., p. 147f '  ^ JT
(2) see al-’lsfra'ini’s criticism of al-Jahiz, al-Tabsir. , p. 
50-51; also al-Abshlhi, al-Mustatraf. 1331, vol! II., 
p. 214
(3) see al-Mas4udi, Muruj., vol. VIII., p. 311. Books were 
written especially about it, (HajiKhalifa, Kashf., vol.
II., p. 14-30).
(4) al-Kascudi, Ibid., p. 161 sq.
(5) On the beginning and development of story-telling, see 
al-Makkl, Qut al-qulub., vol. I., p. 148 sq.; al-Maqrlzi, 
al-Khitai?., vol. II., p. 253; al-Balkhi, al-Bad* . , vol.
J ., p. 2-3; also art. kissa and Masd^id, E.I.
(6) al-Jahiz cites a number of respectable men who were story­
tellers, al-Bayan., vol. I., p. 234-5.
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co-operation with the story tellers. al-Kan, a type of beg­
gars, al-Hayhaql says, makes an agreement with the story-
*
teller early in the evening that he would give him half, or
one-third, of what he earns in order to let him ask the
(1) people.
The descriptions given by al-J&fcLi? of this class,
their behaviour and morals present them in a distinguished
colour different from the ordinary traditional moral of The
society. According to them, poverty and suffering should be
faced with courage and will. al-Jafciz relates that a man
complained, because the youth of his time were not as
courageous as they used to be, because they could not face
prison without complaints and that they betrayed their(2)
friends. According to the vagabonds, robbery was not^ shame­
ful, but was as good as any fighting for the sake of the 
faith. The man round whose instructions to thieves al-Jahiz*s
book on thieves was written, ’seems to have been a well-known
(3)
chief of thieves himself. The instructions and sayings re­
lated about him represent some of the “characteristics of this
(1) al-lf.aJj&siin., vol. III., p. 625- It would be sug^sted 
that the name of this beggar, al-KSn, may havebeen taken 
from his connection with story-tellers.
(2) al-Bay&n., vol. III., p. 132
(3) see about this al-ljayawan, vol. II., p. 410
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class. c Uthman al-Ehayy&t is reported by al-Raghib al- 
Isfahani to have said: "Nationa are endlessly capturing 
each other, and they call (what they do) raids and what 
they take a booty. It is considered the best (means) of 
earning. But you, in taking the money of traitors and vile 
people are more excused .. therefore, call yourselves con­
querors (Ghuzat), as the Kharijites called themselves
( I T(Seurat).." The thief, according to them, was more honest
than the judge who accepted bribes and took the money of
(2)
orphans. They believed in certain measures of chivalry, Ibn
al-Jauzi says that al-cAyyarIn say: al-Pata aoes not commit
adultery, does not tell lies and avoids the unlawful and is
never ajjressive against a woman, but, according to ‘ibn al-
jauzl, they do not avoid taking by force the money of people.
(3)The bond of al-Putuwwa is, however, most powerful among them. 
Uthman al-Khayyat says that he never robbed his neighbour
(1) Hubadarat., vol. II., p. 81-4; also al-Jahiz, al-Kayawan, 
vol. II., p. 410. al-Shurat (sing. Shari) are the 
Khari;jites who sell their life for their faith.
(2) al-Raghib, Ibid.
(3) falbis., 1919, p* 421. About the movement of al-Putuwwa~, 
see Taeshner, Die Islamische Putuwwabune, ZDMG, 1933,
p .  6 sq.; Ritter, Der Islam, 1920, vol. X., p. 244 sq. ; 
cUmar al-Dusuqi, al-Putuwwa cInd al-cArab, 1951; also 
al-Mashriq, 1’947, vol. 40., p. 460 sq; Massignon, arts. 
Sinf and Shadd, E.I.
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whoever he was. In the 4th century, al-Tanukhi describes
a highway robber saying: ".. In’ibn Kamdun, there was Futuwwa
and good humour. If he robs, , he does not rob the people
who have a fewr goods, the value of which is less than one
thousand (Dinars ?), and if he takes the money of those
( 2 )
people, he would share it with them.." The groups of al-
Fityan and wine-drinkers were praised and known for drinking
( 3 )wine, poverty and little earning, al-Shuttar, who were 
described by al-Jahiz;, were fond of wine; "one of the 
Shuttar may be left alone with an unexperienced young man," 
al-Jahiz says, "he would say to him: (The young man -al-
Ghulam- will not be a Fata until he meets with a Fata, other-
(4) (5)
wise, he is inferior in al-Futuwwa) ", and also "he who does
not drink before breakfast is inferior in al-Futuwwa and
( 6 )
spurious among wine-dr3.nkers . . " al-JShiz reveals interesting
(1) al-Raghib, Muhadrat., vol. II., p. 81-4
(2) al-Faraj., vol. II., p. 119
(3) al-Jahiz, al-fayawan,, vol. III., p.220; al-Bukhala \ 1900 
p. 128; al-Nuwayri, Nihayat., vol. IV., p. 90
(4) The word ( o— — -^) is used in this and the following 
quotation too. It was explained by al-Jahiz that, accord 
ing to al-Pityan, he who is not educated by a Fata is 
(kiks)in al-Futuwwa, (al-liayaw&n, vol. I., p. 168)
(5) Ibid.
(6) al-Jahiz, al-Bukhala >, 1948, p. 87
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sides of the life and morals of this class of people, in
( Dvarious occasions. Among the advice of cUthman al-Khayyat
to the thieves, is that they should avoid relations with
women and make their friends among men, for young men are
( 2)
more helpful to one another. According to him, they should
play with pigeons, romp with dogs and avoid playing with
falcons. The cock is described as the most courageous among
(3)
animals. The mention of animals in connection with the 
morals and behaviour of these groups of people draws the 
attention of the reader.
In Islamic society, dealing with pigeons appears as
a practice of the lower classes. It was condemned in trad-
(4)itions attributed to early authorities. In the tradition 
which condemns playing with pigeons, the game is attributed 
to the people of lot, the prophet whose story is famous in
(1) see the stories related by al-Jahiz about BSbuya, the 
pigeon trainer, (al-^ayawan, vol. II., p. 157). Babuya 
seems to have been one of the characters in al-JShiz*s 
book of thievs.
(2) al-Hayawan, vol. II., p. 366
(3) Ibid. The cock is described like a human being. This is 
true on other animals in al-payawSn, see vol. II., p.340.
(4) see al-Damirl, Hayat., 1868, vol. I., p. 291. In the 
Qur'an, however, it was the hoopoe who took the message 
of king Solomon and not the pigeons, see chapter XAVII.
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connection v/ith the habit of Sodomy which was "practised by
(1)his people. Besides, playing v/ith pigeons is supposed to
cause poverty and bad luck; "he who plays with pigeons will
( 2 )
not die until he had suffered poverty." al-Jahiz himself
seems to have been trying to show the connection between
dealing with pigeons, drinking wine and being from the lower
classes of people; he describes a man who was an extremist
Shica as follows: ".. I have never seen a poorer man than
he , yet he was a wine-drinker and a player of pigeons and
he looks in his figure and shape like the chiefs of al-
(3)
Harbiya.." Dealing with pigeons, however, was a trade. ’Abu
'Ahmad al-Tammar, the theologian, was•a merchant oi pigeons
(4)before he became a seller of dates. Special kinds of pigeons
were usod for correspondence by the government. cAbdullah b.
al -Mukhtar al-cAlawi is reported to have been appointed as
a special secretary of pigeons and remained till the caliphate
of al-:ustacsim. he also made special reports about their
(5)
origins. al-Putuwwa in its later development is said to
(1) see Qur'an, chapter XI., (Hud)
(2) al -Damirl, Rayat., vol.,1*,.p. 293
( 3) al - J ah i z, al -Jiayawari , vo 1. III., p . 20 . al-H arbiya was 
the headquarter of the common people in the civil war 
against the army of al-Ma’mun, (al-Tabari, vol. II., p. 
1008)
(4 ) al-Hayawan, vol. III., p. 294 sq. and p. 297
(5) see Mustafa Jaw£d, Lughat aI-cArab, 1930, vol. IV., 
p. 241-9
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have included playing with pigeons, singing,and playing
(1)other games.
al-Jabiz shows great interest in animals in con­
nection with the social life of man. It would be pointed 
out that he depicts the characters of animals from the view
point of their moral behaviour. The pigeons are compared(2)
with the human beings in their emotions and nature. The use 
of animals by human beings as companions is no less signi­
ficant; the dog which is a very cautious animal was used by
the groups of stranglers in al-Kufa, who attacked certain
(3)quarters, spread horror and robbed the people. The use of 
dogs by beggars and vagabonds appears to have been common 
and universal. In Roman society, it seems to have had the 
same significance; "in antiquity," says R. Lewinsohn ] orus, 
"and indeed until well into the middle ages, the dog was a 
proletarian among the domestic animals. He was the beggar’s 
companion and in Rome he was exploited in fine style as a
(1) Mustafa Jawad, Lughat al-cArab, 1930, vol. IV., p. 241-9; 
see about Futuwwa also p. 107 of this thesis.
(2) al-Jahiz, al-Hayawan, vol. III., p. 164-9; also about 
the behaviour* of chickens vol. II., p. 340
(3) Ibid.; also vol. II., p. 264-7
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worker, while in the arena he had to fight along with wild
(1)beasts against the gladiators.." In Persian tradition, the
dog was held in great esteem by the Zorc*ptrians•. The dog
( 2 )
was used by the shepherds to protect their sheep. It should
be pointed out that in Islamic society, the dog was also used
by the guards of the markets to protect the goods of mer-
(3)chants. The significance of the dog among the lower classes,
however, does not seem to lie in his function as a protector
(4)only, but also in its usefulness for games..
Playing with animals, such as falcons, pigeons or
cocks seems to have been common games in old oriental
societies; "the art of falconry came from India and had also
been practised in Persia at an early date.. After the bth
century A.D., falconry became the rage at princely courts
( 5 )
and it continued to be so for a thousand years.." In the 
book of al-Payawan, al-Jahiz relates with great interest an
(1) Animals, men and myths, p. 119
(2) Christensen, l’Iran., 1936, p. 317
(3) al-Jahiz, al-Hayawan, vol. I., p. 302-3
(4) An indication of the dog’s relation with al-Fityan is 
given by al-Jahiz, see al-Bayan., vol. III., p. 132.
(5) R. 1. Iviorus, Animals., p. 116-9
argument between two I uctazilite theologians in preference
of dogs and cocks. al-Jahiz was blamed for wasting his time
(1)and the time of his reader in useless arguments like this.
al-Jahiz makes a reference, however, to 'Abu 'Ishaq al-Hazzam
and Macbad as the two Muctazilites who held the argument
( 2 )
between themselves. This in itself may be an indication of 
the interest of the time in animals in connection with social 
habits and new emerging social phenomena. al-Jahiz, however, 
attributes the interest of theologians in arguments concern­
ing animals to a religious interest, for animals, according
( 3 )
to him, are manifest signs of the creation of God.
(d) The Middle Glass and Its Importance;
In connection v/ith this class in the cAbbasid 
society, as well as in &1-Jahiz's writings, two main points 
should be taken into consideration; the question of education 
which was mainly carried out by this class, and secondly the
(1) al-Jahiz, al-Hayawan, vol. j.. , p. 216
(2) Ibid., vol. I., p. 3
(3) Ibid., vol. II., p. 109
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question of wealth as a decisive factor, and a competing 
power, in the life and status of this class. Therefore, 
my approach to this class in aI-Jahi£*s writing is concerned 
with these two points.
In connection with al-Jahiz's writing, that section
of the middle class whose livelihood depended mainly on an
educational occupation is represented in the groups of t
teachers and secretaries, or clerks, who seem to have
(1)occupied a great deal of al-Jahiz*s interest. The close 
connection of this class with the intellectual activities 
of their time is germane to the question of knowledge and 
education in Islamic society. Therefore, before discussing 
the characteristics of this class, as al-JShi? portrays 
them, some general discussion is necessary on this point.
My discussion of the question will be made in connection 
with al-Jahiz's views and attitudes, for it is of the utmost 
relevance that al-Jahiz himself was a member of this class.
(1) al-Jahiz wrote about four treatises on the praise and
condemnation of teachers and clerks; two of these works 
only have come down to us, see Y&qut, Irshad., vol. VI., 
p. 76 sq.; also chapter I., of this thesis.
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The close connection in Islamic society of teach­
ing with religious studies seem to have helped to make 
teaching a widely practised profession. Teaching, whether 
in the Ealaqat (the circles) of the mosque or in houses
and schools, was of cardinal significance in the life of
( 1 )Islamic community. One of the characteristic features of
the growth of ediication and learning in the Islamic world,
in the 2nd and 3rd centuries A.H., was the idea of seeking
for knowledge and making long joumies for the collecting(2)
of traditions. al-Jahiz was not a traditionist himseli,
(3)
hut worked part of his life as a teacher, and indeed spent 
most of his life in teaching through his writing. He was
(4)
not described later as "the Teacher of reason and literature"
in vain. His fame, which reached Spain, is said to have
brought him students from there who studied under him for (5)several years. al-Jahiz, in fact, represents the tendency
(1) see ’Ahmad Shalaby, Hist, of Muslim education, p. 116
(2) see bn t this Guillaume, The Traditioni of Islam, p. 68
(3) al-Jahiz, in fact, was accused by traditionists &s having 
forged traditions, see al-cAsqalahl, lisan., vor. IV.,
p. 355-6; al-Baghdadl, al-Farq., p. 61; ’Ibn Qutayba, 
Mukhtalif., p. 7T-3, 'Ibn cAsakir, RAAD, vol. IX., p. 204
(4) This is said by 'Ibn al-cAmid, Yaqut, 'Irshad. , vol. VI.p.74
(5) see Yaqut, 'irshad., vol. VI., p.74-5; al-Tanukhl, Hi&uwar. 
(1930), p. 119-20. Ch. Pellat argues this point and the 
influence of al-Jahiz in Spain, see al-Andalus, (1956), 
vol. XXI., p. 277-9.
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in Islamic education towards vast and unlimited activities 
wjdich were no longer confined within the field of religion.
The fireek culture, which al-Jahiz tends to copy, aid not
' (1) 
have a regular and systematic effect on his methods, how­
ever, 'Ibn Shahid, one of the eminent men ofiletters in 
Spain #10 criticised teachers bitterly, thought that al- 
Jahiz did not write all he knew in the book of al-Bayan 
wa’l-TabiyTn, because, according to'Ibn Shahid, al-Jahiz
was careful about the bestowal of knowledge upon the un-
( 2 )
grateful people of his time. Zaki MubSrak, who does not 
agree with Ibn Shahid that ai-JS,hiz was concealing his know­
ledge, thinks that al-Jabiz did not do that on purpose, but 
that it was his own idiosyneratic way of writing, tne simple
reason being that he wrote for himself and not for the sake
( 3 )of teaching people. Ibn Shahid may be justified in thinking
of al-Jabiz in this way, because it is apparent that nothing
of al-Jahiz* s works, besides al-Bayan. and al-farbic . , was
(4)
known in Spain. Besides, al-Bayan. does not follow a
(1) Tah"a IJusain thinks that there is no pure Arabic rhetoric 
but a mixture of Greek and Persian influence is clear, 
especially in al-Sayan, of al-J£hiz, see introduction to 
Qudaxaa1 s N aqd al-N at hr, (19 3 3)> P * 9
(2) see' Zaki Mubarak, al-N at hr. , vol. 11., p. 48-9
(3) Ibid., p. 49
(4) Yaqut, Irshad., vol. VI., p. 75; also al-Tanukhi, hishwar.
p. '119-20.
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cddactic method and only specialists may appreciate it and
be able to sort out the ideas from amongst numerous examples 
(!)and poems. However, no one who knew al-Jahiz through his 
works would be able to ignore his concern about the know­
ledge of the people, and about his readers, whom he seeks 
to please and teach. Even so, it seems that al-Jahiz aid 
not hold a very high opinion of his reader. The irregular 
use of scientific methods and the continuous interruption 
of his serious arguments by anecdotes and short stories, in 
order to please his reader, are evidence of his taking pains 
to appeal to the ordinary reader. In al-Hayawan, he re­
frained from discussing certain subjects for the simple 
reason that they were boring -as he himself puts it, ". . an­
other defect of this is that it is so vast and long that you 
would not bear it even if Mukharriq (the singer) were to 
sing it for you, or Zalaal play*(on the lute), or Bar^uma
( 2 )play it (with the flute); that is why I did not discus© it".
(1) Abu Bilal al - c Askar I says that although al-Dayan, in­
cluded numerous examples of poems, speeches and sayings, 
knowledge is scattered in it, see al-Sinacatayh, (1952), 
p. 4-5. al-I/lascudi places it first on the list, on 
account of its many sidedness and versatility, see Jv.uruj ., 
vol. IV., p. 24; also A. Fez, Renaissance, English trans., 
(1937), p. 240
(2) al-Hayawan, vol. VI., p. 16
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The quality of being teacher of the common people, which
al-Jahiz enjoyed, does not mean that al-J&hiz approved of
the easy knowledge of a parrot, for he detested learning by
heart which would paralyse the faculty of thinking and would
(1)stifle intelligence. This, perhaps, is one of the reasons 
why al-Jahiz was not a good traditionist. The attitude of 
al-Jahiz towards knowlddge and education is that of great 
respect. His condescension in making knowledge as easy as 
possible for his ordinary reader did not deprive him of the 
scientific mindedness of the scholar. al-Hayawan is a re­
presentative of the intellectual activities of the class of 
theologians of his time, but its significance does not lie 
in its compendious knowledge as much as in the reflection 
it bears of the ways of thinking among the intellectuals of 
al-Jahi?*s time. The scientific curiousity which dominated 
the minds of the class of thinkers who founded Muslim 
scholasticism is a most interesting feature which al-Jafriz 
reflects and represents. Besides, al-Jabi£ does not fail to 
portray the rivalries between educated people, showing his 
great concern, in doing so, about the leadership of the
(1) al-J&hiz, Risala fi11-Iviuc allimln, al-Kamil., vol. I., 
p. 29-30. H. Ilirschfeid thinks that, in this descrip­
tion, al-Jahiz was alluding to his contemporary al- 
Kindl, the Arabic philosopher, see a Volume of Orient­
al Studies, (1922), p. 200-9. However, there is no 
justification for this belief.
common illiterate classes of the people. One can hardly he
justified in thinking that al-JSbiz held hack his knowledge
from -undeserving folk, when his attitude towards the common
people was that of a teacher. "It is not lav/ful", al-Ja&iz
says, "for him who has only a little of knowledge to neglect
( 2)
teaching those who have less knowledge than his.." The
great energy of al-Jahiz in recording all his thoughts by
putting them in books, seems to have been one of the reasons
why al-Jghiz's works deal with almost every subject, he
seems to have held the opinion that books were the best
means by which one could face one's rivals in arguments,
whereas in arguing v/ith them face to face, there is the risk
of quarrel and rage which may spoil the free spirit of reason-
( 3 )
ing and argument. The long paragraphs in al-Hayawan, which
al-JTSHiz devotes to books, defending their value, are not
only indications of al-Jahiz's great interest in education
through writing, but also a reflection of its value in his
(4)own. time.
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(1) This point is discussed at length in the 3rd chapter of 
this thesis.
(2) al-Jahiz, al-Hayawah, vol. VI., p . 36
(3 ) al-J Shiz, Iiu j a j al -nubuwwa, has a} i 1, ( S an dub i), p. 123
(4) al-hayawan, vol. I., p. 84-5, 100; also Carra-de-Vaux, 
les Penseurs de l'Islam, vol. I., p. 297
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Knowledge in Islamic society was highly esteemed.
In current sayings of the time, reason and knowledge are
put in a position even higher to that of the caliph; "Abu'l-
}Aswad al-Du’ all is reported to have said; (Kothing is as
valuable as learning; kings govern peonle and scholars
(1)govern kings) 1 The value of knowledge, however, depended 
sometimes entirely on the amount of profit that the know­
ledge would bring in practical life. Therefore, the prac­
tical knowledge of counting was more appreciated than writ­
ing and reading alone, because in a society where financial 
activities were much encouraged, and trade was a profitable 
profession, counting was needed for the merchants, bankers
and money-dealers, etc. Counting is preferred to learning
( 2)
how to read and write for the people, but the kings and 
princes were not in need of learning it. Their essential 
subjects were history and arts; al-J&hiz reports a saying 
that goes as follows: "Teach the kings the knowledge of 
Kasab, narration and law (or jurisprudence), teach the mer­
chants counting and writing and teach the warriors the books
(1) ‘Ibn JainmSca, Tadhkira. , p. 10; also ’Ahmad Shalaby, 
History of Muslim education, p. 128
(2) ’ibn al-Taw)am is reported to have said: "Teach your son 
counting before reading, because it is more profitable 
and the costs of its learning are cheaper, al-Jakig, 
al-Bayan., vol. II., p. 138.
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of campaigns and biographies (al-Magh&zI wa'1-Siyar)."
al-Jahi^’s attitude towards education and its 
systemisation is not clear enough to be attributed specifi­
cally to him, for al-Jahiz does not seem to express a per­
sonal opinion about this point. He attributes a system of 
education which recognizes two main categories of knowledge, 
as well as tv/o grades of people, to some past generation, 
whom he calls (al-JAwa >il), the Ancient a, without specifying 
whom he is quoting. In this system, al-Jabi£ maintains 
that education was of two main grades:
1. The education of a certain special class of people 
which consisted of all branches of knowledge, whether 
science, arts, sports or games, etc.
2. The education of people in general. This is planned
by the first class, mentioned above. It is meant for
teaching people a hand-craft by which they could earn
their living, in order to become cultivators, traders,
( 2 )builders and tailors, etc.
( 1 )
(13 al-Jabiz, al-Bayan., vol. III., p. 211.
(2) see al-JShiz, Risala fifl-fucillimin, al-Eamil., vol. I.,p. 21.
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According to this classification, people are of two main
categories; those who work with their hands in order to
make their living and, secondly, those who deal with arts,
sciences and skilled work, plus the knowledge of games and
sports. This classification is not out of place in al-
Jahiz's attitude towards the question of specialisation of
aptitude and function among nations, which has been dis*-(1)cussed previously. The interesting point, however, is to 
see how far this system agrees with the conditions of 
education in Islamic society itself.
Education in Islamic society grew in close con­
nection with religious studies. Knowledge could be obtained
through narration and by joining the public classes and(2)
circles, whether in the mosque or outside it. It was by
no means a privelege of a certain class of people to join
these classes, or to travel for the sake of knowledge.
Besiaes, there were no restrictions on joining certain
(3)faculties. It is evident that higher positions, such as
(1) see p. 70-82 of this thesis.
(2) It is significant that with the development of sciences, 
classes were limited and, later, teachers and students 
formed separately their guilds, especially under the 
Eatimids, see J. Pedersen, art. I asdjid, E. I.
(3) *Ahmad Shalaby, Hist, of Muslim education, p. 164
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that of a Wazir or a secretary could be obtained by qualif-(1)ied persons who proved to be competent. The caliphs' sons, 
on the other hand, had their own tutors and teachers, but 
it is difficult, in this context,to think of a system of 
education being imposed by an upper class for the people to 
follow. Therefore, al-J&biz can hardly be thought to have 
been referring to the Islamic educational system itself.
In the old Persian system of education, the boys 
were taught three subjects only; to ride, to shoot and to 
speak the truth. According to Strabo's account, their 
training was mainly physical. On the other hand, Artaxshir 
Papakin is reported to have been so "proficient in liter­
ary knowledge, riding and other arts that he was renowned 
through-out Pars. Bahrain G-ur, another Persian monarch, was
taught by three teachers, various games, instructionsiin
( 2 )
letters and administrative duties. It is understood that 
the majority of people were illiterate, but the nobility
(3)were taught in the court together with the royal princes.
(1) see for instance al-Tanukhf, Nishwar., p. 27-8; also 
'Isfahan!, al-'Aghani, vol. XX. , p. 46
(2) On Persian education, see 1. H. Gray, art. Education, 
Ency. of Religion and Ethics, p. 208.
(3) see Christensen, 1'Iran., (1936), p. 410-12
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However, there is no evidence that the Persian system of 
education defines the education of the people within certain 
conditions, although this may he implied in the special 
education of the kings which should prepare them for their 
duties.
As for the Greek system of education, Plato, in 
the Republic, expresses the necessity of compulsory educa­
tion. "His educational scheme", Sabine says, "falls natur­
ally into two parts; the elementary education which in­
cludes the training of young persons up to about the age 
of twenty and eliminates in the beginning of military ser­
vice, and the higher education intended for those selected 
persons of both sexes, who are to be members of the two
rilling classes, and extending from the age of twenty to
(1)thirty five.." Although Plato maintains that education in 
the Republic should be compulsory, the actual system of 
education in the Greek society was not so. "The education 
of the Athenian boys, for which the family not the state 
was responsible, was carried on at private day-schools. It, 
mainly, consisted of reading and writing (Grammatics), learn-
(1) G. H. Sabine, A History of political theory, (1954), 
p. 64
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ing and reciting epic and dramatic poetry, lyre playing
and singing lyric poetry, the rudiments of arithmetic and
(1)
geometry (Music) and athletic exercises (Gymnastic).."; after 
which military service starts. After about the age of 
fourteen, the Athenian citizen, generally, was expected to 
choose the education which would fit his future career.
"The sons of the wealthy might then do as they pleased,
( 2)
others must think of fitting themselves to earn a living."
In the Republic, which is thought to be the greatest work
(3)on education ever written, Plato is concerned, mainly, with
the mental education of his Guardians. The education is
supervised by the state and directed towards a single aim.
Physical training is no less important for the mental life
(4)
of the citizens. Above-all, however, the ideal academic
education which included arts and sciences is required
after the age of twenty, in oraer to prepare the class of 
(5)rulers.
(1) Plato, the Republic, English trans., P. M. Comford, 
(Oxford-1946), chapter IX., p. 65.
(2) W. Murison, art. Education, Ency. of Religion., p. 189.
(5) This is Rousseau’s saying, see Sabine, A History., p. 64.
(4) Plato, the Republic, pp. 65-78, 90.
(5) Ibid., chapter XXIII., p. 206.
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If al-Jahiz had this idea in mind, he could not 
have been thinking of the Islamic system of education, but 
was, perhaps, falling under the influence of a Greek con­
ceptual system, which was reflected not only in Plato, but(1) (2) 
also in Aristotle, whom al-Jahiz seems to know more. It is
to be regretted that, because of the loss and interconfusion 
of his works, no clear elaboration of al-Jahiz's views on 
the theory of education is available.
In spite of the great respect of knowledge in 
Islamic society, which is reflected in the great educational 
activities, the social status of teachers was not always 
reflective of this great esteem of the society for knowledge. 
"The importance attached to the work of elementary teachers," 
Goldziher says, ".. is by no means reflected in his social 
status - the prevailing attitude of Muslim society towards 
the teacher of children .. is represented in Arabic litera­
ture as one of extreme disrespect. His position is on a
(1) see The Politics, English trans., by W. Ellis, book VII., 
chapter XIV., p. 228; book V., chapter IX., p. 167.
(2) The Republic is said to have been translated by Hunayn 
b. ''Ishaq (194-260 A.H./ 809-873 A.i).), under the title 
of the Book of Politics (Kitab al-S^asa), see al-Hihrist, 
vol. I., p. 247. al-JShiz does not refer to it specific­
ally. Taha Husain doubts that the Republic of Plato was 
known to al-jafciiz, see Tatra Husain, Ealsafat 'ibn Khaldun.
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level with that of weavers, blood-letters and other des-(1)pised trades.." This attitude is reflected in the great
( 2 )
umber of traditions and sayings current in Islamic society. 
Various explanations are given, by many scholars, of this 
attitude. Goldziher says that it is possible that "this 
deprecation of indispensible profession of teachers may be 
due simply to the haughtiness of the Arabic race. In pass­
ing judgment upon it, however, we must not forget that
Enalogus leatures appear in the educational annals of Greece(3)
and Rome.." Mez says: "It is very likely that the low
status of teachers may have had its origin from Greek comed-
(4)ies in which the pedagogue was always a comic person.."
(5)Other reasons within Islamic society are given by Lammense. 
In his thesis on the history of Muslim education, 'Ahmad 
Shalaby refers this condition to financial reasons, that is 
the low standard of living among the teachers, especially of 
children. In the sayings, current in Islamic society, the
(1) see art. Education, Ency of Religion., p. 201
(2) al-Jahiz, al-Bayan., vol. I., p. 173; al-Thacalibl,
Thim&r., p. 194; Lhas$., p. 51; al-Jayhaal, al-Mahasin., 
vol. If I., p. 621; al-’Abshihl, al-Mustatraf. , vol. II., . p. 219 —
(3) art. Education, Ency. of Religion., p. 202
(4) Renaissance, Arabic trans., vol. I., p.307
(5) Mu(awiya., p. 361
(6) History of Muslim education, p. 134-5
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pieces of bread of teachers were taken as example for the
variety of things, for teachers used to live on the bread
(1)brought to them by their pupils.
In discussing teachers, al-J§hiz distinguishes 
two grades, in general. In his classification, he seems to 
take two facts into consideration; the fact that people are 
mainly of two classes, common and special, and secondly the
fact that knowledge of man is an essential factor in raising
him up in social estimation. Therefore, al-Jahiz classi­
fies teachers into two categories, according to the class 
of students they teach and the knowledge they possess; he 
says: "Teachers, as I believe, are of two grades: among 
them are men who were raised above the teaching of children 
of common people to the teaching of children of the special. 
Some were raised from teaching children of the special to
that of the children of kings themselves , who are prepared
for the caliphate. How can you think that one like cAli 
b. Hamza al-Kisa* 1 and Muhammed al-Mustanlr, known as 
Qutrub, and the like, could be described as fools.
This saying is not true on these and the grade below 
them, but if you mean the teachers of village-
(1) al-Thac alibi, Kha^s., p. 51. This characteristic among 
teachers, can still be noticed among village teachers.
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schools (Katatib al-Qur&9, there are lower as well as upper 
grades in every class. Therefore, they are not different: (i)in this from others." al-Jahiz admits that there v/ere tools 
among teachers, but those were only the teachers of the 
children of the lower classes. Moreover, his belief in un­
limited knowledge is illustrated in his actituae here. The 
man of knowledge, according to al-JSbiz, should be good at 
it and skilful, no matter how vast his knowledge is. al- 
Jahiz attacks al -Khalil b. 'Ahmad that the latter was - 
under4, the illusion.;, that he knew every knowledge, and the 
result was, according to al-Jahiz, that he muddled everything.
This, al-JSlhiz says, cannot happen except to a person whom
* ( 2 )
God Himself fails. The teacher who lacks creativeness is on 
the same level with any craftsman who is skilled only in 
his own field, al-JShiz says: the grammarian who has no
great interest ('lmtac) is like the carpenter who is called 
to fix a door, and he is the most skilful of all people (in 
that), but after he finishes fixing the door, it would be 
said to him: Go; while the man of wide interests is wanted
(1) al-Bayan., vol. I., p. 174
(2) Ri s&la fi* 1-Mu callimln, Brv Mus. MS., fol. 15b-16a; also
al-Masctidi, Muruj., (Paris), vol. VIII., p. 431
in all cases.." The stories which al-Jahiz relates about 
the common grade of teachers are cited to show that in spite 
of their hard work, they had neither ambitions not dignity 
in their profession. Anyone of them may learn all branches 
of knowledge, whether grammar, prosody, counting and read­
ing the Qur} an, etc., but at the same time he may be satis­
fied to teach with sixty Dirhams only, whereas a man with
good consideration and understanding of things will refuse
( 2 )
even thousand Dirhams. al-JSfiiz, in fact, must have had
great ambitions for the educated middle class. He thought
that from amongst teachers, themselves, whose profession is
dependent on their knowledge, there were-people who were
raised to higher positions and were attached to kings. It
is from amongst teachers, al-Jahiz says, that one finds
political leaders, judges, governors and all other high
officers. They possess the gift of speech and lucid argu-
(3)ment. It is evident that al-JShiz is referring to xhe teach­
ers of the upper grade, amongst whom many tutors enjoyed 
great influence in thecAbbasid court and were able even to
- 150 -
( 1 )
(1) al-Bayan., vol. I., p. 253
(2) Ibid.
(3) Risala flf1-Mucalliiffin, al-Kamil., vol. I., p. 23
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O)influence political life. al-Jabi?* is among the lew Muslim
writers who showed great interest in this class and was very
careful in stressing their rights in the society, defending
( 2 )
them from any prejudice. This, however, did not prevent
him from admitting that there were fools among them, and
(3)
from relating anecdotes and jokes on them.
al-Jabi^'s ambitions for the class of the in­
tellectuals of his time are remarkable. It was these am­
bitions that made him criticise them and be severe, against 
them too. His belief is that they should be good examples 
of leaders and should not disillusion the common people by
their false appearance. al-Jabiz. regrets the fact that the
(4)
class of official clerks of his time were preoccupied with 
false education and appearances, following the Persian ex­
ample in extravagance, so much so that they hated and des­
pised everything Arabic, even the learning of the Qur'an, 
which is, according to al-Jahiz, the best example of the
(1) Instances can be shown in the following persons: Yabya 
al-Barmaki, the tutor of al-Rashid, ’Abu 'Iyad, the 
tutor of al-Ma’mun and ‘Ibrahim b. al-Mahdf, see ‘Ahmad 
Shalaby, Hist, of Muslim education, p. 124*
(2) see Goldziher, art. Education, Ency. of Religion, p. 202.
(3) al-Abshlhi, al-Lustafraf., (1331), vol. II., p. 216.
(4) I translate the word (Katib) into clerk, after the ex­
ample of Mez, Renaissanee, English trans., (1937), P* 171.
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language. It seems that the clerks, who were a mixture oi
Arabs and non-Arabs, especially Persians, were adopting
( 2 )
new styles, whether in manners, appearance or writing. This 
caused the criticism of al-Jahiz. Although the good appear­
ance of these people is deceiving, al-J§hiz says, they are
actually empty and full of conceit. As soon as they put
(3)
on the costume of clerks, they feel vain and important,
because they have joined the class and were going to have
(4)
authority over everything. al-J&biz points out their vanity 
about Persian culture, saying that as soon as anyone of 
them is appointed and learns a few anecdotes and sayings of 
Buzurgmehr, Ardashir, cAbdu*1-Hamid al-Katib or 'ibn al- 
Muqaffa* and holds the book of Mazdak as a basic knowledge 
and Kallla wa Dimna his treasure, he feels as if he became
( 1 )
(1) R. fi Dhamm *Akhlaq al-Kuttab, Thalath. , (Pinkel), p.42-3*
(2) see T&ha Husain, min Radith al-shicr., p. 37; introd. to 
Kaqd al-nathr., Quaama, p. 9; Ch. Pellat, R.S.O., (1952), 
p. *52.
(3) The clerks seem to have had their own costume and a 
distinguished style of dressing up and make-up, see al- 
Kuwayrl, Kihaya., vol. VII., p. 12. The idle clerks 
seem to have had a different costume, see al-Ianukhi,
-Ni§ljwar., p. 27. As for the expression «— ),
which comes in al-JSbiz’s text and which Binkel doubts, 
see Lughat al-cArab, (1931), vol. VII., p. 620-1. It is 
a particular style of shaving which was taken up by the 
nob^lemen, as well as the high clerks.
(4) R. fi 2l2amm lAkhlaq al-Kuttab, (Finkel), p. 42-3*
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capable of knowing everything. As for Islamic culture and
traditional knowledge, al-Jahiz says, they despised it and
put it behind their backs. They never approached the
QurJan or tried to quote it. If anyone of them tried to
learn it, the rest of his class would despise him, but
even if he could learn it, al-J&hiz says, it would be im»
( 1 )possible for him to pronounce it properly. In his attack,
al-Jahiz seems to reject not only the social manners of
the clerks of his time, but also their school of thought
which was distinguished in connection with official writ-
( 2 )
ing of letters and administrative works. al-Jahiz, however,
did not deny the good qualities of their style, but, in
(3)fact, points that out as one of their merits. al-JShiz's 
attack was not directed against individuals, but against 
the whole class of clerks, their culture, way of thinking 
and manners. al-J5hiz quotes other theologians who criti­
cised the superficial knowledge of the clerks. The concern
(1) al-Jahiz, R. fi Dhamin. , Thai ath. , (Einkel), p. 43*
(2) Taha husain distinguishes this school of writers from 
the belles-lettres writers, see min Kadith al-Shicr., 
p. 37, 53-81. —  —
(3) al-J3ki?, al-Bayan., vol. I., p. 105
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of theologians about this class, as indicated by al-Jahiz,
is significant. The clerks had a great influence on the
culture and the whole literature of Islamic society. Their
high position in the 'Abbasid court gave them great privilege
over the fields of knowledge, whether in the court or out-(2)
side it. Their relation with the court, as illustrated by 
al-JShiz, is a striking example of the conflict of the in­
terests of the aristocracy and the rising middle class, even 
in matters concerning administration and culture. al-J£hiz 
says that the relation of the clerks with the caliph was 
very formal and strict; as soon as the caliph finished with 
them, he got rid of them. Away from their own field, al- 
Jabiz says, they are worth nothing, they are at the same 
level with the common people. Besides their own profession, 
they can do nothing, because it is not suitable for any of 
them to be anything else, after having been a clerk. They 
may enjoy a good influence among the special people, al- 
Jabiz says, but they hate each other. The ilncurable disease
(1) al-Jahiz relates that a group of Muctazilite theologians 
once gathered and were discussing the common people and 
how easily they limitate.otherr classes and were deceived 
by the appearance of the clerks, ana passed on them the 
best judgment, see R. fi bhamm.. Thalatn., (Einkel), p. 44
(2) see al-Qalqashandi, §ubh., vol. I., p. 146; also details 
in 'Ahmad 'Amin, Duha., vol. I., p. 177-8.
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of this class, according to al-Jahiz, is their greediness, 
especially the clerks of Dlwah al-Jund. As for the common 
people, they respected them, because they have been deceiv­
ed by their appearance, and their respect is due to the 
position of the clerks and not to their merits, because the 
common people thought that they must have deserved what they 
were given. al-JaJ^i? addresses the clerks personally, re­
minding them of their baseless knowledge. They are nothing,
he says, more than the scum that fades away; "woe to them of
(1)what their hands write and woe to them of what they earn.."
Instead of co-operating with each other, like the craftsmen,
they were busy with rivalries; "they are just like dogs in
their dwellings, various people pass them and they never
move, but if a dog like themselves passes them, they will
( 2 )all get up against him until they kill him." It is interest­
ing that the clerks are compared to the groups of craftsmen 
in the market, but that,unlike the latter, they were far 
from being helpful to each other. If a butcher in the market 
announces his bankruptcy, all his market mates would sympa­
thize with him. They woula collect from their own earning 
to help him,until they save him, whereas the clerks are
(1) R. IT Dhanun. , Thalath., (Finkel), p. 45
(2) Ibid., p. 46
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fain to eat one another. Their morals are those of the
mobs, although their appearance is that of respectable decent
(1)
men. All this in spite of their small number.
The fact that al-JSpiz did not remain in the office
of a clerk under the Caliph al-Ma'mun, more Than three days,
(2)
after which he resigned, confirms his disapproval of the
conditions of this post. These bad conditions were due to
various facts. In the cAbbasid times, the profession of
writing became so common that a man could become a secretary
(3)after learning how to read arid write. Non-Arabs, especially
Persians, formed the majority of this class, after learning
(4)Arabic, but we hear that among the clerks, there were per­
sons wno could not distinguish the letter ( ) from the
(5)
letter ( ,> ). The clerks, however, enjoyed great influence 
and privilege in the'Abbasid administrative life and among
(1) al-JShi?;, R. ±1 Dharnm. , Thalath., (Finkel), p. 46
(2) Yaqut, 'irsh&d. , vol. VI., p. 58
(3) see the story of al-Fadl b. MarwSn who used to work in the kitchen of Harthama. After learning writing, he be­
came the secretary of the Caliph al-Rashid, see al-T antXkhl, N i shwar. , pp. 27-8.
(4) see ’Ahmad ’Amin, Jjulia. , vol. I., p. 176.
(5) see al-Qalqashandi, §ubb., vol. I., p. 48; also ‘Ibn Qutayba, ’Adab al-Katib, , (1900), p. 7
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the calipns. Some of them acquired lands through their work(2)
as nerks, and by receiving the gifts of the caliph. j t 
seems, however, that the corruption among tnis class was pre­
valent and there were many who entered the profession with­
out being qualified for it. Complaints were made that "the
clerks were very lev/, but those who called themselves clerks
(3)were many.." al-JSfciiz explains the conaitions oi the lile 
of clerks and the reason why they were weak in character, 
saying that although they enjoyed all this noble appearance 
and fame, the clerks were, actually, the lowest in earning.
The clerks of Dlwan ai-Jund earned very little compared to 
what, for instance, the administrators of taxes earned. 
Moreover, the clerks, according to al-J3hiz, never trusteu 
their time; whenever the caliph wished to throw them away, 
they would have nothing more left to live on. ho wonder, 
then they followed crooked means, in order to flatter 
the caliph, pretending that they were doing that out of 
mere advice. An example is shown by al-Jatiiz in the secretary
(1)
(1) The secretary of 1)1 wan al-Rasa* il was the first to see the caliph and the last to leave him, see al-QalqashanaT, Subh., vol. I., p. 101; also the story of cAmr b. Lus^iaa, al-Bayhaql, al-Mak&sin., vol. II., p. 447; also Bubh., vol. I., 'pp. 142-4.
(2) see al-Tanukhf, Nishwar,, p. 28
(3) cAbdullah al-Baghdadi, Kitab al-Kuttab, B.B.O., (1952),
vol. XIY•, p. 150.
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of al-Ma* mtin, after the latter entered Baghdad. 1 is
secretary consulted him about re-organising Dlwan al-Jund
on new bases and expelling all those -undeserving people
who were still receiving pension. His action caused the
contempt of people and their fear that many of them stopped
(1)
claiming their rights for their pension.
+ + *
al - J aJ^ii %f s attitude towards knowledge and its
practical utilisation in the life of the community reflects
an interesting side of the development of Islamic society.
His dealing with knowledge, in comparison with wealth, is a
remarkable reflection of the competition in cAbbasid society,
between two great factors, that played a vital part in the
life of the middle class, whose position depended either on
wealth or intellectual qualifications. Knowledge, of course,
(2)
was used as a means to attain good positions. al-Jahi?- 
says: "Wealth and knowledge, the more they are, the more 
the appetite and admiration (for them) become, for the
(1) al-Jahiz, R. fi Dhamm., Thalath., (Finkel), p. 49.
(2) see the story of ! uhaitimed b. cAbd al-Malik al-Zayyat, 
'I^fahSnl, Aghanl, vol. XX., p. 46.
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intention of people is not to satisfy a need., bux (they)
are wanted (in order) to uproot greediness, and greediness
(1)is endless and everlasting.." The long scholastic argument
which al-Jabiz makes about the value of knowledge and reason,
in comparison with wealth and luxury is most interesting in
this respect. In his argument, it is evident that while
wealth can bring nothing, when accompanied by ignorance,
knowledge organizes eveiyfching ana leads the way of the
(2)
wealthy man to pleasure and happiness. The wealthy man who
is not willing to enjoy his wealth is, according to al-Jciiiiz,
worse than a donkey. Knowledge itsjef, al-J&biz sa^ .s, brings
fame, for its main quality is that it makes the man active
(3)and willing to transfer it to ot; ers. The privilege of
man of knowledge, relative to the man of wealth, is that
the former does not fear misery, because once he finds his
happiness in knowledge, he does not fear losing it, whereas
the wealthy man is disturbed by the thought of losing his
(4)
wealth. Besides, he cannot help guarding it and being care-
(1) al-Jahiz, R. fi KitmSn al-Sirr, I. ajmuc . , (Kraus-hajiri), 
p. 49.
(2) al-Hay/an, vol. II., p. 96 sq.
(3) Ibid.
(4) Ibid.; . . . . .
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(1)
ful and worried about it.
al-JaJiiz's concern about this question is, in
fact, a reflection of a great competition in the society
between two great powers, the power of wealth and that of
(2)
knowledge. The bitterness expressed Dy Ibn Qutayba, a 
contemporary of al-JBhi£, is an illustration of the dis­
appointment of the men of knowledge, 'ibn Qutayba himself 
attacks those who learned to read and write and were satis­
fied with their superficial knowledge, because they were 
able to attain good positions, 'ibn Qutayba*s disappoint­
ment, however, is more constructive than that of al-JBhiz;
he wrote a whole book for the sake of instructing the writers
(3)and showing them the way. The tendency of the time towards 
the appreciation of wealth is expressed in the current say­
ings and proverbs. al-Muqadaasl relates, on the authority 
of ai-Thac alibi, that the people of Baghdad used to say in 
their proverbs: "Ignorance that supports me is better than 
knowledge I support", and "A handful of fortune is better
(1) al-JafcLiz, al-iayawan, vol. I., pp. .,51-5, 100
(2) see arguments in_al-cIqd., vol. II., pp. 209, 212-4, 242; 'ibn Qutayba, cTJyun. , vol. II., p. 118.
(3) see ’ibn Qutayba, )Adab al-Katib, (1900), p. 7 sq.
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(1)than a load of knowledge.” This also can he an expression
of the disappointment of the scholars, in comparison to
(2)
the men of wealth.
Wealth, naturally, is one of the means to attain 
good position and power in the sodiety. The wealthy fam­
ilies of JUmayyad times maintained their position under
the cAbbasi ds; the family of al-I uhallab b. *Abi Bufra, for
(3)instance, enjoyed a good position in the Abbasid time. The
old wealthy Persian families cooperated with the cAbbasid
(4)
aristocracy against their own people. In a society like
the cAbbasid, where the competition in all aspects of life,
(5)
whether political, economic or racial, reached its zenith, 
the middle class could not help being money-conscious and 
to see the great value of wealth. The cAbbasid poet com­
plains, because, in spite of the educated man, he was pushed
(1) al-La’tn* if. , p. 21 sq.
(2) see al-Jabiz's letter in condemnation of the time, Rasa'il, (SandubI), pp. 310-11; also poems in al-Rayawan, vol. III., p. 467; al-cIqd., vol. II., p. 242.
(3) see al-Jabi£, al-Bayah., vol. III., p. 138; also Lez, 
Renaissance., Arabic trans., p. 262.
(4) The common saying that the nobleman is a relative of the nobleman, illustrates this, see 'Ibn Qutayba, Kitab al- cArab, al -I.luqtabas, vol. IV., pp. 657-668.
(5) see \Atunad 'Amin, Duha. , vol. I., pp. 50-80.
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into oblivion for the sake of the wealthy man. The poets, 
however, were willing to make poetry, in order to receive 
the gifts of the court. when ^bu* 1- cAtahjya, who is known 
as the mystic among poets, heard that al-Rashid, the Caliph, 
had received the revenue of al-Kharaj and distributed it 
among his concubines, he was furious, but made a poem in
(5)
praise of the Caliph, in order to have a share in the mongy.
Another poet criticises the mystics who pretended to be
performing spiritual ceremonies, whereas their minds were
(4)
actually preoccupied with money. al-Jahi£ says that the
reason why a man would blame a wealthy man and criticise
(5)
him for his unlawful means liea in his envy to him. The 
money consciousness of the middle class of the cAbbasia 
society found expression in various types of activities.
The life of the individual who was attached to the caliph 
and the court, however, cannot by any means be said to have 
been secured and independent. In order to prosper, the
( 1 )
(1) see the poem cited by al-JSRiz, al-Layan., vol. III., 
p. 135.
(2) 'Abft* 1- cAtabfra praised poverty and criticised money-loving 
people, see al-’ uqadaasi, al-Lata'if., p. 39.
(3) al-'Isfahan!, al -Ag an I, vol. III., p. 159.
(4) al-Jahiz, al-hayaw&n, vol. III., p. 667.
(5) al-Jabis, R. fi11-ljasid., hajmuc . , (Sacy), p. 4
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educated man had to attach himseli to an authority, and
use flattery, in order to gain the favour of the men in
power. It is true that those who sought only for wealth
(1)through knowledge were despised, but the fact remains 
that the prosperous life was always appealing to the middle 
cl as s.
Trade was one of the important means of wealth
in Islamic society. Its traditional character goes back
not only to early Islamic times, but also to old pre-Islamic
societies. The attitude of Islam itself towards trade was
(2)
that of favour, for Islam appeared in a commercial society.
Islam, however, did not encourage the accumulation of
wealth, although there were no drastic steps taken against
(3)it, besides the Zaknt and the prohibition oi usury. The 
state , however, seems to have stopped oeing responsible 
for the ZakSt of money since the Caliphate of cUthman, the
(1) al-Jauip relates a story af a man who wanted to learn without the cost of learning, in order to attain more 
riches, al-Bayawan, vol. I., p. 54.
(2) see Heffening, art. Tid.jara, E.I.; also SSlilj. a . al- 
CA1 i, al-Tanzimat., (1955), p. 85.
(3) Hor the most valuable account oi trade and capitalism in Islam, see §alih A. al-cAli, al-Tanzimat, p. 185 sq.
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Orthodox Caliph. Under the cAbbasids, people seem to
have tried various means to escape the payment of Zakat.
al-JShi? relates about a wealthy man, who at the time of
the payment of the tax, used to pay a sum of money to a
young man as a Zakat on his money, while lie makes relations
( 2 )
with the young man. al -Tanukhi, in the 4th century A.H.,
reports, on the authority of al-Jahiz, that one of the
highway robbers claimed that the merchants stopped paying
the due Zakat on their property, therefore, the roboers
(3)made themselves responsible xor tailing it by force.
Merchants formed the wealthy class in the society.
The earliest wholesale merchants in Islam are believed to
have been those who accompanied the Muslim armies in their
campaigns, buying the booty of war and supplying the army
(4)
with other things. These, however, do not seem to have 
formed a class in the sociexy, until later. In the cAbbasid 
society, there were various degrees of wealth among merehants,
(1) Salih A. al- *All, al-Tan$imat., p. 185 sq.
(2) al-Jahi£, al-HayawSn, vol. III., p. 26.
(3) al-Tanukhi, al-Paraj., (1904), vol. II., pp. 106-7.
(4) Salih A. al-cAli, al-Tanzimat., pp. 236-7.
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according to the types oi trade. al-JShiz speaks oi mer­
chants dealing in. male-cats; they were eitner traders, in-
CDtermediaries or trainers. There were also merchants oi
snakes, who used to import them from Sijistan for medical
purposes, or to earn money by displaying them to the pub-(2) (3)
lie. Traders in pigeons were common in cAbbasid society.
Besides, the works of al-JB^iiz reflect the high stage of
activity which the economic life reached in the Islamic
town, in realisation of the basic laws of commerce, although
(4)
he often failed to realise their practical significance.
It would be interesting, however, to see that besides the 
well-developed methods of dealing , the simple kind of 
dealing still existed in the cAbbasid town. Among the lower 
classes, dealing by barter seems to have been predominant, 
al-Baghdadi, in his book about misers, relates a story 
about a butcher from Baghdad, who wanted to open a slop in 
al-Kufa, but could not sell anything, because the people
(1) al-bayawan, vol. V., p. 339; al-Mayan., vol. I., p. 219; 
al-Isfahan!, al-Aghani, vol. XV., p. 155-
(2) al-hayawan, vol. IV., pp. 169, 303*
(3) Ibid., vol. III., pp. 294, 297.
(4) see about this point, al-J§hi£, K. al-Tabassur. , ilaAD, 
vol. XII., p. 326.
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there wa ted to barter in other kinds of food, while he re-
U)
fused to recognize, or accept, tneir method of dealing. It
is intei'esting to point out, here, that al-Jabiz himsfelf
bases his recognition of money on the amount of goods it
cai buy. The standard of living in the Islamic town is
measured by al-JSbiz according to the value of money and its
validity, in comparison with the goods aid their validity
too, he says: ’'There is no town better for its inhabitants
than a town where money is not dear and every purchase in it
is possible. In Syria, the Dinar aid Dirham are dear aid
the goods in it are cheap, because of the long distaice of
transport aid tie small number of customers, there is always
a surplus in their products. Whereas, in al->Ahwaz aid
Bagiidad aid al-cAskar, the money is available, but goods
are dear, because of the big number of people aid the big
amount of money. In al-Basra, money, as well as goods, are
(2)
possible and so are the crafts and the payment of craftsmen." 
al-Jahi£, obviously, realises many economic facts in his 
judgment. The most interesting is that al-Jahi£ seems to
(1) al-Bukhala *, Br. Mus. IIS., vol. V. , fol. 53a, 54a.
(2) al-J'ahiz, R. fi11- 'Autan. , Br. Mus. MS., fol. 217b.
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attach xhe greatest importance to trade. It is known that
al-Basra was, above ail, a commercial centre, therefore,
according to his observation, it was in al-Basra where money,
as well as goods, besides other economic activites, were
available a a easy-running. al-Jabi£*s discussion on the
value of money, in his most interesting meditation on the
mutual interests of people and their social relations, is
made also in connection with goods and their value. He says
that a man may buy a thing for one Dirham. Had he not seen
in the purchased article a quality preferred to his own
(1)
Dirham, he would not have given the Dirham away. This is an
example cited by al-Jalxiz to explain tne exchange of interests
among people, which makes one willing to give away what is
in his hand for what is in the hands of other people, ".. G-oa
is to be praised", al-Jahiz says, "for making us love what
is in other people’s hands and making them love what we
( 2 )
possess, in order to make life easy.."
(1) aL-Jahiz, yujaj., a_-Kamil., vol. II., p. 39* It would be pointed out, too, that al-Jahi# attaches great im­
portance to money where ruling power is concerned, see 
R. fI*l-Macad., I ajniu* . , (Kraus-HSjirl) 9 ,pp. 111-12, 19*
(2) Ibid.
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The class of merchants and land-owners played an
important role in the cAbuasid political life. When their
interests were in conflict with thecAbbasid court, they had
either to evade it by offering a certain amount of their(1)
money or expose themselves to the danger of confiscation. 
One of the typical examples of the influence of this class 
and their interference in political events of this period 
is the part trey played in the civil war between the two 
*Abbasid Caliphs, al- 'Amin and al-Ma' mUn. In the critical 
moment, when the army of al-Ma’mun was attacking Baghdad, 
and the street fights were going on, the merchants of the 
western side of Baghdad, (al-Earkh), says al-Tabari, con­
sulted one another and decided to contact Tahir, the com­
mander of al-Ma’mun's army, they said: "We ougnt to ex­
plain our position to Tahir and show him our innocence from
(2)
helping against him." They were about to send a letter to 
TBhir, when one of them suggesxed not to do so, lest "some 
of the lowest people (al-Sifla) would know about it and in 
this, tnere will be definite ruin.." and "exposing your- .
(1) see Rifaci, cA§r al-Ma,m'Cln, vol. I., pp. 312-3; al- Durl, Tarlkh. , pp. 116, 249 sq.
(2) al-Tabari, TBrikh., vol. II., ser.3., PP* 899-900.
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selves to the war of those is greater than asking forgiv-
( 1 )ness of Tahir, out of fear..’1 al-'Amin, on the other hand,
was tracing the wealthy people and confiscating their pro-
( 2 )
perty, in order to save his position* ihe wealthy men of
thecAbbasid court, in fact, showed no interest in either of
the two Caliphs, they were ready to siae with xhe winner, as
long as that would save their property. Tahir, on the other
hand, is reported to have sent threats to the land-owners
and eminent personalities of the court, stating that if they
did not submit to his will, he would "leave no estate left
(3)for them without seizing it.."
’This method of confiscating the property of the
merchants and the other wealthy people seems to have become
(4)one of the characteristics of the'Abbasid Caliphate. when­
ever the caliph faced any financial crisis, his only resol­
ution was to get the money through confiscations. This 
situation created greater conflict between the power of the 
cAbbasid court and the class of wealthy merchants. The in-
Cl) al-Tabari, Tarikh., vol. II., ser. 3., pp. 899-900.
(2) see al-Kascudi, Ivurtlj . , vol. VI., p. 469.
(3) al-Tabari, TSrlkh. , vol. II., ser. 3-, pp. 912-6.
(4) al-r ascuai, MurUj., vol. VI., pp„ 4 4 5, 468-9.
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teresting point appears in che writing of the authors 01
the time, who were interested in these activities, which
hears a reflection of this situation, al-Dimashqi, who
wrote about commerce, maintains that it is essential that
commercial activities should be independent from the activ-
( 1 )ities of the court. al-JBhiz, himself, wrote a whole
treatise, dealing with "Praise of merchants and criticism
( 2 )of the function of the monarch." al-Jahiz maintains that 
merchants are independent in their life, because they are 
independent in their own capacity to earn a living; they 
need not be submissive to anyone. ihereas all those con­
nected to the court and the Sultan, al-jahi^ says, are al­
ways clothed with humiliation and hypocrisy, besio.es their
(3)fear of his wrath, which may bring sudden disaster. On the
other hand, al-Jai iz admits the fact that merchnats can
themselves monopolise. He refuses, however, to believe
that Quraysh, who were famous as being merchants, were of 
_  (4)the same type as the merchants ox al-‘Ubullah. Apart from
(1) see al- 'Ishara *ila mahasin al-tij&ra, (1318), p. 41.
(2) see hajmuc . , (Sacy), p. 155 sq.
(3) Ibid., p.156.
(4) In his translation of the treatise, H. Hirschield reads al-* *Ayla ( t ) for al- *1] bull ah ( AV 2J' ), gee AVolume of Oriental Studies, (1922), pp. 200-9* As for al-'Ubullah, see Y&qp.t, Ilucjam., vol. I., pp. 96-8.
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being a natural thing that al-Jaliiz defends the family of 
the prophet, following the example of the majority of Mus­
lims, it seems that his attitude is a refutation against
those who attacked Quraysh and claimed that they were nig-
( 1 )gardly and miser. aL-Jahiz himself, in another occasion,
cites a poem by al-Hayqatan, where the poet criticises
Quraysh and their means of living and their poor country, in
contrast with the fertile land of the southern part of
( 2)
Arabia. In spite of his effort in defending the merchants 
of Quraysh, however, al-Jahiz could not help expressing his 
doubts about the profit motive, he makes an interesting re­
mark, in this respect, when he points out that when Quraysh 
tried to reconstruct the Holy hacba, they avoided using the 
money which they earned in trade, lest the money might have
been unlawful. Therefore, they financed it from their per-
(3)sonal and their wives* property.
The question which seems to trouble al-JBhiz*s
(1) see a poem by 'Aba Ku'as in al-Tabari, T&rikh., vol. II., 
p. 959* Ibn al-Xadlm mentions books written by the Shu* - 
abis, on the same subject, al-Fihrist, vol. I., p. 105.
(2) al-Jatiiz, R. fi Fakhr al-SuaOn., Majmu*. , (Sacy), pp. 57-60.
(3) al-Jahiz, R. fi*1-Kucallimln, al-Kamil., vol. I., p. 34-
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mind is the position of trade amongst other professions in 
the Islamic town. Trade, according to al-Jahiz, is by no 
means secured or safe, because it depends on dealing with 
money and, therefore, the life of the merchant depends en­
tirely on the turns of fortune. The Sultan, on the other
(1)hand, is safer, because he does not deal with money. It is 
interesting to notice that when al-Jahiz looks back to olden 
days, he finds himself more inclined to praise the life of 
those independent wealthy merchants. Yet, when he comes to
consider his own time, he seems to be less certain. The
Sultan is preferred in one place, because of his high pos­
ition aid his safe future, but is rejected in another, be­
cause subservience, gratitude and slavery are associated 
with him. The position of merchants varied according to 
these conditions too; they may be independent in their earn­
ing, but they are uncertain about their fate. This uncertain­
ty of al-JBhiz is a reflection of the conditions of his own 
time. It seems it was easier fori to judge the position of 
Quraysh not only because they were the family of the prophet, 
but also because in ti-eir case, power of wealth, as well as
that of rulership, were both in their own hands.
(1) al-Jat i^, R. fi* 1-mu callimln, al -Kamil., vol. I., p. 34.
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Part II. Social Problems
The Question of Inequality
The question of inequality in the cAbbasia society 
is many-sided. In the former part of this chapter, it has 
been dealt mainly with questions pertaining to the develop­
ment of the material life. In this part, I intend to deal 
with the question of inequality in the cAbbasid society, which 
resulted from differences of race, nations, culture and the 
differences between the status of man and woman in the 
society.
(a) Inequality, Racial and National:
After Islam, the Arabs became a conquering nation.
The combination of the two qualification (Arab) aid (Muslim),
together, gave the individual privileges which neither the
( 1 )non-Arab nor the non-Muslim enjoyed. With the growing con­
(1) see, for exaxple, "the fiscal rescript of cUmar II.", 
translated by E. A. R. C-ibb, Arabica, Janvier71955, pp.
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tact of tlie Arabs and non-Arabs, the consciousness of this,
distinction, whether among the Arabs or tne non-Arabs, grew
more powerful. The Arabs acted, as any other conquering
nation, with condescension towards the non-Arab elements.
Under the *Umayyads, the Arabs formed the aristocracy wno
(1)
owned the land and received the profit of the conquests.
The Arabic element was predominant in administration and
other activities. The cAbbasid Caliphate is believed to have
been more than a mere change of dynasties; it resulted in
radical changes in the social status of various elements,
( 2 ) .
especially the non-Arab Persians. Much has been said about
the oppressed elements under the 'Umayyads, through whose
( 3)help the ‘Abbasids came to power. Whether due to the freedom 
which the non-Arabs obtained under the ‘Aboasids, or to the 
disappointment which the oppressed elements suffered from 
the new rule, the antagonism grew stronger and the racial 
and national feeling appeared clear and powerful. The chara 
cteristic feature of thecAbbasid society, however, is that 
it was a dynamic society, which gave the opportunity to
(1) see B. Lewis, The Arabs., pp. 68-70.
(2) B. Lewis, art. cAbbasids, E.I. (new edit.), vol. I., p.17
(3) see Welhausen, The Arab kingdom., p p B .  Lewis, 
The Arabs., pp. 71-4; Muir, The Caliphate, pp. 432-5*
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various powers to meet and to clash and various interests 
to emerge. The question of aQ--Shucublya, which I intend to 
discuss here with a special reference to al-Jafciz, is one of 
the sparks which resulted from this close contact of the 
powerful element s.
al-Jahiz*s reference to the national antagonism
between the Arabs and Persians, under the term of al-Shil^u-
biya, is one of the earliest references which has come down
to us of this movement under this description. This has
(1)been suggested by 'Ahmad jAmIn. To support his suggestion,
( 2 )
'Ahmad 'Amin depends mainly on a linguistic deduction. How­
ever, al-Jahi£ may not have been the first Islamic writer
who used the term, for when he first employs it, he does not
(3)explain it, presuming that his reader understood it. al-
JShiz’s use of the term al-Shucub!ya is applied mainly to
(4)the non-Arabs who stood against the Arabs. It is interesting,
(1) Duha., vol. I., p. 58.
(2) The arguj&ment is that all Islamic sects which belong to 
eaily times of Islamic history have the same form of 
names, such as al-Muctazila, al-Khavvarij and al-Shlc a, etc 
whareas the later ones were distinguished by a different 
form, like al-Dahriya, al-Qadariya and al-ShuQubiya, etc., 
(Duha., Ibid.)
(3) al-Bay&n., (al^Khatlb), vol. III., pp. 3-14.
(4) Ibid.; also vol. I., p. 120.
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however, to point out that al-Jahiz considers the MawOll
in a different way from both, the Arabs and the cAjam. In
fact, he represents them as being against both , he says:
".. From amongst the Mawali, a group was founded and an
offshoot has come out, who claim that the Mawla becomes
Arabic through his bond, because the prophet said: (The
( 1 )Mawla of the people is one of them)." The problem which 
al-Jahiz deals with, here, is not the partisanship oi the 
cAjam and the Arabs, but in fact, is the status of the Mawali 
in connection with both, the Arabs and non-Arabs. al-Jahiz 
finds it very hard that a Mawla should claim that he is 
better than his master. The Mawali, according to iilr-Jahiz ’ s 
report, claimed that they were better than the Arabs, be­
cause of their origin in the \Ajam, and better than the
( 2 )
cAjam themselves, because of their new bond with the Arabs.
al-Jahiz says that there is nothing harder than the fact
that your slave claims that he is better than you, although
(3)
he admits that he became good through his bond with you.
The distinction made by al-J&hiz of this trend is very im­
(1) see R. fi Ban! ’Umayya, Rasa'il, (Sandubl), p. 299.
(2) Ibid.
(3) Ibid.
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portant. In his attitude towards the cAjam and the Arabs,
( 1 )al-Jahiz gibes both sides their due rights and merits. As 
for the question of al- Shucabiya, al-Jahiz deals with it 
effectively. Before going into details of al-JShiz's views, 
it would be interesting to discuss the explanation of another 
writer, who was a contemporary to al-Jahiz arid who wrote on 
the same question, 'ibn Qutayba, in his account of the 
movement, brings out interesting factors, which, according 
to him, were important in trie question of discrimination.
‘ibn Qutayba thinks that the lower classes of the Persian 
nation were most bitter against the Arabs. As for the no­
bility, *Ibn Qutayba says, they felt as relatives to ohe 
another, he says: MI have never seen in this Shucablya firm­
er in hostility and more trying for the Arabs than the low­
est (al-Sifi®.), and the common stuff (al-plashwa), the mobs, 
the babat and the sons of villagers. As for the nobility 
of the Persians and the people of importance and religion,
they know what they have to do and what should be done for(2)them; they think that nobility is a strong blood relation."
(1) al-Bayan., (al-Khatlb), vol. III., pp. 12-13- This dis­tinction is supported by the suggestion made previuusly that al-JObiz wrote two books on the question, one deal­ing with them in general terms and the other in connect­ion with the question of the Mawa.ll, see pp. 26 of this 
thesis.
(2) K. al-cArab, al-Muqtabas, (1909), vol. IV., p. 658.
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’ibn Qutayba also explains why the Persians were prejudiced 
against the Arabs in the fact that the lower classes among 
them were raised in the social ladder, through some literary 
merits, to a compatible degree with the nobility. There­
fore, they imagined, according to him, that they were them­
selves noble and became partisans for their own culture by
which they were raised, and despised all other cultures,
( 1 )whereas the original noblemen cooperated with the Arabs. 
According to this, the rising middle class, 011 whose respon­
sibility it was to preserve the culture of the nation, were
( 2)
most bitter against the Arabs. Ibn Qutayba, however, does 
not speak of the Arab * attitude towards the non-Arabs.
In his discussion of the arguments of the Shucu- 
blya, al-Jahiz does not refer to an, kind of class differen­
ces. It is understood from al-JShiz’s refutation of the 
argument of the non-Arabs, that the criticism was directed 
against the traditional culture and customs of the Arabs 
since pre-Islamic times, and was concentrated on the moral
(1)'ibn Qutayba, K. al- cArab, al-I\luqtabas, (1909), vol. IV.,
p . 658
(2) see about al-Shucub!ya and the Iranian aristocray, P. 
Kraus, al-Thaqafa, (1943), vol. V., p. 12; also Jaha 
al-H&jiri in al-Bukhal a ’, (1948), pp. 383-4.
and intellectual aspects of their life. The criticism is 
directed by a standard class of one nation against the same 
standard of the other, it does not bear any idea of classes. 
al-Jahiz, in his turn, defends the culture and traditions 
of the Arabs, without referring to any class distinctions.
( 2 )
Bis main concern was the tradition itself and not the people. 
al-Jahiz*s great respect for knowledge seems to have been 
a very important factor in his attitude. His criteria of 
distinction depend mainly on intellectual aiiferences, there­
fore, he who deserves any respect, it is through his know­
ledge that he would get it. In this way, al-Jahiz recog­
nizes the merits of the Arabs, as well as the non-Arabs.
The Persians, according to al-JShiz, possessed the privilege
of old traditional culture, while the Arabs possessed the(3)gift of natural wit and intelligence. we have already seen 
that al-Jahiz assigns to every nation their special chara­
cteristics, by which they are distinguished from other
(4)
nations.
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( 1 )
(1) It is known, however, that the attacks took all other 
aspects of life, see I. G-olziher, Muhammadanisehe Stud- 
ien, vol. I., p. 154; also I). B. Macdonald, art. al- 
Shu^ubf ya, S. I.; 'Ahmad 'Amin, Dupia. , vol. I., pp. 50-80.
(2) al-Jahiz, al-BaySn., vol. III., p. 3 sq.
(3) Ibid.., pp. 12-12.
(4) see pp. 81-2 of this thesis.
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It should not be ignored, however, that al-Jahiz* s
attitude towards the question of Arabs and non-Arabs was
criticised and suspected by his critics from both sides,
the pro-Arabs and pro-A jam. al-Baghdadi, and-al- *Isf ara> ini,
who seems to quote al-Baghdadi himself, attribute al-Jahiz*s
interest in the question of al-Mawall and the Arabs to tne
fact that al-JShiz himself was af a non-Arab origin and that
(1)he was prejudiced against the Arabs. 'Ahmad 'Amin, who re­
jects the idea that al-Jahiz was a Shuc UbI, thinks that the 
book of the Hawaii was written by al-J3,hi£ in the mouths of
the IvlawSLll themselves, and that al-Jahiz was simply a re-(2)
porter. The loss of the book of al-Mawall, however, opens
a big gap in our knowledge about this point. As for the
treatise where al-Jabiz defends the Turks as soldiers of
the Caliphate, it has been maintained by ’Ahmad 'Amin that
al-JShiz wrote it for the dake of the Caliph al-Mucta§im,
therefore, al-Jahiz is to be excused for counting the
(3)merits of the Turks. It is significant, however, to see 
that al-Jabiz tries to achieve an important point, the im­
(1) sl-Parq., p. 162; al-Tab^lr., pp. 50-1.
(2) puba., vol. I., pp. 62-3.
(3) see R. 'ila’l-Fatb b. Khaqan., Majmuc., (Sacy), p. 2 sq; 
Puba., vol. I., p. 63.
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portance of this work lies in the fact that it is an 
attempt of establishing an idea of equality through a re­
conciliation between all the elements which the caliphate 
had to employ under its own power. Whether the treatise
was inspired by the Wazlr of al-Ivluctasim, al-Rath b. Lhaqan,
(1)as is clear in parts of it, or it expresses al-JSh.iz’s views,
the fact remains that it was written in accordance with the
cAbbasid policy at this time. al-Jahiz doxies that he wrote
'(2 )
the treatise as a refutation or argument. Although the
treatise was written for the Caliph al-Muctasim, as is clear
(3)from al-Jahiz himself, it does not seem to have reached him.
al-Jahiz1 s behaviour towards this question was
/ \
suspected by the Arabs, as well as the non-Arabs. The
(4)
latter believed that he gave too much credit to the Arabs. 
On the other hand, al-Jahiz is said to have been a great 
sympathiser with the Maw&il; it is reported that he used to 
help a Mawla, who spoke good Arabic, to find for himself an
(1) R. 'ila’l-Patb-, Majmuc. , (Sacy), pp. 4-17.
(2) Ibid., p. 17.
(3) Ibid., p. 22.
(4) al-Jahiz, al-Hayawan, vol. II, p. 5*
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Arabic genealogy and claim that he was an Arab. This be­
haviour may not agree with al-JSfiiz1 s attitude towards the 
Maw SI I who claimed the privilege of being Arabs, as well 
as having the non-Arabic origin, but it is by no means 
strange in al-Jahiz, when one takes into consideration the 
fact that al-Jahiz* s appreciation of knowledge was above 
all other considerations, and that the question of origin 
and descent oounted little in his judgment. al - J ah i z con­
sidered himself above the disputes of race and origin. In 
his letter to ’Abu’l-Walid Muhammed b. ’Ahmad b. }Abi Du'ad 
al- 'Ayadi , al-Jahiz addresses him saying: "Avoid a quality 
which I noticed that people have ignored and lost thinking
about, although it contains much evil and stirs hatred in
the hearts and hostility between friends, (namely) the 
rivalries of descent, ho wise man has ever made this mis­
take. Besides, human beings all have the same images, al­
though it is accepted that there is a difference between
the good and bad, beauty and ugliness, bad nature and gen­
erosity, cowardice and courage in every age and that they
(1) see YaqUt, 'Irsnad., vol. VI., p. 68. There seems to 
have been a number of the Mawali who claimed Arabic 
descent. al-Jahiz relates about a Mawla of ’Abu Bakr 
al -Shay b On j who used to sit in the sun to make him­
self tanned to look like an Arab, see al-hayawan, vol. 
VI., p. 367.
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are transferred from one nation to another, but there is
(1)
no good or bad in every race of human beings per se.!l
According to al-JSbiz, there are reasons and explanations
for these differences. In his refutation of the arguments
of the Shu*ubiya, al-J3hiz says: ".. and if they realised
the characteristics of each group and the nature of every
language and the reasons of differences in gestures, means,
characters and constructions and the reasons of all these
things and why they invented them or adopted them, they
would have saved themselves trouble, and their trouble
( 2 )
would have been lighter for those who mixed with them." 
al-JShip’s preference for Islamic culture was made, regard­
less of local differences or differences of race and origin. 
In his attack of the class of clerks, al-J3hiz criticises
their partisanship to everything Persian, without much
(3)
discrimination. It is true that his attitude towards Islam
(4)
as a religion was suspected too, but it is clear that al- 
J&bi£ had a great respect for Islamic culture. al-Jabiz
(1) al-Jabiz, R. fi*1-Macad., I ajmuc., (Kraus-p^jiri), p. 29
(2) al-Bayan., vol. III., pp. 13-14.
(3) al-Jahiz, R. fi Dhamm ’Akhlaq al-Put tab, (Finkel), pp. 42
(4) see’Ibn cAsakir, RAAD., (1929), vol. IX., p. 215.
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attacks the Manichaeans, because their main concern in
their culture was to decorate their books of re&igion, in
order to attract the people and appeal to them, while in
( 1 )fact, they had no real interest in knowledge.
One of the interesting aspects of the racial 
problem which appears in al-J&tiz's writing is the question 
of negroes and white. This question may be studied in al- 
jahi?’s writing from two aspeccs: First, the social aspect
and Second, the physical and natural aspect, where the 
question of physical environment, in connection with differ 
ences of races, comes in. It would be pointed out, how­
ever, that al-JSbiz does not separate the two questions 
from one another. In the arguments which he puts in the 
mouth of the negroes, al-J3biz brings out the question of 
environment and the adaptation of' animals and human beings 
to it. The negroes say, according to al-Japiz, that G-od 
has not made them black in order to punish them or deform 
them, but it was only the effect of their own country. For 
the same reason, al-J'Shiz goes on, we find that many Arab
(1) al-Jahiz, al-Bayayvan, vol. I., pp. 55-6.
tribes were themselves dark and even their cattle and snaep.
al-Jahiz*s most interesting work on the social aspect of
this Tjroblem is the treatise where he brings out the ques-
( 2 )
tion of negroes and deals with their rights in the society.
The question, as well as the work itself, as has already
been suggested, seems to have been only part of a whole
question, i.e. the question of origing and status in the
society. al-JObi? claims, as he usually aoes, that the
arguments were put by the negroes themselves against the 
(3)
white. The arguments and the technique used in tracing 
the matter to its origin, are typical of al-JOfciiz himself. 
al-Jahiz argues the question of colours itself and reaches 
the conclusion that the black colour is preferred to all 
other colour’s, whether in plants, animals or human beings. 
The author proceeds into more advanced argument, drawing 
conclusions from current sayings and traditions of Islamic 
origin, where black people were preferred. Unlike many
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(1)
(1) al-Jahiz, R. fi Fakhr al-SudSh., Majmur ., (Sacy), p. 78.
(2) Ibid., pp. 54-82.
(3) Ibid., p. 56 sq.
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other defenders of negroes, al-Jahiz does not tend to find
relation for the negroes with the white, in order to give
them credit, but on the contrary, it is argued that the
Arabs who are neither white nor red, are related to the
(1)negroes, because they are brown. The prophet was sent to
all races and nations, whether Arabs or non-Arabs, and he
( 2)
who denies the rights of the negroes is not a good Muslim. 
The use of traditions attributed to the prophet is, in fact, 
a typical method of Islamic society at this time.
The conditions of Islamic society are taken into
great account by al-Jahiz. One of the interesting arguments
against those who attributed to the negroes the lack in
thinking, is the following: al-Jahiz says that Islamic
society did not know of the negroes, except those who were
captured as slaves. Therefore, they do not represent the
whole nation. The same is true with other captives such as
those who were captured fro^ i India, for it is well-known
that the Indians had great wisdom and skill, but those who
(3)were captured do not represent the nation. al-JShip’s
(1) R. fi Fakhr al-Sudan., MajnrQ0., (Sacy), pp. 68-76.
(2) Ibid.
(3) Ibid., p. 73.
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argument seems to have been directed against a common con­
ception about the mentality of the negroes, even among
(1)some scholars.
The significance of al-JShiz*s argument of colours 
a id races appears in his discussion of animals, as well as 
human beings, in connection with the environment. In al-
bayaw&n , al-JShiz pauses^the question as to what reason
the differences of colours and features among races are due?.
(2 )
In discussing the views of al-Dahriya, on the idea of al-
Maskh, al-Jalp.? discusses their views on the question of 
climate and the changes it effects on the beings, whether 
human or animals. According to al-Jahiz, a branch of al- 
Dahriya believed that the changes in the features and col­
ours of the creatures are due to the changes of climate: the 
air changes and becomes bad, the water follows this change
and so does the soil. All these changes would gradually
(3)affect $he nature of the inhabitants. The desert of Banu
Sulaym gives a black colour to ail its inhabitants, whether
(1) see about this point, later pages of this chapter.
(2) about «1-Dahrlya, see }Ibn al-Jauzl, Talbfs., (1919),
p. 44? al-EhayyEt, al-Intisar., (1925), pp. 6, 17, 81, 173
(3> al-Jahiz, al-Hayawan, vol. IV., p. 71.
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human, animals or insects. The climate and the whole en­
vironment may not affect only those who are created in it, 
but may also change the features and colours of those who 
come to settle later. The Arabs, who settled in Khurasan, 
were changed, al-JShiz says , in colour and complexion,
which they used to have, to that of the inhabitants of the(2)
country. This example, of course, ignores the fact that, 
besides the effect of the environment, those new settlers 
mixed with the original natives and intermarried with them. 
The effect of the environment, according to this explanation 
appears much stronger in the groups who stick to one an­
other in one place, shutting themselves from other societies
therefore, they preserve their own features and character-
(3)
istics and become distinguished from the others.
Besides what he relates on the authority of al-
Dahriya, al-JSbi? seems to have made a good use of this ex­
planation to reject the idea of inequality between negroes
(4)
and white. Moreover, al-ja&iz traces the question in his
(1) al-JSfciz, al-Hayawan, vol. IV., p. 71; vol. V., p. 370.
(2) Ibid.
(3) Ibid., and vol. IV., p. 72.
(4) R. IT Fakhr al-SUdan, Majmuc ., (Sacy), p. 78.
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own way, using experimental methods to show how the dif­
ference emerged, he says: "If you "bring a hair near to the
fire, it will become curly. The closer you bring it, the
( 1 )
curlier it becomes; the nearest, it will bum.." This is 
to explain that it v/as the heat that brought this effect 
on certain races in their features. This is true, according 
to al-JSfriz, on animals, as well as human beings, al-
discusses, at this point, an interesting idea about 
the effect of heat on the colours of dreatures, he says:
"If the pigeons became black, it was because they have pass­
ed the degree of ripening to the degree of burning. Equal 
to the black pigeons are the negroes among human beings, 
for their wombs have outpassed the degree of ripening to
that of burning and the sun consumed their hair, so it 
( 2 )
shrank.." The idea of being ripe in the womb seems, smrne- 
how, obscure. It does not seem, however, to have anything 
to do with inheritance, for al-J&biz connects these dif­
ferences with the heat of the sun directly. On the other
hand, when the heat is weak, the complexion of the race be-
(3)comes fair, as is the case of al-Sakaliba. al-Jahiz seems
(1) al-Jahiz, al-Hayawan, vol. III., p. 245.
(2) Ibid.
(3) Ibid., p. 244. about al-Sakaliba, see E. Levi-Provencal, 
art. Sakaliba, E.I.
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to have inherited this explanation from his master, al- 
Naz^am. In another occasion, al-Jahiz refers, among other 
things, to the relation between the race and their func­
tions, as had been argued by al-Na?zam. here again, we 
find a reference to the same theory. al-Nazzam says: "The 
nations who have not been ripened by their wombs and whose 
skin, pupil of the eye and hair differ from the standard
colour, their reasoning and natural gift will ultimately
(1)
follow.." The significance of al-Jahizfs explanation, 
however, lies in his attempt to connect the change with 
the environment and the heat of the sun.
The significance of al-Jahiz*s interest in this 
question does not lie only in the relation which his ex­
planation has with his belief, as well as al-Ha^zam*s, in
(2)
the idea of natural attributes of things, but also, to 
a great extent, in the reflection it bears of the concern 
of the thinkers of the time about this question. Greek 
thoughts and Indian astronomy and astrology seem to have
(1) al-Jahiz> al-hayawan, vol. V., p. 35.
(2) According to this theory, the attributes of the sub­
stance, such as heat, coki, humidity and dryness, etc., 
lie in its nature; they are beought out through the 
various changes of environment and other circumstances, 
see al-hayawan, vol. V., pp. 10-13.
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had a great influence on Islamic thinkers in this, al- 
IascUdl, for instance, relates an interesting explanation, 
attributed to Yacqub b. ’Ishaq al-Kindl, on the same point.
The latter, according to al-Mascadi, said: ,f.. The soul is 
the cause of the movement of stars and is not caused by it, 
but it is in the nature of the soul to follow the combination 
(Mizaj), of the body, when it does not find anything, as is 
the case of tie negro, whose place has become hot and the 
figures of astronomy have influenced him, the humidities 
were drawn to his upper parts and goggled his eyes, pulled 
down his lips and pressed flat his nose and made it big, 
and lifted up his head, (all because ) of the humidities* 
power in the upper part of his body, therefore, the com­
bination of his brain was different from trie normal standard 
and, thus, the soul couldnot have influence over him to
reach perfectness. His sense of discrimination was spoiled
(1 )and actions of reason were taken out of him.." The con­
nection of human existence with the movement of stars is
(2)
not strange in Islamic thought. As for the conception of
(1) Ivutuj., vol. I., p. 165.
(2) al-MascUdi himself refers to some of these explanations, 
Ibid., also al-BIrOnl, Kitab al-Tafhim., trans. by Wright, 
1934, p. 359.
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the lack of mental power among the negroes, it seems to 
have been held by some Greek thinkers. al-Mascudi, who 
quotes Galen’s explanation of the differences of races, 
says that Galen distinguished the black race by ten qualit­
ies, among which is the love of pleasure, which Galen att-
( 1 )ributes to the lack of mental reasoning.
As for the idea of the combined elements which
are supposed to influencecnot ’.only-racial differences, but
also differences among tue individuals, it seems to have(2)
been known by many Islamic thinkers. al-Jahiz himself re­
fers to the theory of al- 'Akhlnt (combination of natures),
(3)
more than once. In ai-Jafyiz*s explanation of racial dif­
ferences, ail these thoughts find expression, although he 
avoids to a great extent, the metaphysical element and 
brings up his explanation to a scientific standard through 
his experimental approach and the interest he shows in the 
physical environment. It is obvious, too, that al-Jahiz
(1) al-Mas'ual, MiurEtjV, vol. I., p. 164.
(2) see, for instance, Rasa’il Ikhwan al-SafS, (1928), vol.
I., p. 229, vol. II., p. 52.
(3) see al-JBixip, al -Bukhala *. (1948), p. 2, p. 237; al-Tarbl 
(1955), p. 83. The reference, apparently, is made to 
Aristotle.
does not presume that the negroes are mentally defective.
(to) The Woman and Her Status in The Society:
al-Jahiz*s attitude and discussion of the subject 
of women is distinguished by two main characteristics:
(i) a great deal of tolerance, and (ii) a true recognition 
of human nature, in connection with social life and a great 
appreciation of beauty, which dominates a major part of his 
judgment and frees him from conventional considerations.
It should be pointed out, before proceeding fur­
ther, that the woman whom al-Jahiz discusses and portrays 
in connection v/ith the cAbbasia social life, is not the Arab 
reserved woman, but the woman who appeared in the society
and played an eminent role in social life, the life of art,
(1)pleasure and literature. It is true that al-Jahiz mentions
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(1) see about the activities of al-Jav/ari, 'Ahmad 'Amin, Duha. , 
vol. I., p. 193* al-Jahiz refers to the women of al- 
Haramayn, who never used to go out, except at night, and 
the women of al-Migrayn, who used to go out only in the 
day times, the reason being their fear of men and thieves, 
see al-hayawan, vol. I., p. 303.
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women #10 played an important part in the political life,
such as Lay IS al-haciziya, tjtie leader of the extremists
Shlc a, but the subject of this woman cannot be said to
have formed a theme of any of al-Jabiz*s works and the rei-
(1 )erence to her is but occasional. This is due, perhaps, to
the fact that the part which the cAbbasid woman played in
political life was insignificant, compared to the activi-
( 2 )
ties of the woman of society. It may be also due to al- 
jabiz's own interest in public life, social and literary 
activities.
al-JSbiz’s attitude towards the question of women 
is not merely that of an observer or a reporter, but also 
of a critic. al-JShiz tries to give explanations for some 
of the social phenomena. The reason why concubines had more 
significance in the life of society than the free women, 
according to al-Jahiz, is that they were free from conventions
(1) al-JShiz mentions lay la, a few times, in connection with 
a sect of Shica, see al-bayawSn, vol. II., p. 268, vol. 
V., p. 290, vol. VI., p. 390. He also mentions her 
among the misers, al-Bukhala', p. 31*
(2) A book like al- *AghanI by JAbu’1-Faraj , is an outstand­
ing example that illustrates the life of slave women in 
the cAbbasid society and the great importance given to 
this aspect of woman’s life.
and were allowed to do what the free woman could not do.
A slave woman may he transferred among various people, while
a free woman, according to al-Jahiz, would he despised if
she gets married to more than one man. But, on the other
hand, ai-JShiz says, in early times, the woman could get
( 2 )
married more than once. al-Jahiz, however, puts the question
as to what made the difference in social attitude towards
the free woman and the slave, in the cAbbasid. society, which
gives freedom to the latter and restricts the former, in
spite of the fact that a slave woman may become a mother of
(3)a child and a wife of a caliph.
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( 1 )
Relations, in thecAbbasid society, were not nec-
(4)
essarliy family relations. A possessor of a number of con­
cubines may trade in their relations with other men;cUtayt, 
the singer, was seen once beating his concubines. When he
(1) al-Jahiz, K. al-Hisa>, RasSRil, (SandUbl), p. 274* Oh. 
Pellat thinks that al - J at i Z is justifying here his own 
personal relations with concubines, le Milieu., p. 242.
(2) see about examples, al-IsfahSLnl, al- 'Aghahi, vols. II., 
p. 138; III., pp. 107, 113, 122; XVI., p. 88; XVII., pp. 
93, 164; also al-Jahiz, Mufakhar&t., fol. 173b.
(3) al-Jahiz, R. fl’l-Qyah, Thalath., (Finkel), p. 61.
(4) Concubines, in thecAbbasid society, v/ere possessed even 
by Christians and Jews, see al-Jahiz, al-payawan, vol. 
IV., p. 27; also about other aspects, vol. V., pp. 467, 
591
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was asked why, he complained that he could not support
(1)
them, because they did not bring him any money. al-Japis
says that the possessors of female slave singers encouraged
them to trap rich men, so that they themselves would earn(2)through them. Although he warns people not to make these
relations, because they would bring ruin to their life,
there is no evidence that al-Jakiz detested this class and
(3)their relations. al-jnfiiz's interest, however, is shown
in his attempt to explain the position of these female
slave singers. He suggests that a woman who was brought
up in a surrounding where she learns nothing but these
means is apt to behave in this way, besides the fact that
(4)
she is earning her living from this profession.
al-JSliiz’s picture of the woman in the society, 
however, lacks t e image of family life. It is true that 
al-JSiiz admits the necessity of marriage, but his refer­
ence to it is insignificant. al-Jaiii? defends the tradition
(1) 'Ibn Qayim al-Jauziya, 'Akhbar al-Hisa* , p. 130.
(2) al-Qyan, Thalath. , (Finkel), pp. 70-2.
(3) There is hardly any information about al-Jahiz*s family 
life, althougn it is evident that he possessed a con­
cubine , see Yaqut, Irshad., vol. VI., pp. 75-6.
(4) al-Qryan, p. 73*
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-al relations of marriage and family life on the basis
that the woman, according to him, follows by nature the
( 1 )
man and is created for him, "like a Mawla to his master". 
This relation, however, is ruled by a law of kindness and 
love for the sake of the generations to come, al-JShiz 
says: ".. was it not for the trial and test in prohibiting 
what was prohibited and mailing lawful what was made lawful 
and clearing the children from the doubt of being mixed up 
and the question of inheritance in the hands of the suc­
cessors, no man would have been more rightful for a woman
( 2)
than the other.." This argument is directed against the 
societies where free relations were practised without re­
strictions; al-JShiz here rejects the relations among the 
1 anichaeans. This does not mean, however, that al-Jahiz 
denied the existence of these relations in other societies, 
his explanation of this fact in pre-Islamic Arab society is 
interesting. He maintains that in that society, where the 
need was great for men to fight and take part in their wars,
the need for children was also great, therefore, they ig-
(3)nored the fact that the child may be illegitimate.
(1) al-QySn, Thaiath., (Finkel), p. 55-
(2) Ibid.
(3) al-Jahiz, al-Hayawan, vol. I., p. 108.
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The fact that the woman appeared in social life
and took part in the activities of music and art, had
great importance not only in social relations, hut also in
the artistic taste and social manners. al-Jahiz attributes
all beauty of social life and customs to the presence of
women singers for whom, according to him, men put on all
(1)their make-up and good appearance. The taste of beauty,
however, seems to have been greatly influenced by the system
of slavery. The measures of beauty varied in the different
parts of the Islamic world, according to the types of women
the trade of slaves usually brought, al-Jahiz says: "The
most appreciated women among the Ba^rians are the Indians..
among the Yemenites, the Abyssinian women., among the
(2)
Syrians, the Greek women.." al-JShiz comments on this: "and 
every (group of) people appreciate but their own trade and
■ a ' fi/  f
captives, except a few, who cannot be reckoned upon.." The
art of singing, gradually, became the speciality of women.
Besides the great number of slave singers, there was a
(3)number of free women singers. Some pious Muslims did not
(1) al-Jabiz, K. al-Nisa*, Rasa'il, (Sandtibl), p. 267.
(2) R. fi Fakhr al-Sudan., Majinuc., (Sacy), p. 75.
(3) c Ulayya bint al-Mahdl, the Caliph, was one of the best 
singers of her time, see 'Isfahan!, 'AghSni, vol. IX., pp. 
85-95; also Khadija bint al—Ma'mUn was a poetess and a 
singer, Ibid., vol. XIV., p. 114.
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approve of the idea of women singers and thought that this
(1)would lead to adultery. al-Jahiz makes a long comparison 
between the songs sung by a woman and those sung by a man, 
preferring the female singers for the sake of beauty, say­
ing that the natural power of love of women is stronger than
the attraction of music itself, therefore, music is more(2)
beautiful from a woman.
al-jahiz*s great concern about the question of 
woman and the trouble he takes to explain her position and 
relations in the life of man and society seems to have been 
a reaction against £he of the most obvious tendencies in the 
cAbbasid social relation, the tendency towards sodomy, with 
which al-J5hiz deals effectively.
In spite of the fact that Islamic society ©ondemnea
this habit and the fact that the Qur* an itself refers to it(3)
with disgust, the growth of it in thecAbbasid society was
(1) al-Kuwayri, Nihayat., vol. IV., p. 168.
(2) al-Jahiz, E. al-Nisa', Rasa'il, (SandubT), p. 269*
(3) Qur'an, English trans. by Palmer, chapter XI., pp. 190-1.
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strong and obvious. Its prevalence was not among a certain
class of people, but among all classes whether lower, midale
or upper. Its prevalence among judges, teachers, clerks
( 2 )
and scholars was well-known to the cAbbasid society, bo sec­
ret was made of this practice, whether among old or young
(3)
people. The presence of various elements in thecAbbasid
society seems to have helped a great deal, to bring the
practice of this habit to the open. al- 'Amin, thecAbbasid
Caliph, is said to have been one of those who exaggerated
(4)in buying the eunuchs in the cAbbasid court. The great ser­
vice which the eunuchs offered was mainly connected with the 
protection of the baram, which was highly appreciated by the 
caliphs and the owners. It was, perhaps, one of the reasons 
why the enuchs enjoyed a good position in the cAbbasid court,
( 1 )
(1) This does not mean, however, that the habit did not 
exist before. al-Jabi? himself refers to the pre-Isla- 
mic society in connection with this practice, see R. fl 
Fakhr al-SHdOn, Kajmnc . , (Sacy), pp. 60-1.
(2) The judge of al-Ma'mOn, Yabya b. 'Aktham, see al-Mascadl, 
Ilutaj. , vol. VII., p. 43; bariimad b. cAjrad, the tutor of 
al-Amln, see al-Bayhaql, al-Mabasin., vol. III., p. 618; 
‘Aba cUbayda, Kacmar b. al-Muthanna, the scholar, Ibid., 
p. 646; llubammed b. cAbdu’1-MaLik al-Zayyat, ‘Isfahan!, 
AghOnl, vol. XX., p. 49•
(3) see al-Jahiz, MufOkharat., fol. 73a, b.; al-Raghib, Muba- 
gLarat., B3i. Mus. MS., fol. 247b.
(4) al-Tabari, Tarlkh., vol. II., ser. 3., pp. 950-1.
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in spite of the fact that the status of the eunuchs generally(I)is the lowest in the society.
al-JOhiz writes a chapter on (al-liwat), homo­
sexuality, where he argues the question and condemns the(2)
habit. His argument is based, mainly, on religious grounds; 
God has prohibited many practices in the society, such as 
drinking wine, but He promised to recompensate His good 
believers by allowing them the prohibition in the next world. 
God, however, according to al-Jahiz, did not promise xo com­
pensate for this prohibition, therefore, it is unnatural,
(3)
abominable and hateful. It should be pointed out, however, 
that the mention of the Ghilman in the Qur!On was taken by 
the supporters of this practice as an argument to justiiy 
it as legal and good; God, according to them, praised the
(4)Ghilman and often referred to their beauty.
(1) al-Jahiz discusses this class in details in al-hayawan,
vol. I., p. 70 sq. As for the status of eunuchs in the
society, see Ency. of Religion., Luis H. Gray, art
Eunuchs, pp. 582-3; also al-Muqaddasi, al-Lata'if., pp.
78-9.
(2) R. fl11-I:ucallimin, al-Kamil, vol. I., p. 31 sq.
(3) Ibid., p. 31.
(4) al-Jahiz, Mufakharat., fol. 165a.
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The condemnation of al-J53;iiz of this habit did 
not prevent him from dealing with the subject with great 
interest, in connection with his society. One of the in­
teresting works on this aspect of the cAbhasid life is the
treatise where al-Jahiz relates a debate between the Sup-
' ' (1) porter of al-Jawarl, and the Supporter of al-Ghilman. Be­
sides the fact that the way in which al-Jahiz represents 
the debate between the two man, on relations with men and 
women, is remarkably free, it is significant to ftotice 
that al-Jatiz makes it clear that there were people who 
even criticised relations with women and considered that 
a weakness. It was against this tendency in the society
that al-JShiz seems to have written his works on the sub-(2)ject of woman and her position in the society. The riv­
alries between the two sides, as represented by al-JabiS, 
seems to have been greatly influenced by the taste and in­
terests of the slave dealers, (al-MakhkhastXn) , whose main 
purpose was to sell their (goods), regardless of moral con­
siderations. al-Jahiz*s narration of their discourse re-
(1) K. MufakJjarSt al-Jawari wa* 1-Ghilman which is in a MS. 
in Cairo, photographed- Damad, 949, see Fu'ad Sayyd, 
Fihris al-Mauhtutat., (1954), p. 513.
(2) al-Jahiz, K. al-Nisa\ Rasa'il, (Sandubi), p. 272.
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presents them as two competitors of one trade, who seek
to support their interests by various means, whether through
historical instances, in poetry and other facts, or through
(1)arguments deduced from the Qur'an itself. According to 
the supporter oi al-Ghilman, this habit was a sign oi civil­
ization and luxury, which were not known to the wild people(2)
of the desert. Some of the poems which are cited to sup­
port the argument of the homosexuals were actually written
earlier than this time, but they are interepreted to suit
(3)the arguments of their supporter.
It should be pointed out that the literary taste
among poets who appreciated these relations, were greatly
influenced by their practice. In poetry, the woman is
described and her beauty is appreciated with descriptions
(4)that are usually applied to the Ghilman. There are among
poets, however, those who appreciated both types of beauty
and had relations with both, like *Abu Mu’as and Waliba b.
(5)
al-Hubtib.
(1) al-Jabiz, Hufakharat. , fol. 165a, b; iol. 170a, b.
(2) Ibid., fol. 167a, b.
(3) Ibid., fol. I65a.
(4) Ibid.
(5) Ibid., and fol. 167b, 168a.
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al-Jabiz*s explanation of this habit in the society
is interesting. al-fhacalibi, who qfuotes al-Jabiz very
often in his works, relates al-Jabiz’s explanation in full,
in connection with the inhabitants of Khurasan, where ,
(1)according to him, this habit was prevalent. al-Jabiz att­
ributes the reason of this practice to the fact that the 
people of Khurasan used to leave their homes very often, in 
order to join the frontiers to fight. The difficulty of 
travelling made them leave their wives and concubines be­
hind and accompany only their young men to help them. There­
fore, this habit grew among them and when they returned 
back, they could not get rid of it. al-Jabiz proceeds by 
denying the prevalence of this habit among the Arabs of the 
desert, otherwise, according to him, it would have been 
mentioned in their poems. As for the few references about 
it in some poems, al-JSbiz maintains that these do not re­
fer to the pure chivalrous Arabs of the desert, but to 
those who lived near the towns and were mixed up with other
(1) It is believed by many Islamic writers that sodomy 
came originally from Khurasan with the armies, see A.
3 ez, Renaissance., English trans., p. 358. About 
Adhribayjan, see 'Ibn Qayim al-Jauziya, K. Akhbar al- 
TMisa*, p. 62.
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(1)foreign elements.
al-Jabf^’s interest in this aspect of social 
problems seems to have influenced his writing. The trea­
tise which al-JShiz calls (fl Tafdil al-Batn cala*l-2ahr), 
in preference of the belly to the back, seems to have been
another kind of illustration and a refutation of the same
( 2)
tendency in thecAbbasid society.
(1) al-Thacalibi, Thimar., (1908), p. 439. al-J&biz him­
self, however, relates poems which accused tribes of 
Kulayb, Darim, Sulaym and *Ashjac, etc. of practising 
this habit, see R. fl ffakhr al-Sudah., MajmTF , (Sacy),
pp. 60-1.
(2) Br. Mus. MS., 1129, fol. 220b-227b; also pp. 11-12.
Chapter Three 
AL-JAHIZ* S SOCIAL PHILOSOPHY
The civil war between the two 'Abbasid Caliphs, 
al-'Arnin and al-Ma’mttn, marks the beginning of a new epoch 
in the life of the cAbbasid society. The change was not only 
political, but also social, as well as mental. The power 
which the oppressed common classes were seeking for was ex­
pressed, for the first time, by the appearance of the pro­
fessional groups on the platform of political life. In no 
other time in Islamic history we hear of the hucksters 
and the lower craftsmen taking such great interest in pol­
itical disputes and talcing part, with great enthusiasm in
(!)the political events. The Caliphate, on the other hand, 
was undergoing a difficult time. In spite of the fact that
(1) see^al-Tabarl, Tarikh., vol. II., p. 872; al-Mas c Udf,I uruj., vol. VI., p. 452; al-BOrl, TSrlkh., p. 68.
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the activities of the common people were not under a very-
well organized leadership, it seems that their support was
important and was, in fact, used by certain interested 
(1)parties. al-Tabari makes it clear, however, that the street
fighters were actually interested mainly in looting and
( 2 )getting immediate benefit. A great number of them were 
killed in the fights.
The succession of al-Ka'mOn to the Caliphate,
after the death of his brother al- 'Amin, who was killed in
the war, is said by the historians to be the beginning of
a new glorious reign 11. . ushering, as it did, the palmy
(3)days of literature, science and philosophy,.." The rational 
trend was encouraged greatly by the Caliph and the dogma of 
'Ictizal was taken up by the state, for the first time, as 
the official rite, which was protected and supported by' the 
Caliph himself. The traditional believers were persecuted
(1) see, for instance, about 'Ibrahim b. al-Mahdi, al4MascuaI, 
Muraj., vol. VII., p. 62.
(2) al-Tabari, Tarlkh., vol. II., pp. 893-4.
(3) see Muir, the Caliphate, p. 508.
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( 1 )
and the doctrine of,Ictizal was imposed on them by force.
This change seems to have had an important connection with
- A-
the development talcing place, then, in the political and 
social conditions.
■ ■ =•
al-Ma1 mun, after the death of his brother, felt
the need of nustif3^ ing his position in the eyes of the whole
(2)
Muslim world. The feeling of the common people was against
(3)
him. The moral support was greatly needed for the prestige 
of the Caliphate. al-Ma*mun, tnerefore, being the spiritual 
leader of the community, took it on his own responsibility 
to strengthen the faith and protect it. When he entered
Baghdad, for the first time, the first thing al-Ma'mun did
was to call for a general conference for all scholars and
(4)
and men of religion. al-Ma*mun is shown as the most tolerant
(1) see about the Inquisition, (al-Mibna), of ‘Ahmad b. Hanbal 
and the attitude of the common people, W. M. Patton, * Ahmad 
b. Hanbal and al-Mihna, (1897), p. 3 sq., also 'Ibn al- 
Jauzl, Talbls., (1340), p. 421.
(2) see about this, Ch. Pellat, R.S.O., (1952), pp. 147-67.
(3) see the^story of the sailor who refused to believe that 
al-Ma'mun was noble, after he had killed his own brother, 
Ibn al-Jauzi, 'Akhbar al-ziraf, p. 48. al-Ma*mun is said 
to have taken the comment with great patience.
(4) al-Baghdadl, Tarikh. , vol. VI., p. 75 sq.
(D
Caliph in discussions concerning religion and philolophy, etc. 
It seems that th'e great freedom of thought and the favour 
given to the rational thinkers and the interest shown by 
the Caliph in such activities were a spontaneous reaction 
against the general trend among the lower common classes, 
who represented the irrational tendency in the society. It 
is interesting to see this characteristic manifesting itself 
in a great antagonism between two big parties, the Kuctazila, 
presenting the rational thinking and backed by the Caliph 
himself, and the Traditionists, on the other hand, supported 
by the common people and common believers.
al-Jabiz’s part in this battle of thought was 
significant. The background of political and social activ­
ities of his time cannot be ignored, while analysing his 
thoughts. The significance of his part was not only be­
cause he was a Fuctazilite, but also that he was a man of 
letters, greatly interested in all trends in the society.
It has been suggested by Carra de vaux, that a
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(1) see al-lv'ascudl, Muruj., vol. VII., pp. 39-43*
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philosophy or a system cannot be drawn from al-Jabiz, al­
though one may find in him the highest point of the philo­
sophical thinking and the most intense taste of the intell- 
( 1 )ectual life. Charles Pellat, on the other hand, suggests .
that a special monograph of al-JSbiz’s social philosophy
would have been very interesting, were it not for the dif-
( 2 )
ficulty of lack of documents. My attempt, therefore, will 
be limited within one aspect of al-J3biz*s philosophy; the 
question of power in the society, which is relevant to the 
question of social classes, on one hand, and al’-jabiz* s 
rationalisation of actual social facts, on the other. A 
special reference to the Muctazilite doctrine is essential, 
in this respect. al-JSbiz’s remarks and observations, though 
individual and scattered as they may be, cannot be detached 
from the background of his society. This, however, did not 
deprive them from their genuine and universal character.
The attempt which al-Jahiz makes to rationalise social facts 
is an interesting characteristic in his way of thinking, for 
although he could not ignore actual social conditions, al- 
jahiz, as a Muctazilite, claims the right for the power of
(1) les Penseurs de l’Islam, vol. I., p. 297.
(2) le Milieu Basrian., p. 223.
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reason and rational thinking, in the life oi man.
One of the interesting characteristics of the 
Muctazilite doctrine is the attempt they made to compro­
mise between two powers; the power of reason, on one hand, 
and the power of divine faith, on the other. This is clear
in their attempt to reorganize Islamic faith on rational 
(1)principles. Their philosophy, in fact, is a most signili- 
cant manifestation of the trial which Islam as a faith had 
to undergo in its first contact with Greek philosophy. It 
is not my intention to judge here their attempt and whether 
it was successful or not. 'What is more interesting is the 
fact that the tendency of the Muctazilites towards rational 
thinking was not an individual phenomenon. Between progress 
in material life, contact with new thoughts and cultures, on 
one hand, and the Arabic ideals and Islamic principles, on 
the other, a conflict emerged and the rational movement was 
pushed forward.
al-JShiz's thoughts are to be appreciated, there­
fore, within the frame of society, and with a reference to
(1) see Albere N. l adir, Falsafat al-F.uctazila, in two 
volumes, (1950).
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the Muctazilite thoughts.
The Question of Power in the Society:
In al-Jabiz*s discussion, as well as in the Muc - 
tazilite doctrine, the faith is the starting point on which 
any argument is built up. This point is manifest in al- 
JSbiz’s discussion of human society. The faith of the 
group is an effective factor in their life, whether as a 
power in social life or as a personal belief. Before going 
into details of the question, a distinction should be made 
between two types of the faith: the faith as a conscious 
belief and, secondly, the faith as a traditional belief.
This is important in the whole system of thought of the Muc- 
tazilites. While the first acts, in al-J&hiz*s conception 
of social life, as an inducing power in the life of man, the 
second is inherited and, therefore, is ineffective. A de­
tailed discussion of this point is interesting in al-JShi?*s 
social philosophy.
In his explanation of the behaviour of groups and 
nations in history, al-Jahiz tries to find reasons of human
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actions and behaviour in the ideals and principles of these 
nations, represented in their beliefs, which acted as in­
ducing power and leading principles, which led them either 
to glory or deterioration. The power which lies behind 
their action is attributed by al-Jabiz to their faith. This 
power may make a turning point in the whole character of 
the nation. al-J'Sbiz’s explanation of the history of nations, 
such as the Romans, the Turks or the Arabs, is the most in­
teresting analysis of history ever known by any Muslim
historian before him and long after him till the time of 'ibn
(1)Ihaldun. In reference to the Roman history, al-Jahiz dis­
cusses the history of wars of the Romansagainst the Persians. 
The reason why the Romans were weakened and defeated, after 
they had been the most powerful nation, lies, according to 
al-JSRiz, in the fact that they adopted Christianity, which 
preached the belief in peace. This belief made them abstain 
from fighting and, therefore, resulted in their defeat, al- 
Jabiz says: "We have learned that the Romans (al-RUm), before
(1) 'Ibn Khaldun criticises historians for being uncritical 
of historical events, see Ibn Khaldun, al -I uqaddima, 
(1-902), pp. 8-33; slso TahU Husain, Palsafat 'Ibn Khaldun,., 
(1925), pp. 30-50.
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adopting Christianity as a faith, used to revenge themselves
from the kings of Persia. Wars were continuous between them.
/hen they discarded the belief in killing, fighting, revenge
and ransom, it befell them what befalls the cowards, (to the
extent), that they started fighting (as if) artificially.
When this faith became part of their natures and ran into
their flesh and blood, until it stood in their way, they, in-
( 1 )stead of conquering, were conquered." The same fact is
applied to the Turks, who, according to al-Jahiz, were de-
( 2 )
feated, because of their belief in al-Zandaqa. He says: "To
(3)the same destiny the conditions of the Toghuzghuz, of the
Turks, ended, after they had been most courageous and power-
(4)ful in defence and used to preoede al -JKhazl a j ly a, even though 
the latter were twice their number, but when they came to
(1) al-JaHiz, R* fi*1-}AutHn. , Er. Mus. MS., fol. 209a.
(2) This term is used by Muslim theologians, mainly, in ref­
erence to the Manichaeans, see al-Jahiz, al-Hayawan, vol. 
!•> P* 57; also Brown, Literary Hist, of Persia, pp. 159.
(3) A tribe of the Turks who settled on the borders between 
China and Tibet. They were Manichaeans, see Yaqut, Mu*jam
vol. I., p. 839; vol. III., p. 448; Barthold, E.I., vol.
IV., p. 902; also Ch. Pellat, in al-Tarblc ., p. 42.
(4) Another tribe of the Turks. Their name comes also as al- 
Kharlakhiya, see Yaqut, Mucjam., vol. I., pp. 397, 839; 
vol. III., pp. 449, ‘402; also al-Maseudl, Muru j., vol. I.,
p. 288.
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believe in the religion of al-Zandaqa, and al-Zandaqa in
matters of peace and abstaining from fights, is worse than
(1)
the religion of the Christians, their courage weakened.." 
Apart from the fact that al-Jabiz*s approach to historical 
events is critical, the changes in man’s history are attrib­
uted to the character of the nation, which falls under the 
impact of a new belief.
The changes in the society from one stage into 
another are attributed by al-J£Lhiz to a similar factor, that 
is the belief of the society. In contrast with the above 
mentioned examples, one may think that al-Jabiz had Islam 
in mind and its effect on the Arabs. al-Jabiz, however, 
does not touch on the question of Islam directly, but dis­
cusses the religion of Quraysh before Islam as an example 
of the same type. The change in the tribal life of Quraysh 
into a settled life is due, according to al-JSJbdz, to the 
fact that Quraysh were very strict about their own religion 
which prohibited raids, robbery and other deeds which were 
practised by other tribes. This prohibition, al-J31iiz says,
(1) al-Jabiz, R. fi ’ 1- ’Autan., Br. Mus. MS., fol. 209b. Bee 
about the religion of these tribes, al-Mascudl, Muruj ., 
vol. I., p . 290 sq.
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effected the future career of Quraysh, as well as their
social customs. They abstained from*raids, enslaving women
and killing the female child, also they turned their hands
towards trade and travelled all over the country and distin-
( 1 )guished themselves as merchants. al-JShiz goes on to say 
that this does not imply that Quraysh were cowards and that 
they abstained because of that, for they were able to fight 
when they wanted. On the other hand, many tribes who adopt­
ed their religion, al-JShiz sa^s, could not follow the same 
principles and the religion diu not have the same influence 
on them.
al-JShiz seems to.realise that the reason wnich 
he gives to explain the behaviour of these groups is not 
universally sufficient to explain all cases. In other 
occasions, al-J51;iiz expresses his doubts and even refutes 
his own arguments. Pausing the same question in al-Tarbic 
wa’l-ladwlr, al-JShiz says: ".. Why did men of all faiths 
have kingdoms and kings, except al-Zanadiqa, and why did all
(1) al-JSbi?., R. fl * 1-'Autan. , Br. Mus. MS., fol. 209b. It 
is interesting to point out, in this connection, that in 
the poem which is cited by al-Jahiz as an argument again­
st Quraysh the merchants, their career is attributed to 
the poor nature of their country, see R. fi Fakhr al- 
Sudan., Majmuc., (Sacy), p. 57*
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other nations kill them. Why do you think that, while we 
have seen al-I.iazdaklya, al-Mnawariya and al-Toghuzghuz 1 ya 
too ? If you say; (It is because he in whose belief fight­
ing is prohibited and in wihose nature, force is non-existent, 
is defeated and enslaved), then why have the Romans not been
enslaved or defeated, while no killing, fighting, dispute or
( 1 )defence are allowed in their religion ?*• al-Jahiz, obvious­
ly, contradicts here the analogical argument which he used 
in judging the Turks and the Romans, as well as the Toghuz­
ghuz . In another occasion, however, where al-Jahiz passes 
judgment on the religion of al-Zanadiqa, it is maintained 
by him that their religion is not concerned with the affairs
of man, but deals only with imaginary beings, therefore, it
( 2 )
provides no philosophy of life. In spite of the fact that 
they tend to be individual, al-Jahiz*s remarks are genuine 
and interesting in historical analysis, in connection with 
the life of man.
Besides being a factor that gives the progress of 
human society its character, the faith, according to al-
(1) al-JSbiz, al-TarbIc., (1955), p. 77.
(2) al-Jahiz, al-hayawai, vol. I., p. 57.
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J!biz, plays a powerful part in maintaining the solidarity
of the group. It outpasses all other powers, whether that
of place, time or race, etc. The example which al-&abiz
takes to illustrate this point is interesting. al-Jabiz
cites the most strict puritanic sect among Muslims; the
(1)
KhS.ri jites, who were most idealistic and sacrificing. The 
faith which al-Jabiz refers to in this connection, by the 
name of Dyana (religion), is in fact, more than a religious 
belief. It is an idealisation of the religious belief, 
where the stress is laid more on its moral significance. 
al-Jabiz himself considers the Kharijites as the most sac­
rificing and daring group. The reason, according to him, 
lies in their faith, he says: and the obvious reason
for the extreme courage among all types of the iharijites 
and their priority in it, lies in their reLigion, for we 
find that their slaves, clients and their women, all, fight 
as they themselves do. We find also that the Sijistani, who 
is Persian, as we find the Yemenite, the Babrani and the 
Khuzi, who are all Arabs, and we find the 'Ibadites of cUmah,
(1) see about al-Khawlrij, Suhair al-Qalamawl, 'Adab al- 
Khawarij., (1945), pp. 37, 40; also G. Della Vida, art. 
Kharijites, E.I.
which is an Arab country, as we find the ^ Ibaqlites of Tahert, 
which is a non-Arab country, all of them are the same in 
fighting, courage, strong will and patience. Therefore, 
their qualities in courage are equal, in spite of the dif­
ference in their origin and countries. Is this not a suf­
ficient proof that what made them all equal is their reli-(2)
gion ?..** According to this, if the faith is strong enough 
in the group, it can unite people of different classes, re­
gions and origins. The Kharijites, whom al-Jahiz cites for 
his example, were faithful to their principles, and indeed 
had severe fights with the local authorities. It would be 
interesting, however, to examine one point, in connection 
with Hi is. If al-Jahiz admires the idealistic character of 
the Khariiites, is it to be presumed, then, that they were, 
according to him, the most deserving group of power ?.
In spite of the fact that al-Jahiz gives the 
Khari.jites all the credit of courage and will, he aoes not 
seem to be prepared to follow their example, in ignoring
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(1) In the MS., it is written as (NShert), but Tahert is a 
name of two towns, old and new, in North Africa, see 
Yaqut, Mucjam., vol. I., p. 813.
(2) al-Jahiz, R. f1'1- 1 Autan., Br. Mus. MS., fol. 210a, b.
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facts and real conditions of Islamic society. This is 
clear in his attitude towards all those who claimed the 
right to any power, especially that of rulership, without 
having the means by which they can reach their aim, or the 
required qualifications, which would prepare them xor it, 
he says: " .. it is not up to the people themselves the 
question of (fulfillment of) ambitions, its strenghth or 
weakness, but ambitions lead the people to the goal, in as 
much as they have of means. Don’t you see that the most 
ambitious (man) and the most willing in position among 
people does not think of claiming the caliphate, because 
that would require the lineal descent (al-hasab), or the 
grounds that have been prepared lor it, by (upholding) a 
cause, like the cause of the first Kharijites, who claimed 
the caliphate with religion only and without the (qualifi­
cation of) descent. Therefore, if he becomes a Eharijite,
the cause for his claim is made, whether he succeeds or (1)
fails." Although the Kharitjites have enough reason in 
their piety, this does not secure their success. al-Jahiz 
does not ignore the actual conditions of the society. This, 
however, should not take us into the details of the question
(1) al-Jahiz, al-Hayawan, vol. II., p. 101
of the caliphate, and. the rightful ’Imam, which has hut 
slight relevance to this thesis.
In connection with the faith and society, al- 
Jal; iz discusses the second type of faith, which is only a 
traditional belief. In his discussion of the idol worships, 
al-JSbi? says that he does not blame those believers who 
were brought up to believe in these worships, for their 
faith is part of their traditions and inherited customs.
The exaltation of people for their forefathers and their 
cuistoms, according to al-JShiz, is the reason why these 
customs became like worships, for "the disease of tradition 
and habit", al-Jabiz says, "is a disease that neither Galen 
nor other physicians can cure. The exaltation of the an­
cient and the fol]owing of the fathers and getting used
(1)to nothing else besides it, need a drastic cure.." al- 
JShi? maintains, however, that this does not mean that the 
worshippers of idols are inferior in reason or rational 
thirking, for it is known, according to him, that the reason­
ing of the Greeks, the Indians and the Pagan Arabs was above
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(1) al-JShiz, al-bayawan, vol. Y., pp. 326-8.
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the worships of idols and stars. It is interesting to■ 
point out, however, that, in discussing this point, al- 
JcLhi£ does not refer to any of the divine religions or 
cite his examples from tiiem, his reference is made only 
to the worships of idols and stars.
The difference between religion as a traditional 
belief and as an inducing power is important in al~Jnbi?fs 
views. The religion, which is a mere unconscious belief, 
may not act significantly in the behaviour of man, there­
fore, other factors take its place, al-Jahiz says: ".. tne 
reason maj^  be anger, may be drink, partisanship, or the 
love of fame, it may be a nature like that of the cruel, 
the kind or the generous, etc., or it may be religion, but 
a man cannot reach as far as raising the sword through the 
power of religion in his heart only and without the help 
of the other reasons mentioned above, because religion is
acquired and not original or natural, and its reward comes
(1)later while the reward of these qualities comes sooner.."
The faith, in connection with social classes, is
(1) al-JShiz, K. al-cUthmaniya, (1955)> PP* 47-8.
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important. It will bring us to an interesting question 
in al-JSbiz’s discussion of power; i.e. Where does power 
rest ?
Before going into details of this question, it
is essential to know the Muctazilite conception of faith.
The true faith, according to the Mu*tazilites, goes in
accordance with reason. The distinction is, therefore, .
important between the faith of a common believer and that
of a rational man. The Mu*tazilites hold the opinion that
"no one can be called a believer who does not fathom God in
the way of speculation, therefore, the common people with
their naive beliefs, have no part with Muslims. There can
be no belief without the operation of reason. The question
of Takfir al-cAwamm, who shall be condemned as unworthy
orthodox of the people in general", Goldziher says, "is a
(1)standing formula in the Muctazilite science of religion."
The interesting point in al-Jabizfs attitude to­
wards this question is his recognition of social factors
(1) see Goldziher, Mohammed and Islam, pp. 124-5.
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in connection with the faith of people. Social class ana 
status of man are taken into consideration, while judging 
their beliefs. It is true that al-Jahiz is greatly inter­
ested in the common people, but his ambitions for the class 
of scholars and men cf knowledge seem to have been greater.
The profession of men, according to al-J&hiz, 
may not cause as much difference in their skill as it does 
in their faith and reasoning: "In the farmer, craftsman, 
carpenter, designer, drawer, writer and accountant of any 
nation or any laith", al-Jahiz says, "you will not find 
much aii'ference in their capacity and skill or wrong judg­
ments and extreme inferiority as you find in their reason,
(1)when you test their beliefs.." The character of the common 
people is described as being naive and far from discerning 
and being deep, they are "less sceptic than the special 
people, because they do not judge the true or -untrue things, 
and never doubt themselves. They have nothing but mere be­
lief or mere unbelief, they have excluded the third state
(1) This is a quotation from al-JOhiz made by al-Murtagla 
in al-Munya wa’l-’Amal., see Lughat al-cArab, (1931), 
vol. III., p. 174.
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of scepticism .." The position of man in the society has
a great relevance froithe value of his knowledge. The Wazlrs,
according to al-J3ki?, have a different knowledge from
that of ordinary scholars, the caliphs from the Wazlrs,
the prophets from the caliphs and the angels from the pro-
( 2)
phets, etc.
In dealing with the question of the solidarity 
of the groups, their morals and characters, al-Jahiz re­
fers, as has already been mentioned, to their faith and 
beliefs as inducing powers behind their actions. In con­
trast with this, it is interesting to see that al-Jahi? 
cites lower trades as examples in solidarity in bad morals 
and characters. The reason of the bad morals of the lower 
craftsmen is sought for by al-Jahiz in their own crafts.
The example which al-Jahiz cites is taken from the lowest 
crafts. He says: "You may find all foolishness, ignorance, 
uniulfillment of promises and cheating in the craft among 
the weavers. Their one characteristic in this indicates
( 1 )
(1) al-Jafiiz, al -hay a wan, vol. VI., p. 36.
(2) Ibid., vol. V., p. 201.
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one reason. There is no other reason than their craft,
for the weavers are the same everywhere, so are the slave-
dealers, rag-sellers, fish-mongers, sailors and sellers of
plamt-fertiliser. Their first (man) is the same as their
( 1 )
last, their old is the same as their young.." The craft, 
therefore, is recognized as an important factor in shaping 
the characteristics of the group. al-Jabiz, however, re­
jects here the character and moral of the lower trades, in
( 2 )
comparison with the characters of the Kharijites. It should
be pointed out, however, that al-Jabiz himself, in another
occasion, cites the lower craftsmen as an example of good
consideration and sympathy and solidarity, when he criticises
(3)the class of clerks. al-Jabiz wonders, in his discussions,
why a profession in itself should shape the characters of
man. "The means may limit (a man) to be a weaver or a
money-dealer", al-JSbiz says, "If it had designed them mor
(4)
weaving, it should not design them to delay and cheat.."
(1) al-Jabiz, R. fi* 1- }Au1;an., Br. Mus. MS., fol. 210b.
(2) Ibid., fol. 210a-b.
(3) al-Jabiz, R. fi Dhaimn 'Akhlaq al-Iiuttab, Thalath. , 
(Finkel), p. 46.
(4) al-Jabiz, al-Hayawan, vol. I., p. 141.
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The craft, or profession, of one group, accord­
ing to al-Jahiz* s observations, which effect their status, 
may have an effect on the religion which is held by them. 
People, al-Jahiz says, may respect a certain faith not be­
cause they know more about it, but for the simple reason 
that the faith may be held by men of good position in the 
society. The Christians, according to al-Jahiz, are liked 
more than the Jews in the Muslim society, because of their 
social status, which was decided by their profession, "from 
amongst them", al-JShiz says, "are the secretaries of rulers, 
upholsterers of kings, physicians of noblemen, druggists 
and bankers. Whereas, you do not find a Jew but a tanner, 
a varnisher, a cupper, a butcher or a mender. Therefore, 
when the common people saw the Christians and the Jews 
like that, they thought that the religion of the Jews, among
other religions, is the same as their crafts, among other 
(1)crafts.." Although al-Jahiz gives explanation of the 
attitude of the common people in these facts, this does 
not mean that he himself agrees with them. al-Jahiz tries
(1) al-Jahiz, R. fi’l-Radd cala*1-Nasara, al-Kamil, vol.
II., p. 169; also Th.aP5.th., (Finkel), p. 17; see also 
comments and translation of excerpts by Finkel in 
JOAS., (1927), vol. 47,, pp. 311-34.
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to find other reasons to explain the status of the Jews 
and Christians in Islamic society. The Jews, al-Jaki£ 
says, did not allow intermarriages with other groups out­
side their own community and faith, a fact which prevented 
any foreign element to be mixed with them, therefore, they 
were avoided in the society. On the other hand, al-Jahiz 
discusses the old relations of Muslims, Jews and Christians, 
referring the reasons to their early history.
The recognition of the power of the common people 
is interesting in al-JS^i?1s judgment, for, in spite of 
the fact that he rejects tneir faith, their attitude is 
taken into great account. This point is illustrated, when 
al-Jabi? deals with historical facts, trying to give his 
own interpretations. In dealing with the question of the 
prophets and how a new religion starts in any society and 
how the new messengers draw to their side the people, al- 
Jabi£ takes into consideration the position of two main 
classes in the society; a class whom he calls al-Khag$a 
(Special or elite), and another called al-cAmma (Common).
(1) al-JSkijs, R. fl'l-Radd c ala'l-ha^ara, al-Kamil, vol.
II., p. 169; Thaiath., (Pinkel), p. 17.
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It is obvious that the %lite are the leaders of the common,
but the position of the former ones is dependent on the
attitude of the latter. Therefore, in order to gain a
good support, the new messenger has to appeal to the common
first. al-Jabiz maintains that the new messenger starts
by appealing to the common people, through practising the
same craft which is most popular among them, and which is
mainly practised by their special leaders. In this way,
the messenger appeals to the co mon and beats the elite,
by showing skill in the same craft which they practise.
Hoses used magic, in order to divert the interest of the
common people from their chiefs and rulers who used to
(1)practise magic. The same was with Jesus, at whose time 
"the most common practice among his people and special 
scholars", al-J§hiz says, "was medicine. The co. mon people 
used to exalt them. God sent him, therefore, to bring the 
dead to life, because their (i.e. the scholars’) purpose 
was to cure the sick and the born-blind.. and if the 
special class were gained in obedience and defeated by 
proofs, and realised the difference between the weakness
(1) al -J abiz, if. f 1 t uj aj al-nubuwwa, eu. -Kamil, vo 1. II., 
p. Ill; also Rasa'il., (SandUbi), p. 1 4 5 .
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and power, and the difference between a trick and a proof,
it would be more gaining over the common and they would be
(1)more inclined to have no doubt left..'1 The same question,
according to al-JOhiZ, was with huha med, who gained the
hearts of the men in power and men of knowledge through
eloquence and good speech, which were highly esteemed among(2)
his people. Naturally, "whenever the Special people are
(3)
mentioned, the common are to follow".
It may be suggested that al-JSfri? tends to give 
the power and leadership in the society to the men of know­
ledge and scholars, in whom the power of reason is represent­
ed. As to how al-Jabiz approaches this point, it need be 
discussed at length, without ignoring the actual conditions 
of his own time. The power of reason has a special signi­
ficance in al-jabiz's discussion of the question of power 
in the society.
(1) al-Jabiz, R. fi Eujaj al-nubuwwa, al-K5m.il., vol. II., 
113; Rasa'il., (Sandtibi), p. 146.
(2) Ibid.
(3) Ibid.
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The Power of Reason:
The rational belief, according to al-Jabis, as 
well as the whole ITu ctazilite doctrine, is a quality of 
men of knowledge and scholars. al-JShif maintains that 
the knowledge of theology, fundamental principles, inter­
pretation of religion and avoiding innovation and, above
all, studying the arguments of reason, do not exist except
(1)
among scholars. The interesting point in al-JSljiz’s con­
ception of the faith does. not lie in this distinction it­
self, as much as in the fact that he tries to give it more 
a practical estimation. The importance of the rational 
believers ' is not limited within matters concerning the 
faith only, but the faith is only one way of confirming 
the position and power which the rational element should 
obtain in the society.
The leadership of the special class to the com­
mon is very important in al-Jahi?’s social attitude and 
social analysis. His great ambition for the class of 
scholars is expressed frequently in nis writing. The pos-
(1) al-JShi?, K. al-tUthmanIya, (1955), p. 17
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ition of the common people is important and their support
is needed, al-Jabi? says: 11. • as for the refuse of men
and the lower people, they are only weapons of the leaders
(1)and productive members ior the masters.." The happiness
of mankind, however, rests in the haimony between these
two classes; "the good of the world and the perfection of
life", al-Jahiz says, "lie in the good management of the
blite and the obedience of the common. It is the same as
the general good and the obtaining of perfection which lie
in the correct aim of the soul and the obedience of the
senses, for if the soul obtained every hope and reached
every aim and if it opened every mystery and stirred every
concealed (matter) and the tongue did not obey it with
good speech and the hand with good writing, the existence
of that discovered matter and non-existence, in spite of
its great importance, would be the same. Therefore, the
blite are incneed for the common as much as the common are
(2)
in need for them.."
The elite are, usually, a minority in any community.
(1) al -lahi Z 9 E . al - cUthmaniya, p . 18.
(2) Ibid., pp. 251-2.
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"The chosen people of any time", al-JShiz says, "whatever
big their number is, are less than the common, although
(!)they are more knowledgeable..'1 The position of the elite 
is dependent on the support of the common, who are the major­
ity. The existence of the elite, in al-jahiz*s view, is 
important and necessary, for "if the common knew of their 
religion and secular affairs what the special know, the com­
mon would became special and all distinction in knowledge
(2 )
and difference in ability would disappear.." The difference 
between people in ability and knowledge, according to al- 
Jahiz, is as natural as the difference between tnem in fun­
ction, duty, choice and need, which God has designed in
(3)order to make life easy. The similarity between people
equal in position, would lead, according to al-JShiz, to
competition and, ultimately, to destruction. This is true,
(4)he says, among ordinary people, as well as kings. The best 
man tor power is distinguished, above all, by the quality 
of reason, al-JShiz says: "and if it is said, what is the
(1) al-Jahiz, R. fi jstihqaq al-'irnama, RasaRii, (Sanaubi), 
p. 244. * *
(2) al-JShiz, K. al -UJthmanlya, p. 256.
(3) al-Jahiz, al-Hayawan, vol. I., pp. 42-4.
(4) al-Jahiz, S. fi Istihqaq. , RasaJil, (Sandtibl), p. 258.
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description of the best man, we would say: It is that his
strongest qualities should be his reason, then he should
relate the power of reason with a power of discrimination
and great amount of study, and strengthen that by good habit.
jf he combines to his good reason (the quality of) knowledge
and to his knowledge, good control and to this, a will, he
(1)
is then the one who cannot be outpassed." Reason, according
( 2 )
to al-JSbiz, is the agent of God among mankind. But reason
should be strengthened by knowledge and practice; "the
natural gift of reason and instinctive high qualities", al-
JSfciiz says, could not reach the stage of perfection, with­er)
out the help of the acquired quality of reason."
It is natural that any break in the harmony of 
the two classes, the elite and the common, is to be attrib­
uted to the irrational element. The co mon people may 
break their relation with the leaders, just as the senses 
may do with the soul in the body. al-Jahiz says: "The 
senses and the common people, although they are employed
(1) al-Jahiz, R. fi IstiLqaq. , Rasa'il, (SandtLbi), p. 259*
(2) al-J&biz, R. fi*l-Macad., ] ajmuc . , (Iraus-hajirl), p. 2.
(3) Ibid., p. 5; also al-RayawSn, vol. IV., p. 71. The in­
fluence of Aristocle, on this point, seems to be strong.
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and managed, may stop for some reason that interferes or 
accident that sends them off or lack of means, like the 
hand, struck by paralysis or the tongue by dumbness; the 
soul cannot correct them and put them right, even if it 
may have a strong will and a good dealing and kindness.
So are the common people, when they are broken loose and 
stirred, and when they are overcome by passion and' fool­
ishness, in spite of the good management of the elite and
(1)the carefulness of the leaders.." The irrational power of 
body is the same as the irrational power of the society.
al-JShiz makes a reference to the antagonism be­
tween the two powers in his own time. It is interesting 
to see that the helplessness of the Slite in face of the 
common, which is expressed by al-JShiz, is accompanied by 
his regret and careful hopefulness. al-JSfiiz seems to be 
trying to cope with the principle that reason has the prio­
rity in power, on one hand, and the actual conditions of 
Islamic society, where the common people rebelled and rushed 
into action. He expresses his hope with careful consider­
ation of their own attitude, In his letter to kuhammea b.
(1) al-JShi-,, K. al- ^ Uthina tlya, p. 251*
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‘Ahmad b. ,Abl Du'id ai-'AySdl, al-J^iz says: ".. The com­
mon people, may God save you, were they scattered, their 
problem would have been much easier and the period of their 
rising much shorter. If they had a chief who is skilful, 
obeyed and with good management, and a responsible leader, 
then all ambitions would be abolished, the right would cease 
to exist and the rightful would be killed.., but as much as
we fear them, we have hope in them, and as much as we avoid
(1)them, we are covetous of them..” The power which lies in 
the impetuous character of the common people, according to 
al-Jahiz, is less responsible and more destructive than o 
other powers. This power becomes greater, when it is con­
trolled by a leadership that directs it. al-JOfiiz relates 
sayings attributed to earlier authorities on this point. 
cAli b. 'Abl TOlib is reported to have said: "We seek refuge 
in God, from people who, while gathering, cannot be con­
trolled and if scattered, cannot be recognized." Wasil b. 
cAta’ said: "They will never gather, without causing offence, 
but while scattered,'they are more useful," W&sil says, be-
(1) al-JOgiz, R. fi Nafi al-tashbth, MS., Damad, 949., fol. 
2a; see also al-Mashriq, (T953), vol. III., p. 283 sq.
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cause, "the potter would go back to his work, the weaver
to his weaving, the sailor to his sailing, the goldsmith
to his business and every man to his work, and in ail this
there is benefit to Muslim (community), and help to the
(1)needy.."
al-JSfriz admits the fact that the Traditionists,
whom he calls the anthropomorphists, were popular among the
common people, but as a Mu'tazilite, he condemns tnem and
(2)
thinks that they have misled the people. This is natural, 
because al-Jahiz believes that the rightful leaders of the 
community were the rational believers who, according to him, 
are the Mu*tazilites themselves. In his discussions, this 
feeling is strongly expressed, he says: ".. and I say and 
confirm this (saying) with argument and seek refuge in God 
from talking nonsense or not telling the truth, or saying 
what I do not do, I say: But for the theologians, the com­
mon folk of all nations had perished, but for the M u ctazilites
(3)the common folk of all Muslim sects had perished.." The
(1) al-Jahiz, R. fl kafi al-tashbth, fol. 2a.
(2) Ibid.
(3) al-Jahiz, al-I-Jayawan, vol. IV., p. 206; see also Tritton, 
Muslim theology, p. 79.
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Y
right of the Kuctazilites to leadership was deserved by
them, because, according to al-Jahiz, unlike other sects,
the hue tazilites did not imitate, but consulted the reason,
(1)which is the rightful path to the truth. The theologians
who deserve the leadership of the people are not only those
wbo occupied themselves with matters of trie worship and
faith, without looking into the problems which are closer
to the life and nature of people, for !,the worship does not
bewilder or cause foolishness, except to those who prefer
solitude and loose contact with people and (leave) the
association with men of knowledge; that was why they became
so stupid that no chief or ‘Imam will become even out of the
( 2 )
best worshipper among them.."
It is significant to point out, however, that 
there is hardly any idealisation in al-Jabijs's conception 
of power. The philosopher king in Plato’s Republic had no 
significance in al-Jabiz*s view. It is interesting that 
al-J&hiz realises the practical side of power, it is not
(1) al-Jahiz, lhalq al-Qur*an, al-Kamil., vol. II., p. 143.
(2) al-Jahiz, al-Bayan., vol. II., pp. 240-1.
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abstract knowledge that makes of the scholar a man of au­
thority. 'Reason should be backed by practical knowledge 
which enables man to deal with people? "the right man," al-
Jabiz says, "is he who combines the fulfillment of the (idea
(1 )
of) Unity (of God) and giving natures their right function."
As for those who were respected and followed by the common
ueot)le, without being qualified for leadership, al-Jahi£
* (2) 
says, they are false scholars and are misleading the people.
al-Jahiz, however, realises the difficulty of put­
ting the power of reason into practice. The following 
question is important in this connection: What will happen 
if the power is not in the hands of the rational believers ?
This question, although in a slightly different 
form, was in fact, discussed by the Muctazilites themselves. 
It is illustrated in the question put by the ku*tazilites: 
(Whether the good believer should, or should not, take action 
against the despotic ’Imam). Their attitudes towards the
(1) al-Jahiz, al-hayawan, vol. II., p. 134.
(2) al-Jabi£, Fasl m& bayn al-rAd5.wa wa'l-hasad, Lajmu*. , 
(Kraus-HSjirl), p .  101.
question varied according to their schools and teachings.
It is interesting, in this connection, that al-J&biz makes 
the distinction between the learned men and the men in 
power. al-Jahiz refers to former generations, where schol­
ars, according to him, acted as the transferers of culture 
and responsible leaders of studies and education, he says: 
"There was no time in the passing generations, without the 
rightful scholars who read books of former generations and 
studied them with the men of their time. So, they were 
able to write books on various subjects of science and arts 
for tneir own generation and the generations to follow (in 
order) to become nearer to those who had grace upon them,
_or the knowledge which God had made in them, by which they
(2)
are distinguished from the others.." The scholars, here, 
appear in a special position in the society which, in lact, 
reflects clearly their actual position in the cAbbasid 
society itself. But, according to al-Jahiz, there may appear 
a class of envious ignorant people who pretend to be the
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(1)
(1) see about this point, Albere N. Nadir, Falsafat al-Muc- 
tazila, vol. II., pp. 156-9.
(2) al-Jahiz, Fa$l mS bayn al-cAdawa., Majmuc ., (Kraus- 
yajiri), pp. 1 0 0 - 1
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teal scholars and may "draw the hearts of the weak common
people and the ignorant kings to their side, and the enemies
of the real scholars support them, in order to satisfy the
(1)common people.." al-Jahi^’s bitterness is a justification
of the I uctazilites position under the cAbbasid Caliphate.
This is shown also in a private letter which ai-J&Uiz wrote
in (Condemnation of Time), and which is very similar in(2)
tone and spirit to the epistles of ’Ikkwan al-§afa later.
When the Mu*tazilites were enjoying the brightest 
period of their power, al-Jabiz reflects a different attit­
ude towards the ruling power; in some of his letters, al- 
Jahiz maintains that the learned men, writers, poets and 
good speakers ought to cooperate with the men in power, 
while those look after the prosperity and well-being of the 
people. al-Jabi# addresses Muhammed b. ’Ahmad b. * Abi 
iru* ad al-\Ayadi, who was himself pro-Muctazilite, saying:
".. was it not for the responsibility of the co.munity, 
which was invested upon you and the management of the aifairs 
of the special and common and that being pre-occupied with
(1) al-Jahiz, Fa§l ma bayn al-cAdawa, I ajmuf., (Kraus- 
Hajiri), p. 1 0 1 .
(2) al-J'Sihiz, RasSJil, (Sandubi)., pp. 210-11.
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preserving their rights and protecting them, did not leave 
you spare strength for disputes or writing hooks on quest­
ions and refutations, it would have been your own duty and 
you would have been more rightful for this matter. How - 
ever, we never spoke but in your own tongues and never fol­
lowed but your example and did not gain power except through 
what you have lent us of your own power. Therefore, ail
speaking men of letters and eHoquent speakers should co-
(1 )operate with you, help you ana support you.." It is true 
that al-JSbiz puts the learned men, here, in a second place 
to those in power, but it is by no means maintained that 
their service is dispensible.
al-Jahiz, therefore, accepts the fact that the 
power of reason is not always a leading power, and the Na­
tional party are not always the most powerful and that they 
may be even thrown into the background for the sake of false 
scholars. They may have to cooperate with the ruling power 
for their common c.ause.
The emphasis laid by al-Jahiz on the power of
(1) al-Jahiz, R. fi Kafi al-tashblh, fol. 4b.
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reason and the leadership of the rational minority in the 
society seems to have been a recognition and a confirmation 
of the rights of the educated middle class, represented, in 
al-Jahiz's opinion, by the theologians, at his time, his 
own party the Muctazilites*
al-JcLhiz*s characteristic method of thinking 
manifests itself most significantly in the attempt he makes 
to compromise between rational principles, on one hand, and 
social facts as they stand in the actual conditions of soc­
iety, on the other. Therefore, his effort, as far as this 
aspect is concerned, cannot be said to have resulted in a 
theory or a system of philosophy, although his remarks are 
most significant and genuine, especially on analysis of 
historical and social facts. Later on, the importance of 
this way of thinking appears in the philosophy of history, 
founded by 'Ibn Khaldun..
Chapter Four
KITlB AL-BUKEALA ’
Avarice In Society and Literature:
Avarice, as a subject of writing, was not initiated
by al-Jahiz, neither was he the last writer to deal with it.
However, although the idea existed in the mind of Islamic
society and in spite of the number of misers and their
current stories, al-Jabiz says that there were only two who
_(1 )cared to write on the subject. Those were Sahl b. Harun and
(2)
'Abu Abdu11 -Rahman al -Thaurl. al -Jahi£ himself . adopts the
two characters into his own book. The epistle of Sahl on
(3)avarice forms the beginning of al-Jahi^'s Buhhala>. 'Abu 
eAbdu*1-Rahman al-Thauri is one of the richest misers in the
(1) see about his life and avarice, *Ibn Khaliikan, Wafayat., 
(1838), vol. I., p. 260; also E. I.
(2) see al-fiajirl’s comments, al-Bukhalaa , (1948), p. 323*
(3) pp. 7 -1 2 .
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book of al-Jahiz. However, in considering this point, al-
Jahiz may have been thinking only about his own time, and
those whom he came across, for’Ibn al-Nadim mentions a oook
on avarice written by al—MadaJinl. al-Jahiz relates some of
his stories on the authority of the latter, as well as on
the authority of al-A^ma*! and *AbucUbayda, but the number of
stories he copied from them did not amount, according to him,
( 3 )to more than "a few tens". It should be pointed out too 
that many of the stories in KiN&b al -Bukhal a 'were, in fact, 
current in society.
( 1 >
Besides the short chanters which were written by
(4)
various writers of all times on the question of avarice, al-
( 5 )
Khatib al -Baghdadi, in the beginning of the 5th century A.h. , 
wrote another book on misers, to which he gave the same title
(1) al-Bukhala>, (1948), pp. 91-100.
(2 ) al-Bihrist, (Bltigel), vol. I., p. 104.
(3) al-Bukhara* , (1948), p. 135.
(4) see’Ibn Qutayba, cUyfin., vol. III., pp. 233-65; al- 
Bayhaqi, al-Maii&sin., vol. II., p. 270; al-Thac3libi, in 
al -Muqaddasi, al-lata*if., pp. 55-6; al- )AbsEihi, al - 
Mustatraf., (1330-, pp. 157-62.
(5 ) see about him, Yaqut, Irshad., vol. I., p. 2 4 6.
as al-Jafriz’s book, Kitab al-Sukhaia* . The main concern ol 
the writer is to condemn avarice as irreligious: and immoral, 
although he follows the same way as al-Jahiz’s in relating 
anecdotes and short stories.
The question is: How didthe topic grow in Islamic 
literature and what significance did it have in the life of 
people that made it a subject of literary writing ?
Before going into details of this question, one
cannot ignore the fact that avarice is a universal topic in
literature. Long before the time of alr-Jahiz, avarice appears
in Greek literature. Plautus, the Greek playwright, seems(2)
to have been the first who adopted the subject into drama.
His play, the Aulularia (or the pot of gold), formed a
pattern for all who made the character of the miser, later,
(3)a subject of playwrighting. The basic plot and theme of 
Plautus’s play were slightly varied by his followers. The
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(1)
(1) Er. Mus. MS., no. Or.3139* The MS. is in six volumes 
59 fols. It starts with traditions attributed to the 
Prophet, condemning avarice.
(2) Plautus was born about 253 B.C., see Paul Nixon, Plautus’s 
works, (1 9 1 0 ), introd., vol. I., p. 5 .
(3) see H. Fi&lding, The Miser, introd., p. 6 .
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significance of gold and its effect on the morals of the
miser, especially in connection with family relations, is
shown by all writers. There are critics who are inclined
to believe that Moliere portrays, in his famous I ’Avare, the
traditional French sacred notion of family life which was
endangered by the material influence of gold and "whatever
endangers the security of the family is to be denounced and
(1)exposed as a lesson.." Moreover, it is believed that Mol-
iere’s play is, in fact, determinedly a study of avarice,
(2 )
although he relieved it with scenes of genuine comedy. This, 
however, does not change the fact that Moliere, as well as 
many other writers had Pleutus * s play as a model.
On the other hand, as early as the time of the
Roman satirist Juvenal, the subject of avarice was reflected
in literary writings and dealt with as a problem. Juvenal
was born about the second half of the first century A.I).
"at some time during the last years of Nero’s reign, or
(3)shortly after his death.." The details of the Roman life
(1) see B. Mathews, Moliere, his life and his works, (19109, 
p. 251.
(2) see A. Tilley, Moliere, (1921), pp. 201-2.
(3) The date of his birth is given between 55-72 A.D., see 
Juvenal, Satires, introd., by A. F. Cole.
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are depicted in his satires. "Juvenal castigates with the
lash of his satire", Carcopino says, "the miser who (pin-
(1 )ches the bellies of his slaves), the gambler who flings
away a fortune on a throve of the dice and (has no shirt to
(2)
give a shivering slave), the coquette who loses her temper,
storms and takes out her ill humour on the unoffending
( 3 )
backs of her maids.." Juvenal treats the subject of avarice, 
among other subjects of the Roman life, as a serioiis prob­
lem which, according to him, was the responsibility of the 
parents towards their children, for "avarice", he says, "is 
not natural to children, but they acquire it by lessons, and 
eventually become more proficient than their teachers, the 
mad desire of money leads them to folly, discomfort, crime;
any means will serve, so long as the end is attained, yet
(4)the end is unsatisfying and exacting.."
The subject of avarice is, therefore, univeraal 
in all literatures. This, however, does not prevent the 
fact that each literature has its own characteristics in this.
(1) Juvenal, Satires, no. XIV., 126; VI., 475-84; I., 92.
(2) Ibid., no. I., 192.
(3) J. Carcopino, Daily life in ancient Rome, (1914), p. 58.
(4) Juvenal, Satires, (A. P. Cole), no. XIV.
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One of the most interesting explanations given 
of the question of avarice in Islamic literature, with a 
special reference to al-Jahiz himself, which would be dis­
cussed here with some details, is that which is given by
(1)Tana al-£5jirl, in the introduction of al-Jahiz1s Bukhala*. 
al-H&jiri attributes the reason of the great growing in­
terest of Islamic society in the subject of avarice, mainly 
to political and racial disputes; that is to say the dis­
pute between political parties, on one hand, and Arabs and 
non-Arabs, on the other. The cAbbasids attacked the ‘Umayyads 
and called them misers, the writers followed the desire of 
the rulers and dedicated their flattery to them, condemning 
their opponents. The non-Arabs despised the ideals of the- 
Arab life and criticised the baseless boasting of the Arabs.
A quotation of al-yajirl will be interesting to show his 
point of view: ”... On the other path stand the propagan­
dists of the existing government and those scholars and men 
of letters who have put themselves at the service of the 
ruler and decided to follow the same road as he does. Amongst 
theme, were the defenders and partisans of the Arab cause, 
like al- >Asmac’I; while certain others were more sympathetic
(1) al-Bukhala*, (1948), edited by al-H&jirl, introd., pp. 
9-41
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to the ShucubTya, like al-Mada* ini. The argument in favoiir
of the ruling power was not far removed from the argument in
favour of the Shu<u'biya; there were close links between them,
even though the latter had taken on a special colour of its
(1)o w n . O n e  may put al-HSjiri’s points as follows:
1. The rejection of non-Arabs of the Arab life and morals 
and the refutation of the idea that the Arabs were 
actually as generous as they described. Works were 
written to praise avarice by non-Arab writers, on one 
hand, and refutations of these works were written by 
Arab writers who condemned it. This was racial, as 
well as political, antagonism.
2. The second reason is merely political; the disputes 
among parties in which writers of *Abbasid tendencies or 
under kbhasid influence, attributed to the *Umayyads and 
their governors qualities which were condemned by the 
Arabs and qualified them as misers.
al-yajiri ’ s interpretation is one of the most in­
teresting explanations of this question and it is, indeed, 
to a certain extent, true. The clash between the Arabs and
(1) al-JShiz, al-Bukhala? , (1948), introd., p. 18
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non-Arabs, on one hand, and the <Abb as ids and the ^ mayyads,
on the other, did exist and did have a great effect on the
literature of the time. As to what degree of influence this
antagonism had on this aspect of literature, it should not
be exaggerated. Apart from the fact that .it- wasi a uni­
versal subject in literature, avarice is a question that is 
closely related to the life of man, in connection with his 
wealth and property. In order to understand this problem, 
therefore, one has to take social and economic development 
in the society into great consideration.
One of the interesting characteristics of the
‘Abbasid society, vd.iich cannot be ignored, is what one may
(1)call the characteristic of money-consciousness. It is in­
teresting to see, for instance, that a middle class man was
pleased to be described as a miser, so long as the descrip-
( 2 )~
tion implies, according to him, the possession of wealth.
The rich miser, on the other hand, protected his wealth and
(1 ) see later pages of this chapter too.
(2) see al-Jahiz, al-Sukhaia? , (1948), the story of al- 
Ijizami, pp. 52-7. TEe same saying is attributed by 
al-Dimashql to a merchant, see al- Ish'&ra >ila mah&sin 
tijara, p.' 6 7 .
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was always under the illusion that the poor people were 
anxious to ruin his life. al-I>£irdarishi, a man with im­
mense wealth, was asked why he hated the beggars who asked 
him charity; he replied: "Yes, for the majority of those 
whom you see, are better off than me", and "all of them, 
had'- they been able (to get hold ) of my house, they would 
have pulled it down, and my life, they would have taken away.
If I obeyed them and gave them all they asked, I would have
(1)become like them long ago.." It is significant to see that 
al-Jahi-Z pictures the mi^er and the common man as two anta­
gonistic powers, one is niggard in his wealth and the other 
is urging and begging. In the epistle attributed by al- 
Jahiz to *Abufl- S^s b. cAbdu* 1-Wahhab al-Thaqaf 1, they are 
pictured as follows: ".. the common people never slackened 
in their demands, and the monopolists and misers in no way 
abated their own efforts, nor did they spare their ability 
(towards their end) and they showed no shortage of avarice 
and niggardness... the miser (in this respect, therefore,) 
is most industrious and in no way does the common man abate 
in his efforts. Anyone who does not resist what we have 
described with strong character, resolute desire and true
(1) al-Jahiz, al-hukhala* , p. 121.
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insight, must be either a common man or a wretched miser..”
As a result of the development of. economic and 
social life in Islamic society, changes in the social struc­
ture of classes, differences and social relations emerged. 
Therefore, in order to understand the antagonism between 
various measures, it is necessary to take material progress 
into great consideration. The characteristic difficulty 
which emerged in Islamic town life and which has a great 
relevance to this discuasion was how to bring together, and 
compromise between, principles and ideals of different 
origins; Arab ideals, Islamic principles and the new cultures 
and philosophies of various elements, within the frame of 
that material progress. Examples may be taken to illustrate 
this points
In Islamic town, no doubt, wealth constituted the back-bone
of economic life. Neither trade, nor any other activity
could be carried out without the necessary capital. Islam,
practically, did not discourage trade, although immense
(2 )
wealth was not approved of. Rules in Islam against the
(1)
(1) al-Jafci?, al -Bukhala* , p. 148.
(2 ) see the discLission on trade in the second chapter of 
this thesis pp. 1 4 3-4 4 .
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accumilation of wealth, if regarded, would have been strong
enough to hinder trade on a large scale• Usury is prohibit-
( 1 )ed in Islam, a fact which may have stood in the face of the
(2)
business of bankers. The Zakat, although a voluntary tax,
would have been another difficulty, but it gradually grew
unimportant. According to the Arab ideals, prosperous men
were expected to be generous and hospitable. This in itself,
if followed strictly, would have caused the ruin of the
capital of merchants. It was, therefore, not in the interest
of the merchants, whose trade depended mainly on their own
capital, to spend their money in actions of hospitality. One
of the ways to escape criticism, however, was to pay the
sum of the Zakat, in order to satisfy the public opinion;
the saying was common that people should protect their money
through the payment of the Zakat,lit was said: "Protect your
money by the Zakat and escape the waves of evil by means of
(3)
prayers." al-Jahiz portrays the character of the miser, in 
connection with almsgiving, with intended exaggeration. He
(1) see Qur'Sn, chapter II., verse 275, 276, 278; III., 130; 
IV., 161; XXX., 39.
(2) see, about early Islamic times, Salih A. al-cAll, al- 
Tanzlmat., p. 184 sq., and about QAbbasid times, see al- 
Uuri, Tarlkh., pp. 111-12.
(3) al-Jahiz, al-Bayan., vol. Ill*, p. 157.
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talks about a miser from Khurasan who heard al-Hasan preach­
ing people to spend in almsgiving and promising them the 
reward of God. The miser went and spent all his money, in 
the hope that the reward was going to be soon, but was great­
ly disappointed when he gained nothing. His reproach to al- 
Basan was most bitter, he goes to the extreme of accusing
the latter of robbing his money and blames himself for
(1)listening to him.
The idea of generosity was, of course, accepted
by Islam; "he who can avoid the stinginess of his own self
(2)
is among the winners." Islam went so far as to expect
( 3 )generosity even from the needy. Therefore, those who held 
back their money and hospitality in general, received severe 
attacks. In al-Basra, merchants received much criticism 
not only because they were rich, but because they were, un­
like the merchants of Quraysh, as al-Jahi? says, not hospit­
able. al-J&hiz reflects the attitude of society towards the
(4)merchants, in the treatise written about them. Merchants
(1) al-JSthiz, al-Bukhala* , p. 22.
(3) Qur*an, chapter III., verse 180; IV., 37; IX., 76; also 
al- Iqd. , vol. I., p. 2 6 3*
(3) see a chapter written by IbncAbd Habbih on (Generosity 
in spite of need), al-cIqd., vol. I., pp. 273-6.
(4) I ajmu*., (Sacy), pp. 155-6; also Br. Mus. MS., fol. 203& 
sq.
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were described as very niggard and miser and that no good
(1 )should be expected from them. This, however, seems to have
been met with a counter attack by the merchants themselves.
We hear of sayings attributed to the merchants of Quraysh,
justifying the attitude of merchants, that generosity was
not everything among the virtues of man; a man from guraysh
is supposed to have said: "We Quraysh, all, do not consider
clemency and generosity an honour, but consider chastity and
(2)
protection of money a manliness."
In Islamic town, the Arabs were not the only 
element who enjoyed the privilege of wealth and of running 
the machinery of economic life. In fact, the non-Arabs were 
running the financial activities in the town long before 
Islam. The Arabs who conquered the territories did not show 
much interest in the beginning, in these activities. The 
Maw&li, on the other hand, were able to assert their pos­
ition through wealth and through leading these ^activities. 
The position which they enjoyed through being rich is, there­
fore, significant. ;Abu Sacid al-Ivlad& 5 ini, one of the chara-
(1) see al-Muqaddasl, Yaw&qlt., (1300 A.H.), p. 28; also al- 
Baghd&di, al-Bukhalgt* , * Br. Mus. MS., vol. III., fol. 30a.
(2 ) al - ^ Iqd. , (1 8 9 8), vol. I., p. 1 5 7 .
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cters of al-Jahiz in al-Bukhala1 , who was a Mawla, was a
money-dealer in al-Basra and was aware of the fact that, v/ere
(1)
it not for his money, people might have insulted him.
As for the old Persian traditional families, it is
clear that they preserved their rights as the upper class of
people. "In Persia", *Ibn hauqal says, "there is a beautiful
tradition and a custom like a virtue among them, in favouring
people of old families who still inherit the posts of the
(2 )
Diwans from old days till nowadays." It is also significant 
to see that, in 'Abbasid town, blood relations and family ties 
did not have as much significance as relations of power and 
wealth, among townspeople, although it may have retained its 
character among dwellers of the desert. al-^A^ma0! relates a 
story about the Caliph al-Mahdl, who went on pilgrimage and 
came across a beduin Arab who complained to him that the 
father of his beloved did not want to marry him to her, be­
cause he was not of a pure Arab blood. The Caliph is said to
have smiled at him and told him that all the brothers of the
(3)Caliph himself v/ere not purely Arabs. What this story sig­
(1 ) al-Jahi?, al-Bukhala^, pp. 128-9.
(2) ’ibn Bauqal, al-Masalik., pp. 205-6.
(3) see *Ibn Qayim al-Jauziya, 'Akhbar al-Nisa*, p. 121.
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nifies may be more important than the authenticity it bears. 
Besides the idea that purity of blood grew unimportant in 
the 'Abbasid townlife, it may indicate too that the mixture 
of descent crept even into the desert. From amongst the 
misers of al-J&hiz, examples can be seen where family ties 
meant nothing besides the importance of wealth and property, 
al-Dardari8hi tan be remembered again in this connection.
He threatened his brother of cutting his relations with him, 
if ti e latter continued on offering his friends food and
(1)
spending money, which he happened to share with him, on that.
Khalawayh the beggar advises his son to save his money not
out of love for him, but, as he himself puts it, out of his
( 2)
hatred for the judges and deceiving people.
Besides differences of classes, another differen­
ces may be taken into consideration, in this connection; it 
is the difference between the town and the desert. The life 
of privation and poverty in the desert seems to have received 
very little change. al-Jaliz reports, on the authority of 
‘Abu* 1-basan al -ICada* ini, the following incident:
(1) al-Jahiz, al-Bukhala*, pp. 121-22.
(2) Ibid., p. 41. see also about bribery among the judges 
etc., al-*Abshfhi, al-Mustatraf., (1330 A.H.), pp. 92-4*
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"After the prayers of the afternoon, in the year 153 (A. R.),
I heard in the cathedral mosque of al-Basra a (beduin) Arab 
saying: We are children of the road and people whom travel
011 roads has weakened and people routed by a year of scarcity. 
Be charitable to us, for nothing is too little for the re­
ward and no one is too rich to do without God (Ts favour) 
and there is no chance (of acting) after death. By God, we
are standing in this manner with bitter breasts and heavy(1)hearts." The significance of this story does not lie in 
how much truth if bears, but rather in what it indicates.
The poverty of the dwellers of the desert is often referred 
to by al-Jabiz in his writing. In al-HayawSn, al-JTihiz 
talks about the food of the 'Acrab, which goes down to the
. ameanest animals. The morals and ideals of the oeaums aie 
discussed by narrators to show how little influence Islam 
had on their character. Stories are related, on the o oiier 
hand, about the beduins who came to town and were dazzled
(1) al - J’SJp.iz, al-Bayan., vol. II., p. 80.
(2) vol. III., p. 526.
(3) see stories in al-'Abshlhi, al-Mustatraf., (1331)> 
vol. II., p. 215.
(l)
by the luxury and new manners in which townspeople lived.
al-Jahiz says that there is nothing more amusing to his own
taste than listening to a conversation between two beduin(2)Arabs. The taste, as well as the way of life, of the town 
was different from that of the desert. Social manners and 
other conceptions of life, naturally, follow. This point 
will be discussed, at some length, in connection with the 
question of hospitality and table manners, later, which are 
important in al-Bukhala
The antagonism between morals and ideals of various 
groups, therefore, followed not only their political in­
terests and racial differences, but also, and perhaps more 
distinctly, their status, classes and social background.
One of the interesting features of Islamic literature at 
this time, which illustrates this clash of ideals and meas­
ures, is the literature of (Beauties and Antithesis), which 
tends to show the beauty of one idea, such as avarice, 
poverty, generosity, knowledge etc., then turns to show its 
defects, making judgments from two different points of
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(1) al- 'Abshlhi, al-Mustatraf., (1331), vol. I., p. 161.
(2) al-JShiz, al-Hayawan, vol. III., p. 5*
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view. It may be interesting to see that one of these works,
which may have been the earliest of them ail, is attributed
(2)to al-JShiz himself. This literature seems to illustrate 
a significant feature of Islamic society at this time; the 
fact that various cultures and philosophies were absorbed 
within the society and found expression through literature.
It is interesting to examin an example of these differences:
The term (al-Muru Ja) is one of the most difficult 
to define and limit. My purpose, here, is to show how dif­
ferent measures of town life found expression through this 
term. al-J'&hiz himself gives the example to show differences 
between people in thinking, which, according to him, is de­
cided by their craft and status in society; he says: "It was 
said to someone: What is Muru’a ?; he said: Cleanliness of 
the body and good deeds. It was said to Mub amine d b.cImran: 
What is Murti* a ?; he replied: It is that you do not do any­
thing in secret which you feel ashamed of in public.. al- 
;Ahnaf said: It is chastity and profession.. ‘Abu Hurayra was 
asked: What is Muru’ a ?; he said: Fear of God, good deeds
( 1 )
(1) Works called al-Mafrasin wa'1-Addad or waf1-Masawi*, see 
Ibn Qutayba, cUyfm., vol._I., pp. 239-50; al-Bayhaqi, 
al-Mab&sin., also al-Tha* alibi, in al-Muqaddasl, al- 
Lata’if.,
(2) Published as al-Mabasin wa'l-AcjLdad, leyde (1898), also 
as al -Ii ahas in wa11 -Mas awl} , (1926).
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and supper in the in the open space (i.e. hospitality)."
There is no need to say that the difference between these
people in defining the term does not arise from individual
differences, but one finds a mixture of Islamic principles,
Arab ideals and other conceptions of town life, all, reflect-
(2)
ed in these defintions.
( 1 )
The question of avarice and generosity received 
much argument and disagreement* Avarice, which was consider­
ed as economy in the opinion of some people, was, in fact, a 
safeguard against turns of fortune and insecurity of life, a 
characteristic remarkable in thecAbbasid society of the time.
Therefore, "saving what is in your own hand is better than
(3)asking charity from other people’s hands" On the other hand, 
it is understood that deeds of charity and generosity should, 
ultimately, be followed by thanks and gratitude of the given 
person. This, however, was not universally accepted in the
(1) al-JShiz, al-Bay&n., vol. II., p. 136; also al-Washsha*, 
al-Muwashsha, vol. I., pp. 3 0-3 3 ; about al-Muru'a, see 
Ibn Qutayba, cJJyun. , vol. I., pp. 22 5, 296; al-Thac alibi, 
Mir'at.al-muru}at, (Cairo-1898), al-cIqd., (12937, vol.
I., p. 221
(2) see about al-Muru'a, the following references: I. Goldzihev 
Moham. Stud., vol. I., pp. 1-40; Bichr Bares, art. al-
I' uru’ a, E.I., Suppl., (1938), pp. 157-8.
(3) al-Muqaddasl, al-LatsPif., p. 55; ‘Ibn Qutayba,cUyun., vol. 
I. , p. 331 sq.
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‘Abbasid society. Among some of the lower classes, we find 
a tendency against this rule of morals. al-JUb-iz tells us 
that among the thieves, there were those who believed that 
the ZakSt was an absolute right of the poor man and that 
they themselves deserved it. Therefore, when the merchants 
stopped giving it, they took it by force and justified their
CO-ast ion as legaj and right. This attitude was, naturally,
against the traditional conception of gratitude. The common
saying, which is even expressed in the Qur* an, is that who-
( 2 )
ever thanks will get more. A man in al-Kufa who wa3 asked
why he was so generous and good to peopl, answered that he
never heard a voice or tune in nature more appealing and
(3)appreciated than the praise of a thankful person. al-JSRiz 
explains the necessity of gratitude and thanks in the fact 
that it is logical and rational, because, according to him, 
he who does not thank people will not be able to thank God, 
for God gives easily, but it is not the same with people, 
they give with difficulty, therefore, he who gives generously
(1) see al-Tanukhl, al-Faraj., (1904), vol. II., pp. 106-7
(2) al-JShiz, al-Bayan., vol. II., p. 1 4 7 ; al- Iqd. , (1898), 
vol. I., p. 7 4 .
(3) al-ThafMibi, ihass. , (1908), p. 29; also al-cIqd. , vol.
I. , p . 61.
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(1)
must be thanked and praised.
In a society like the cAboasid at this time, full
of various elements and tendencies, one is not surprised to
see great disagreements and arguments about measures and
ideals. The question of avarice, like many other questions,
suffered the same reconsideration. It may have been used as
iS
a weapon against one party or the other, but it I by no means 
a result of one particular antagonism, it is the result of 
all these changes together.
Social Manners in Islamic Society:
Before discussing the character of the misers in 
al-J&hizfs Bukhala* , it is interesting to consider the ques­
tion of social manners, especially concerning food, table 
manners and hospitality, which is most relevant to the ques­
tion of avarice and al-JSbiz*s characters of the miser. The 
misers of al-Jahiz were mainly niggard in food; al-Jahi£ 
even points out misers who preferred to give a thousand
(1) al-JB,hiz, R. fi’l-Ma^d., Iiajruu6 . , (Kraus-HSj iri), p. 3*
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.Dirham than to offer food to a guest.
The question of hospitality and table manners is 
one of the questions where the mixed character of Islamic 
society is illustrated. In al-JShiz's picture of the miser, 
one is able to find a mixture of Arab ideals, Islamic prin­
ciples and Persian manners, all, mixed up together. al-Jahiz 
produces amusing pictures of the misers by exaggerating one 
side of their character on the expense of the others. Exa­
ggeration should be borne in mind as one of the characteris­
tics of al-Jahiz’s art in al-Bukhala’.
Hospitality, in old Arab society, had its condi­
tions and qualifications, which are observed by both, the 
host, as well as the guest. A man, who happens to pass by 
a house of a friend, an acquaintance, or even a stranger, 
especially during the night, expects to receive a welcome 
and to be offered shelter and food. It is considered as 
good manners that the guest, who accepts the shelter, should 
also accept the food, without making apologies, whether he
( 1 )
(1) al-Jahiz, al-Sukhaia*, p. 136.
was full or hungry. In the miser, al-Jahiz shows a contrast 
of this custom. He describes an. incident about a man who 
knocked at his friend’s door, at midnight, and asked him to 
let him stay till morning in the passage of his door. In­
stead of letting him in, al-Jahiz says, 1 'Abu Mazin pretended 
to be drunk and showed him that his silence was caused by
drunkenness; he loosened his senses, dropped his tongue and
(2)
said: drunk, by God, I am, by God, drunk.." al-Jahiz’s exa­
ggeration is, apparently, intended; he says that although 
the man begged ’Abu Mazin and explained to him that he had 
already had his supper and was not in need of his food, the 
latter would not understand; he refused him and slammed the 
door in his face, thinking that his excuse was made clear.
The quality of sheltering a man from the street is praised 
by Islam too. The misers failed to comply with these prin­
ciples. A rich miser, in al-Bukhala', scolds a beggar and
—  (3)threatens to break his leg if he went on asking him charity.
The Arab ideals of hospitality v/ere criticised and considered 
most impractical for towndwellers. One of the misers of
-  2 4 6  -
( 1 )
(1) al- ’Abshlhi, al-Mustatraf. , (1268), vol. I., p. 219.
(2) al-Jahiz, al-Bukhala/ , p. 33*
(3) Ibid., p. 109.
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al-JShiz, al-Harithl, condemns the poor Arabian who expects
his host to kill a camel for each guest who happens to pass
by him, for "if this wretched man would kill a camel for
every dog that passes him," al-Earithr says, "to avoid his
tongue, before one week passes, he would have to stop the
(1)passers-by, asking their charity.."
People are expected to ask their friends to their
houses. In al-Bukhalaf, men are cited as misers not because
they did not ask their friends, but because the amount of
( 2 )
food they offered was scanty and little. It should be pointed
out, however, that al-Jahiz makes exception of people whose
life was scanty becaLise they were poor. The people of al-
( 3 )Mazih, a place near al-Raqqa, were blamed by some people
for their avarice. al-Jahiz says: ".. but the people of al-
Mazih are not known by avarice, although they are the worst
of all people in (their) conditions (of life), so their
(4)estimation follows their life.."
(1) al-Jclhiz, al-BukhalS 3, p. 64.
(2) Ibid., pp. 108-9.
(3) Ibid., al-H&jirl’s co rnents, p. 333*
(4) Ibid., p. 110.
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Generosity requires that the amount of food should
exceed the number of eaters. Bread has the priority in this.
Bread appears to have been one of the most highly esteemed
types of food. al-Ghazall explains this in the fact that
life depends on it and that it helps to give strength to the
(1)worshippers• In al-Bukhala* , men are blamed because of the
shortage of bread on their table. al-Jahiz cites a man with
the misers, because the bread which he offered was of the
same number as the eaters, in spite of the fact that the
(2 )
food was carefully prepared and neatly laid down. Another 
miser is described as a. niggard, he would rather see a per­
son break the rules of religion than seeing him breaking the
(3)
second loaf of bread. Mubammed b. al-Mu*ammil, on£ of the
characters of al-Jahiz, used to spend a lot of money on the
food of his guests to make it good. al-Jahiz, however,
blames him and even talks to him personally, saying: "people
(4)consider him whose bread is little., a miser" The ground 
of the table should not be exposed to the eyes of eaters, 
but should be covered with bread. Muhainmed b. al-Mu'ammil
(1) see’Ihya'., (al-balabi), vol. II., p. 4 .
(2) al-Jahiz, al-Bukhala’, p. 4 7 .
(3) Ibid., p. 146.
(4) Ibid., p. 82.
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replies to al-JSbiz's advice that he thought it better not 
to show the eaters too much food on the table, because that 
would put them off, but considered it necessary to prepare 
the food with care and cleanliness. In this point, one 
cannot fail to notice the taste of a town-dweller. It would 
be pointed out, on the other hand, that a mail was considered 
miser if his food was laid down very neatly and carefully; 
Muways is described by one of those who used to eat with 
him as a miser in food, because "he used to make it and pre­
pare it in the way of someone who does not want it to be
(1)touched,."
One of the points, which shows the development of 
social customs according to the requirements and conditions 
of townlife, but was criticised in the beginning as a sign 
of avarice, is illustrated in the following example from al-
Bukhal } :
In talking about al-lhaurl, one of the richest misers in al- 
Bukhala' , al-JUbiz says that he was fond of eating the heads 
of sheep, but would never buy them except 011 Saturdays. al- 
jabiz attributes this to the fact that they were more avail­
able and cheaper and the demand on them is less on this
(1) al-Ja^iz, al-Bukhala;, p. 63.
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(Dparticular day. What al-J15&iz criticised in al-fhauri,
however, seems to have become a prevalent habit, later,
among the people in Islamic town, the reason being that in
Islamic society, animals are slaughtered mostly on Friday.
On Saturday, the heads of the animals are left and are,
therefore, more available than other days. People became
used to this later on. This habit seems to have srorvived,
(2)
for instance, in Spain long after the Muslims’ times.
Among townspeople, food is not eaten only in
order to satisfy a need, but is often a way of showing off
and a cause of pleasure, historians try to refer the begin-
*
ning of luxury and extravagance to the time of Mucawf/a, the
(3) ^first 'Umayyad Caliph. Persian manners and showing off in
food were copied by the governors of Iraq since the3Umayyad
(4)
times. In al-Bukhala* , al-Jahiz pictures the misers who 
wanted to show off in a most niggard way. One of them 
quarrels with his neighbours, because the latter ones took
(1) al-Jahiz, al-Bukhala* , p. 99.
(2) see I ez, Renaissance, (English trails., 1937) 9 P« 395
(5) al-VAbshlhi, al-Mustatraf., (1268), vol. I., p. 211.
(4) Ibid., vol. I., p. 178.
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away the bones which he placed outside his own door to show(1)people that he had eaten meat. Offering guests variety of 
food became a sign of luxury and hospitality. Those who 
made the attempt to keep up with the traditional way of life 
were not successful in their attempt and were also condemn­
ed as misers. al-JS&iz talks about cAuf b. al-Qa'qSJ, who 
was a pure Arab, and who used to ask his I/awla to make 
enough food for all the people of the season, but not to 
offer more than one kind. His action was described by some
noople as avarice, by others as a sign of keeping with the
(2)
Arab traditions and avoiding extravagance of townlife.
A man, however, is not praised for his ability 
in eating, although he may be praised for his ability in 
drinking. Ho Arab, al-JShiz says in the mouth of one of 
his misers, boasts about his fathers as eaters, but al- 
Pitman and other people of drink may be praised for drink­
ing. Boasting about drink is, naturally, against the values 
introduced by Islam, which prohibited it. al-Pityan in the
(1) al-Jahiz, al-Bukhala^ ; see also al-JazzSr, Pawad id al- 
Maw&Mdi Br. Mus. MS., no. Or.6368, fol. 8b.
(2) al-Jafci?, al-Bukhal a ', p. 65*
(3) Ibid., pp. 106-7.
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cAbbasid society, however, seem to have had their own way of
life, Their social manners are described by sl-J£hiz in
the mouth of 'Abu Batik, whom al-JTihiz calls in al-Bukhala>,
Qadi11-Bityan. hfbu Batik gives his followers of the Bityah
(1)most interesting instructions in food and table manners.
Although drink is preferred to food, a host is not
supposed to suggest it to his guest. This, however, does
not seem to have been out of piety or religious fear, but
the reason given is that the host may be suggesting that his
guest is eating too much. He who does this is considered(2)
miser. As to whether the host should make any conversation
(3)with his guest or not, it was a matter of disagreement. 
According to the Arab manners, al- }Abshlhl says, they be­
lieve in freedom and easy manners with the guest, as well
. (4)as long conversation. , al-Jabiz, however, criticises a miser
who used to make his guests talk and would eat all the food(5) alone•
(1) al-Jatiiz, al-Bukhala*, pp. 59-69.
(2) Ibid., p. 62.
(3) see the argument in Mez, Renaissance., p. 395.
(4) al-Mustatraf. , (1268), vol. I., p. 21.
(5) al-JShis, al-Bukhala *, p. 87.
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Manners followed not only townlife, but also 
classes of people. What was approved of by the common 
people was not done among certain circles. al-Washjsha? dis­
cusses a number of examples of what was used by the coimnon
people and avoided by the special, even in speeth and ways
(1)
of addressing one another.
The Characters of al-Bukhal a ’:
The significance of studying al-Bukhal a* in the 
light of*society, lies in the fact that al-JShiz depicts 
in it, through the character of the miser, most interesting 
aspects of Islamic society, enlarged, and exaggerated, in 
order to produce amusing pictures. Unlike most writers, 
who wrote about avarice, al-JShiz was fey no means a moralist 
or a preacher, v/ho condemns availce for the sake of morals 
or principles. The material of his characters was selected 
from various elements without distinction of race or class. 
His aim, as he himself puts it, was to give amusement by 
citing the arguments of the misers and by showing their
(1) see al-Muwashsha, (1886), vol. II., pp. 129-30.
characteristics, through short stories and anecdotes. After 
reading the hook, the reader comes out with no prejudice 
against one party or the other. al-J&hiZ's merit, however, 
does not lie in creating the characters of his misers, as 
much as in the fact that he re-produced them, by transferring 
them from mere existing characters into living ones. The 
lack of evidence, however, makes it difficult to find out 
how far these characters were actual living persons.
al-Jahi? does not leave us in darkness as to where 
his characters belonged. He gives us, sometimes, details 
about their life, which enable us to know more about their 
social status and class. The way the character behaves and 
talks may a&so be helpful to show the type of avarice which 
al-Jahiz intends to show. The following example shows this 
point. The character of Mu< adha al-*Anbariya was discussed 
in the circle of the mosque. One of the men of the circle 
says, about flucadha; "This year, a cousin of hers sent her 
a present, an 'Udbiya ra sheep or cow sacrificed at the Mus­
lim festival of Sacrifice (cId al-'Adha)- I saw her sad, 
dejected and thoughtful, with downcast head, and I said to 
her: What is the matter with you Huc adha ? I am a widow
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( 1 )
(1) al-Bukhala* , pp. 1-3.
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woman, she said, and I have no responsible male relative 
and I am not used to dealing with the (slaughtering and 
distribution of) the meat of (pi. of >Udbiya), and
those who used to undertake this duty and deal with it pro­
perly, all have passed away, and I am afraid that part of 
this sheep might be wasted, and I do not know how to allot 
each piece of it to its appropriate place. I know that
God has not created anything in it or in any other creature
(1 )without some use.." kuc adha * s depression is caused by the 
fact that she did not know how to utilise the blood of the 
animal. We understand, however, that Iv!ugadha was not a 
sophisticated rich woman, she was simple and poor. The 
whole responsibility of life rested on her shoulder, be- 
caxise she was a widow. Instead of pleasing her, the present 
had bewildered her.
In the following pages, I have made the attempt 
to analyse the characters of al-Jlhiz, in al-Bukhala/, in 
connection with their social background.
(1) aL-Jahiz, al-Bukhala3, p. 27.
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i. Circles of the Mosque
The mosque in Islamic town was the centre of pub­
lic life. Religious duties, as well as other public meet-
( 1 )ings, were held in the mosque. It was also a centre of 
literary activities and entertainment. In al-Bukhala* , the 
mosque of al-Ba?ra, especially, is the place v\here al-Jahiz 
meets with his characters. Besides the mosque, of course, 
there were the streets, markets and houses. The instance 
of family life and family relations, however, which were 
greatly affected by the avarice of misers like 1-iarpagon, 
the miser of Moliere, or Euclio, the miser of Plautus, for 
instance, has hardly any significance in al-J&hi?, ’s picture 
of the miser. al-JShiz’s great interest in public life, on 
one hand, and the insignificance of family relations in 
Abbasid life, on the other hand, drew him far from producing 
that aspect of life in his picture of the miser. Family 
picture is overshadowed by the outside activities of man 
and tha lack of proper family relations inside the family.
(1) see art. al-Masdjid, E.I.
(2) see, for example, al-Barlrl, Maqamat., (1897), al-Maqama 
al-Basriya, p. 401; also al-J&hiz, al-Bukhala> , pp. 24-8.
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The women whom al-Jahiz describes in al-BukhalaJ are either
those whom he came across casually or whom he describes
(1)through other narrators.
al-J^hiz's narration of stories on the authority
of al-Masjidiyun (pooople of the mosque), forms a big portion
of his description of the misers. It would be pointed out,
however, that al-Jahiz does not seem to take these people
of the mosque very seriously. He seems to have sat with them
from childhood, but does not seem to have much respect for
(2 )
their way of thinking. The circles of the mosque seem to
have been the most dynamic groups in Islamic society, which
(3)contained people of all types, characters and classes. ex­
amples from these circles will be interesting to show their 
characteristics.
The most interesting circle, in connection with the 
misers, is that which appears under the name of the Circle of 
al-Muslifcun. In his stories, related on the authority of the
(1) al-Bukhala pp. 51, 25, 27, 102-3.
(2) al-Jahiz, al-Bayah., vol., III., p. 224.
(3) al-Jahiz, al-Bukhala al-Hajiri's comments, pp. 270-1.
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people of the mosque, al-Jahiz describes a group of people 
as follows:
"A group of people collected in the mosque, consisting oi 
those who make profession of economising in living expenses 
and making money profitable, of those who amass money and 
hold on to it. This principle has become amongst them like 
ties of kinship which causes people to be friendly with one 
another and like a pact that joins people in mutual assist­
ance. Therefore, when they met in their circles, they dis­
cussed this subject, exchanged views on it and examined all
aspects of it, for the sake of gain and from pleasure in
(1)talking of it . .1
From Hie stories of these people, it is understood that they
collected together because of their common interest in avarice
which they considered as good management. 'Islab, therefore’,
in their own vocabulary, has becomes different from fthat is
generally understood by it. In the language, 'Islah is good
( 2 )
action, reconciliation or reformation. al-Mu^lih is "a man
who does well, rightly, justly or properly, in his affairs
(3)and his actions.." According to these misers, avarice is
(1) al-Jahiz, al-Bukhala *, p. 24.
(2) Ibn Manzur, Lisan., vol. III., p. 348; Dozy, part I., 
p. 842.
(3) E. Lane, Dictionary, part IV., p. 1715.
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equal to 'islah. One of the misers defines ’IslSh. as follows:
"The first (rule of ) 'islBh is that what has accrued to my
hand should not he restored to you, so, if what has accrued
to my hand was my property, then it is mine. If it was not
my property, then I am more entitled to it than he who has
given it into my hand. Whosoever gives something out of his
hand into the hands of others, unnecessarily, has made it
lawful for him to whom he has given it. Your distributing
(1)a thing is similar to making it lawful.." In the 4th cent-*
ury, A.H., it is interesting to see also this term used
with reference to the misers especially; al-TanUkhi writes:
".. We were discussing the hardship of our time and the
group of people, their hard life and their love of avarice,
( 2 )
so that some of them call it precaution and others 'I$12lh." 
The circle of al-Muslihun is significant in al-Bukhala \ 
al-J5hiz picks up interesting examples of misers who had 
close relations with this circle. The two important chara­
cters of rich misers are those of *Abti Sa^ld al-Mada'inf and 
’AbU ^ Abdu• 1 -RahmSn al-IhaurT.
(1) al-J"Shiz, al-Bukhala’, p. 112; see also pp. 25, 57, 79; 
also 'Ibn Qutayba, *UyTln. , (1925), vol. I., p. 241.
( 2) al -Tanukhf, B ashw&r. , vo 1. I. , p. 242.
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al-MadaRini is a money dealer. al-Jabiz describes
him saying: "}Abu Sacid al-Mada'inl was an Bjnam (leader) in
avarice amongst us in al-Ba^ra. He was one of the biggest
( 1 )and wealthiest money dealers.." al -Mad a ’ini used to sit in
the circle of money dealers in the mosque. This circle seems
to have had close relations, and many things in common, with
the circle of al-Ivuslibun. al-Jabi? says that al-Mada’ini
had a circle in the mosque of al-Basra "in which the people
of ^ Ina (money dealing) and the misers who discussed'Islab
(2)
used to sit.." al -Mad a ' ini seems to have been taking a lead­
ing part in this circle; the people of the circle address him 
saying: ".. We see that you are doing a thing which we do not 
know and a mistake from you is greater than a mistake from
(3)the others.." He seems to have been an example for his
fellow misers. al-Jabiz describes him as being a nan of wit
( 4 ) ‘reason and personality. Besides, he was a disciple, in the
(5)art of story-telling, of Khalawayh the beggar. al-Jabiz*s 
portraiit of al-Mada'ini shows him spending all his life and 
energy in running after his money which he gat?e in loan to
(1) al-Jahiz, al-Bukhala *, p. 124.
(2) Ibid., p. 125.
(3) Ibid.
(4) Ibid., p. 124.
(5) Ibid., pp. 39-46.
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people. His concern about his position, which he had acquir­
ed through wealth, was strengthened by the fact that he was 
a Mawla. He boasts about economising and becoming rich, but 
his dignity in matters concerning money and dealing with 
people was even greater. This is illustrated in his sensitive 
-ness and touchiness about questions pertaining to wealth 
and money and the fact that he was a Mawla. He prefers to
lose a thousand Dirham to being reminded, even by a hint,(2)
of his avarice, nevertheless, he defends avarice, arguing 
the meanest things. al-Jabiz’s picture of al-Mada'ini re­
veals a keen sense of humour. The contradiction shown in 
his character is, apparently, intended by al-Jahiz and is 
one typical of his satire.
'AbU cAbduf 1-Rahman al-Thauri, another rich miser
who took part in the activities of tne mosque, was one of
the big land-owners in al-Ba§ra. al-Jahiz says about him:
(3)"He used to own five hundred Jarlb . . he would not buy ex­
cept in a good opportunity and (would buy) a land which is
(1) al-Jahiz, al-Bukhala ", p. 129.
(2) Ibid., p. 128.
(3) A measure of capacity, used chiefly for cereal, thence 
a measure of area, see art. 3D j arlb, E.I., vol. I., p. 
1018.
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known for its fertility, good position and bountiful pro-
CDduction.." He was a miser who defended avarice in writing,
(2 )
as well as in speech. He used to sit in the circle of al-
(3)
Fuslihun and listen to their stories and advice. He also
(4)
had certain views and instructions on'IslaH. He followed
the example of this circle in avarice. The argument which
he uses in advising his son in economising is said, by al-
jSfiiz, to have belonged to the interpretations of story- 
’ (5)tellers. The character of al-Thauri is similar, in many
respects, to that of al-KadaJini. He seems to have dealt
with money banking, besides owning lands. He was clever in
deceiving his customers about hie wealth; he would tell them
that, after his death, there would be no one to inherit him,
therefore, his money all would go to the people. In this
way, al-jatdz says, people were encouraged to borrow from(6) 
him.
In spite of the fact that al-Thaurif as well as
(1) al-JShiz, al-Bukhala', p.
(2) Ibid., p. 94. 
p. 92. 
p. 93. 
pp. 94-95. 
p. 92.
91
(3) Ibid.
(4) Ibid.
(5) Ibid.
(6) Ibid.
al-Mada'ini, had the characteristics of living misers, no­
thing can be confirmed as to whether they were historical 
persons. Their actual existence in a coujnercial town like 
al-Ba$ra is by no means unlikely. al-Jahiz, through these 
two characters, pictures characteristics of money-dealers, 
as well as land-owners. It is interesting to see, however, 
that al-Jahiz shows some connection between these misers and 
the class of story-tellers, when he states that al-Madalinl 
learned this art from Ilhalawayh the beggar.
ii. Khalid b. Yazid or Khalawayh the beggar
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This is one of the most interesting characters of 
al-Bukhalal. In IfhaL id b. Yazid, al-J&bi£ seems to represent 
a combination of elements, collected from the lower classes 
of rAbbasid society. The doubt is great as to how far this 
character was a historical person, although al-Jahiz states 
that the man was a Mawla of al-Mahaliba, the family of al-
(i)I uhallab b. ’Abi Sufra. Yaqut, who tines to give an independ­
ent short account of his life, in his biographical dictionary
(1) al-Jahiz, al-Bukhala 1, p. 39.
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seems to believe that IChalawayh was a historical person. It 
is apparent, however, that YaqUt himseL f got all his in­
formation about him from al-Bukhal“a * of al-Jahiz, for Y&qut 
adds nothing besides what al-JShiz says about this man. In 
this point, I agree entirely with Taha al-HSjirl, who sugg­
ests that the copyists of the books of al-Jahiz must have 
detached the story of Ilhalawayh from al-Bukhala* and spread
it among the people as a separate biography, as they may have(2)
done with other examples, and that Ygqut, who happened to
come across it later, thought that khSlid b. Yazid was an
(3)authentic historical person. Besides, one may bear in mind 
that al-JShiz’s reproduction of actual characters in life, 
in the book, is one of hi3 typical ways. In Khalawayh, a 
combination of the characters of the beggar, vagabond and 
story-teller can be found.
One of the remarkable points about this man is the 
fact that al-Jahiz gives him two names, neither of which is 
a (Kunya), nor a (Laqab). al-Jahiz calls him khUlid b. Yazid
( 1 )
(1) 'Yaqut, hrshad. , vol. IV., pp. 169-71.
(2) The letter of Sahl b. H&run on Avarice is exposed to the 
same doubt, see al-Jahiz, al-Bukhala', pp. 7-12.
(3) al-Jahiz, al-Bukhala*, al-Eajirl’s comments, p. 280.
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or Khalawayh the beggar. The Persian influence on the foim 
of the name Khalawayh seems to be strong. Names ending in 
this way do not seem to have been common among the Arabs be­
fore. al-JaljLi^ , however, tries to refer this characteristic 
in forming names to the language of the Basrians themselves. 
But this seems to be only an explanation. He says in al- 
Ilayawan that it was in the Basrian language that the form of
al-TasghTr was made in this way. They would say for PI1, a 
* (1) 
name of a man, Filawayh; cAmr, ‘Amrawayh; Ilubammed, Hamdawayh,
One may presume that al-Jahi?, meant Khalawayh to be a Tasghir
form of KhSlid. The name KhSLid, on the other hand, is pure
-ly Arabic. Instances show that it was popular among the(2)
lower classes. This i^ ay suggest that al-Jahiz chose it on 
purpose. ' - j
t
Khalid b. Yazid represents two different characters: 
one is that of a crafty beggar, who practised all tricks of
(1) al-Hayaw£n, vol. VII., p. 83.
(2) see about Qh^lid al-Haddad, for instance, 'Ibn al-Jauzi, 
Talbls., pp. 421-22; also al-Baladhuri mentions a man 
by the name of KhSlid al-Shstit, Kutuh., p. 369* A 
group under the name of al-Khulaydiya took part in the 
civil war between al- »Amin aT-Ma* mTXn, see al-J~alii&, H. 
fl liannqib al-Turk, Majnrub., (S&cy), p. 16; al-Bukhala *, 
(1900), pp. 43, 296.
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professional beggar, and the other is that of a rich, but 
miserly, man. This is not strange among this class of people. 
IJajf Khalifa, who cites a special branch of knowledge under 
the name of ( cIlm al-Hiyal al-S5sahiya), gives an interesting 
description of this class, which is true for Khalawayh him­
self; he says: ".. and he who practises this profession would 
put on, in each city, the appearance which appeals to the 
people of that city and which they respect. At one time,
they appear as jurists, other times, as preachers or noble
(1)men of the place, etc. " KhaLid b. Yazid appears, at first, 
as a rich miser, who has all the appearance of riches and 
avarice. When he starts relating his story, it is made clear 
that he obtained his wealth through all kinds of means. 
According to Khalawayh, wealth can be obtained fey the - 
following means:
1. Suffering the journeys of seas (i.e. trade).
2. Being an authority (i.e. holding high position).
(2)
3. Knowing the art of Alchemy of gold and silver.
Khalawayh pretends to have tried all means in order to become 
rich. His boasting about the art of beggary, however, does 
not suggest that he belonged to the class of
(1) Kashf., (1914), vol. I., p. 694.
(2) al-Jahiz, al-Bukhal a ', p. 40.
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merchants or officers. His boasting is that of a beggar who 
endured flogging and prison, his mention of the art oi Al­
chemy is most interesting and significant.
The knowledge of Al-eliemy seems to have been an
outlet of the dreams of needy people, a link between their
hopes in wealth, on one hand, and the conditions of their
(1)life, on the other. The misers, according to al-J’&bi?, seem
to have spent great sums of money and part of t eir energy
( 2 )
on this art, in order to satisfy their greediness. The know­
ledge of this art, which was, according to the common people, 
transmutation into gold, was attributed to mysterious figures. 
The first among Arab scholars, who was supposed to have
dealt with this craft was Khalid b. YazTd b. Mucawya b.'Abi(3) —Sufyan. It is interesting to see that the dream of wealth,
together with actual frustration, is attributed to him as a 
reason behind his intentions, khalid b. Yazid, the'Umayyad
(1) see about this point ’Abu’l-Qasim al-cIraqf, KitSb al- 
cIlm al-muktasab., p. 7; also Raj Khalifa, Kashf., vol.
II., p. 1529 sq. and p. 1020.
(2) al-Bukhala*, p. 146.
(3) A great amount of literature was attributed to Khalid b. 
Yazid, but Ruska doubts the majority of these works, see 
E. J,. Holmyard, al-Chemy, (Pelican), p. 64.
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prince, was not able to obtain his wishes in political life.
He did not become caliph, therefore, he directed his efforts
to the art of 'Alchemy • Stories current about him tell us
that Khalid was asked why he devoted himself to this art, and
he replied: "I do not seek for that, except for the sake of
enriching my friends and brethren. I looked forward to the
caliphate, but it was banned from me, so, I did not find an
alternative other than reaching the end of this craft, so
that no one of those who have known me or whom I have known,
would feel the need of standing at the door of any authority,
(1)for fear or desire..'1 This seems, in fact, to have been
an expression of the spirit of the time, concerning wealth
and avarice., and an illustration of the competition between
the power of wealth and that of knowledge. Jlhcilid b. Yazid
(2)
is described by 'Ibn al-Hadlm to have been generous. The 
connection of Khalid b. Yazid of al-Jabiz and the 'Umayyad 
prince, however, does not seem to be likely, although the 
legend of gold which obsessed the common people is found, 
illustrated in his character too. The common people seem to 
Have attributed to Khalid b. Yazid, the prince, all the fan­
tastic stories about Alchemy . Jabir b. gayyah, 0ne of the
(1) 'Ibn al-Nadim, al-Fihrist, vol. I., p. 354*
(2) Ibid.
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famous scholars of this art, complained from the ignorance
of people who associated the idea of this science to the
(1)making of gold and riches.
The figure of Qarun, whose knowledge Khalawayh the
' ( 2 )beggar claims to have known, is another character that is
connected with the idea of wealth through the means of Al-
(3) _ (4)
chemy . Qarun is a Qur> anic figure of a Hebrew origin, but
stories and legends were woven around his character, trying
(5)to give an explanation of his immense wealth. The common 
people of any age seem to be fascinated by the idea of v/ealth 
coming from an unknown resource. The story of Qarun has sur­
vived up till nowadays in the minds of people.
It is not clear how close the connection was be­
tween the idea of Alchemy! and brigandry in Islamic society,
(1) Raj Khalifa, Kashf. , vol. II., p. 1530.
(2) al -Bukhala/ , p. 40.
(3) see D. B. Macdonald, art. Karun and E. Wiedmann, art. al- 
Kimya , E.I.; also al-JShi?, al-Tarblc ., p. 36; Ibn al- 
Kadlm, al-Fihrist, vol. I., p. 34; al-Mas^udl, Kuruj., 
vol. VIII., p. 177.
(4) Qur an, English trans., by Palmer, chapters, XI., p. 25; 
XXIX., p. 38; XXVII., pp. 76-82.
(5) ;Ibn al-Nadim says that Qarun guarded the money of Moses, 
but became powerful and G-od destroyed him, al-Fihrist, 
vol• I., p . 351•
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although it is obvious that its connection to magic work and 
mysterious means was known to the common people. al-Kimya 
was used together with magic, as well as medicine and drugs, 
by the beggars and vagabonds, in order to attract the atten-
. ( Dtion and curiousity of their audience. KhaLid b. Yazid, the
beggar, claims to have known all the mysterious means which(2)
seemed puzzling to the mind of his time. It is interesting
to point out that questions which were asked by al-Jahiz in
the book of al-TarbV wa’l-Tadwir, and which were suggested
(3)to have been puzzling the mind of the time, appear in al- 
Bukhala* in connection with the character of Khalid b. Yazid, 
who claims to know every knowledge of that kind. al-Jabiz*s 
attribution of this knowledge to Khalawayh in al-Bukhala * 
seems to be a continuation of his satire in the book of al- 
Tarbic . Magic work, on the other hand, seems to have been 
a common practice among beggars and story-tellers. Raj 
Khalifa suggests that the book of al-MaqSm&t of al-hariri 
was, in fact, a collection of symbols, related to the know-
(1) see, for instance, 'Ahmad B. al-§arraf, Qal-Brwish), RAAD., 
(1928), vol. VI., pp. 81-91; also 'Ibn al-haalm, al-Pihrist 
vol. I., pp. 308-13.
(2) al-Jahiz, al-Bukhala’, pp. 39-40.
(3) see Carra-de-vaux, les Penseures;, vol. I., p. 308; also 
Ch. Pellat, introd. of al-Tarblc.
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(1 )ledge of Alchemy.
Khalid b. YazTd, obviously, belongs to the class 
of vagabond. When he became li ch, he was careful to keep 
his money against the turns of fortune. His doubt about 
time and fortune is expressed in his advice to his son. He 
says about his money: " •. I have saved it for you from the 
temptation of (spending it on) children, women, acquisition 
of reputation and ostentation and from the hands of commission 
agents, for they are the incurable disease.
I do not advise you to save it, by virtue of my love for you,
but by virtue of my hatred for the Qadl. God, praise to His
name, did not give the $SdIs jurisdiction over the property(2)
of the children, exce t to afflict the latter thereby.. " 
hhalawayh* s character is, actually, similar to that of pro­
fessional beggars and story-tellers who appeared in Islamic 
town. He describes himself, while he practised his profession 
of beggary, as follows:
"The beard long, flowing and white, the voice fruity and
(1) Kashf., vol. II., p. 1529. A reference is also made by 
HSJT Khalifa to Kalila wa Dimna.
(2) al-BukhalSh , p. 41. This seems to be due to the corrup­
tion prevalent among the Qadis. The expression is com­
mon that they (eat) the money of orphans, which is en­trusted in their hands.
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loud, the presence good and I would he readily acceptable. If
I wish to squeeze a tear from my eye, it would respond and a
little kindness from people is better than great riches.
During the day, I would practise my tricks and would be a
night-bird (at night), or go out as foot pad, a spy ar a speak
-er (in public). Ask the ruffians (gacallk) of al-Jabal about(1) (2) 
me, the brigands (Zawaqll) of Syria, the Zutt of the marshes,
the chiefs of Kurds, the rebellious Arab tribes,,the murderers
( 3 )of Naha? Batt and the thieves of al-Quf§. Inquire from the 
Qiqans of al-Qafar about me and ask the masked robbers and the 
butchers of al-Jazira, how I fight at the time of violence, 
how crafty when craft is needed, the sort of person I am, in 
the time of skirmishing, how firm my heart is at the sight 
of the vanguard (of the enemy), how vigilent when I am on 
watch, what account I give of myself when I am brought before 
the authorities, how my endurance, when I am flogged and 
hov/ little I am constrained, when I am imprisoned,
(1) This is a group of plunderers who appear in the civil war 
between the cAbbasid Caliphs, al- tain and al-Ma^un, see 
al-Tabari, Tarikh., vol. III., p. 843* It appears to me 
that their name may have derived from the way they wore 
their turbans, see the meaning of(Zawqala) in Ibn Sida, 
al-1 iulihaggas., vol. IV., p. 82.
(2) about al-Zutt, see p. 100 of this thesis; also al-BalacLhuri 
Futub., (1932), p. 166. ~
(3) According to al-Karmall, they are the gypsies, al-Lawar, 
of Barman, see al-L’aahriq, (1902), vol. IV., p. 934.
\and how bravely I walk when I am laden d0.wn with chains.
Prom how many a Dim21 s I have broken, how many a M'&'fbaq i
(2)
have ended up in and how many a prison I have endured.."
The boasting of Khalawayh reminds us of the morals of al-
—  (3)
Fityar, who were proud about their endurance and suffering.
The character of al-Jahiz1s beggar seems to have 
had a great influence on the characters of beggars and vaga­
bonds who appeared later in the literature, especially the
Laqamat. al-Hariri’s hero, also, makes his first appearance
(4)in the mosque of al-Basra. The characteristic feature of 
this literature is its close connection with the life of 
privation and beggary, which the beggar practises with 
eloquence and humour. Beggary was the main occupation of 
Khalawayh, as well as the other Maqamat heroes. The feeling 
of dissatisfaction among this class is expressed by ail these 
beggars. They were able and crafty, but still were presented, 
in their own style, as beggars. The impression they give to
- 273 -
(1) Dimas is the prison of al-Hajj&j in Wasit. al-Mufbaq is the prison of the *Abbasids * in Baghdad, see al-BukhaJk*, 
p. 295. —
(2) al-Bukhala 1, p. 42.
(3) see about them, 'Ibn al-Jauzi, Talbls., (1919)* pp. 421-22.
(4) al-Hariri, Assemblies, English translation, introd.,
P • 13*
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their audience is always that of a lost stranger, a trick so
common among all beggars.
KhSlawayh, as well as al-Saroujl, come out of the
life of beggary with good experience. al-Sarouji ends up by
repenting and retiring back with a mystic feeling, which he
suddenly discovers in himself in one of his assemblies in the
moaque of al-.a§ra, while he is performing one of his tricks:
"He wore the wool and became a leader of the rows (of prayers)
(1)and well-kr.own mystics." al-Sarouji leaves a will to his son
(2)
very similar in spirit to that of Khalawayh. The marked dif­
ference between the MaqSmat heroes and Khalawayh is that the 
latter never considered beggary a shameful profession, on the 
contrary, he finds it most delightful. With the Maqam&t
heroes, one feels that the beggar was driven to be crafty and
tricky, in order to appeal to the people and in order to
earn his living. al-JShiz's character lives as a crafty beg­
gar and ends up as a wealthy man, but al-fclarirl*s hero lives 
as a crafty beggar and ends up as a mystic one.
Khalawayh was not only a beggar, but also a story­
teller; he says: "If my wealth would be gone, I would sit as
(1) al-Hariri, al-Maqamat, (ed. Steingass), p. 405*
(2) Ibid.
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a story-teller, or tour around the countries,,as I used to
(1)do, as a beggar.." al-Jabiz seems to satirise the figure 
of story-teller, in the character of Khalawayh himself. The 
latter claims that he knows all about the mysteries of story­
telling. The character of Tamlm al-Dari, who was supposed(2)
to have been the first story-teller in 'Islam, and whose chara­
cter seems to have been a fantastic idealisation of the figure 
of story-teller, is mentioned by Khalawayh as inferior to
himself in knowledge; he says: "If Tamim al-Darl saw me, he
_ (3)
would have taken from me the description of al-Rum." The 
association of Khalawayh with all craits, whether those of 
beggary, robbery and story-telling, reveals to us very in­
teresting sides of the life of the lower classes incAbbasid 
society. It is interesting to point out that al**Jabi5 does 
not give as much importance to the fact that Khal swayh was a
(1) al-Jabiz, al-BukhalaJ , p. 42.
(2) see about him the following: al-Balkhi, al-Bad°., vol. V., 
p. 77; Ibn KhallikSn, Wafayat., introd. by de Slane, vol.
II., p. 21; al-Maqrlal wrote a whole treatise about Tamim 
al-Dari, see al-Makki, Qut al-qulub, vol. I., p. 148.
About the art of story-telling, see al-’Abshihl, al-Musta- 
traf., (1331), vol. I., p. 99; arts. Masdnid and £i$sa,E.I.
(3) Ch. Pellat reads al-Radm for al-RUm in the book of al - 
Tarbic., pp. 42-3, also see introd., p. 41. In al-Bukh 
alS.’ , it is al-Rtim, p. 40.
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miser, as to the fact that he was a crafty beggar who used
all means of becoming rich. The relation of beggary with
other crafts is made clear by al-Jahiz. al-Bayhaqi, later,
shows the relation of story-tellers with beggars more clearly,
when he speaks of al-Kan, a type of beggars who had some co-
(2)
operation with story-tellers.
iii• The Educated Misers
Misers in al-Bukhala^, as we have already seen, were 
not only those who belonged to the class of wealthy land-own­
ers, merchants and money-dealers, like al-Thauri or al-liada/- 
ini, but also to the class of beggars and story-tellers, like 
Khalid b. Yazid. Besides these two types, there are misers 
who distinguished themselves in society, through their educa­
tion and knowledge. This class is significant in al-Buhhala * 
not only because they appear as misers, but also for the fact 
that they used their reason and eloquence to create an argu­
ment to justify avarice and defend the misers. These arguments
(1) Besides al-Bukhala*, see also Hujaj., al-Kamil., (132^), 
vol. II., p . 3 7 .
(2) al-Mafyasin., vol. III., pp. 624-27.
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are used by al-Jahiz in al-Bukhara.* , in order to make a new 
art of amusement. al-J&hiz’s interest in this class seems 
to be strengthened by the fact that he was in close contact 
with them and had personal experience with misers of this 
type. It is apparent that the misers of this class did not 
enjoy so much the possession of wealth as the consciousness 
of it; they were, sometime, careful about wealth which may 
not have existed. The representatives of this class in al- 
Bukhala' are misers from amongst theologians, including the 
Muctazilites, teachers, secretaries, physicians, etc.
The epistle of Sahl b. Harun, in defence of avar&ce, 
in al-Bukhala* , stands as an example of the characteristics_  CDof this class of misers. Sahl enjoyed his position in the
cAbbasi d society through his good knowledge. He was known,
(2)
however, as a niggard miser. As to whether it was Sahl him­
self who composed this epistle, or it was attributed tp him 
by al-Jahiz, it cannot be decided v/ith great confidence. On 
the other hand, if the style of the epistle can be taken as
(1) al-J&biz, al-Bukhala*, pp. 7-12; also al-cIqd., (wulaq), 
vol. III., p. 355 sq.
(2) see about Sahl b. Harun, 'Ibn Khallikan, Wafayat., (Paris), 
vol. I., p. 260; also YEqut, TTrshad., vol.,IV., p. 256.
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a sufficient reason to decide its authenticity, one would be
more inclined to think that the epistle is made by al-Jahiz,
for its great similarity, in composition, to al-Jabiz*s own
style in the opening of Kitlb al-Hayawan. al-bajiri supports
the suggestion of al-J'ahiz’s authership of the Risala by
( 2)
other historical facts.
The epistle of Sahl is a typical expression of the
doubts and feeling of insecurity which were prevalent among
the educated middle class incAbbasid society, and which is
(3)also expressed by al-Jahiz himself in most of his writings. 
Sahl, in the epistle, is aware of the value of money, which, 
so often, surpassed all other values, whether that of reason, 
knowledge or qualifications, exc. The following argument, 
from the epistle, is interesting to illustrate this point; 
Sahl says: "You have criticised me, when I claimed that I
prefer wealth to knowledge, for it is by wealth that the 
scholar can be assisted and the people exist, even before the 
value of knowledge is known, and that the route is more en­
(1) al-Jahiz, al-Ilayawan, vol. I., pp. 3-15.
(2) al-Bukhala', al-Eajiri’s comments, pp. 247-9. One of the 
interesting arguments is tha fact that the epistle does 
not come except in later references. It may have been 
detached from al-Bukhala *.
(3) see the discussion im the middle class in chapter II of 
this thesis, especially pp. 1 3 8-4 0.
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titled to preference than the branch. . and you said: How 
can you say this, when it was said to the chief wiseman and 
the most eminent of men of letters: Are scholars or wealthy- 
men more honourable?; he said: The scholars, and the reply 
was made: Why is it then that scholars frequent the doors of 
the wealthy more than the wealthy frequent the doors of scho­
lars?; he said: Because scholars recognize the virtue of
riches and the ignorance of wealthy men of the virtue of 
(1 )knowledge.." This is, of course, a justification of the 
avarice of scholars themselves too. At the same time, it is 
a reflection of their position in society, in comparison with 
the men of wealth. This argument is by no means strange in 
al-JUbiz's writing. The comparison between the value of 
knowledge and that of wealth is one of the grequent themes.
The significance which al-Jabi? attaches to the 
arguments of this class of misers did not deprive him from 
his keen sense of humour, even in connection with the most 
respectable theologians. His stories about >Abu91 -HucLhay 1 
al-cAllaf, the Muctazilite theologian, are most amusing in 
this respect. Unlike the witty and clever character of this
(1) al-Jahiz, al-Bukhala? , pp. 11-12.
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class, ‘A M 11 -Hudhayl is represented as a most good-hearted
miser, whose avarice is natural and simple, hut unintended.
al-Jahi? had nothing against 'Abu*1 -Hudhayl, on the contrary,
he respected him as one of the great leaders of the Muctazi-
lites, but did not refrain from criticising him as a miser.
The story of the hen, which al-Jahiz relates about him is
interesting in picturing the characteristics of his avarice.
al-J&hiz says that JAbu* 1 -Hudhayl presented Iviuways with a
hen..Although that hen was not as good as what Muways usually
had, the man expressed his gratitude and praised the present.
al-Jahiz says, but ' Abu * 1 -Hudhayl insisted on reminding
Muways of it; he would ask him: "And how did you find that
hen, oh 'Abu c Imran? It was a wonder of wonders, Muways says,
Do you know what kind it is, 'Abu* 1-Hudhayl says, do you
know what age it is?, for the hen is good (or bad) according
to her kind and age. And do you know what we used to give
(1 )her to make her fat, and what place we ■used to keep her? " 
al-Jahi? says that Muways used to laugh at this and everybody 
realised why he was laughing, except ‘Abu*1-Hudhayl. In 
another occasion, 'Abu*1-Hudhayl boasts about his own genero­
sity and insists on making al-JSfriz swear as a witness to
(1) al-Bukhala^, p. 123*
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tohat he says. al-Jahiz comments on this saying: "He v/as not
satisfied to say this in mv presence, but made me a witness,(l)
and was not satisified with that until he made me swear it."
Characters from amongst Huctazilite theologians
are discussed, in al-Bukhala*, with freedom. Qasirn al-Tam-
mar, a Muctazilite scholar, is described in al-BukhalS*, as
"big eater, greedy and dirty while eating and very generous
in other people’s food, but niggard in his own. He used to
behave like someone who never heard of decency or good be-
(2 )
haviour, at all.." al-Tammar, however, was a respectable
(3)
Muctazilite, with a very keen sense of humour. al-Jahiz 
complains of some low morals among those who attached them­
selves to theologians (al-Mutakallimun). His picture of 
these misers bears a criticism of this class. After des­
cribing the character of al-Tammar, al-Jahiz says: ".. among 
the stuff of theologians, there are ugly characters and there 
is in them a great trial to the people of theology and men
(1 ) al-J'&hiz, al- ukhalal , p. 1 2 3 .
(2) Ibid., p. 181.
(3) see about him,>Ibn Qutayba, Mukhtalif., p. 95; also 
al-J^hiz, al-Bayant,(1914), vol. III., p. 191; and 
al-tayawan, vol. VI., p. 82.
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of wit.." cAli al-)Aswari is another respectable I [uctazilite, 
but was very greedy and ill-mannered. His greediness is ex­
tremely bad in food. He is said, once, to have swallowed one 
of his teeth with the meat he was eating. H© is described by 
al-J3Jp.iz as follows: ".. and when he eats, his reason leaves 
him and his eyes protrude, he becomes intoxicated, unconscious
and breathless; his face changes colour, his mouth dries up
(2)
and he seems to hear nothing and see nothing.." Nevertheleaa*
al- lAswarl justifies his greediness with logical arguments
(3)which belong to the language of theologianh.
In his picture of these misers, al-J3i,ii£ satirises 
more than one aspect of social life of Islamic society of 
his time. His criticism, through arguments put in the mouth 
of his character, is most interesting. These arguments are 
by no means limited within the subject of avarice, which is, 
however, the main theme of the book. The story of *Asad b. 
Jani is an interesting example to show this point. Through 
the character of this man, al-Jahiz criticises the common 
mentality of the time. }Asad b. JSril, according to alJ'Siiiz,
( 1 )
(1 ) al-J&biz, al -Bukhala* , p. 182.
(2) Ibid., p. 69.
(3) Ibid., p. 61^
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was successful- physician, he is presented not only as a 
miser, but also as an example of those who were victims of 
social prejudice. al-Jahiz says that \Asad was asked why he 
was not successful in his profession, he replied: "hirst
of all, according to them, I am a Muslim, ana before I be­
came a physician, or even before I was born, people believed 
that Muslims can never be successful in medicine. My name 
is *Asad and it should have been Sallba, Gabriel, Jonathan 
or Pira. My Kunya is 1 Abu* 1-garith, when it should have 
been )Abu cIsa, }Abu Zakariya or ;Abu Ibrahim. I wear white 
cotton cloth, though my dress should have been black silk.
My accent is Arabic, while my language should have been the
( 1 )language of the people of Jundaysapur.." al-jabiz's criti­
cism is, apparently, directed against the whole conception 
of society. His concern about the character of Asad as a 
miser, hardly counts besides the picture of this man as a 
failure and a victim of social obsession.
The avarice of this class is closely linked up 
with their status in society. >Abu *Uyayna was a miser who 
earned his money through teaching. al-JSbiz says that he
(1) al- lukhalS* , p. 90.
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was addressed as follows: " . . An old man of nearly a
hundred, with a good income and few children and is given
(1 )money for teaching. . " >Ahu ^Uyayna was a miser that used
to beg people for small things, in order to maintain himself.
This may be an illustration of the poor life of the lower
grade of teachers who are said to have lived on the presents
( 2 )
and gifts of their students.
honey consciousness and fear of the turns of for­
tune are characteristics that are expressed through most of 
the misers of this class. One of the outstanding examples 
of this type is the avarice of al-Kizami, who was one of the 
defenders of avarice. al-Kizami was a secretary of Muways 
and Dciwood b. ’Abi Dawood. He seems to have tried poetry
and was one oi the admirers of ’Abu Huwas. al-Jahiz seems to
(5)
have known al-yizami personally. The nigardness of al-Kizami, 
as described by al-Jabiz, is of a pleasant, but complicated,
(1) al-Bukhala.*, p. 132.
(2) see pp. 128 of this thesis; also al-Thacalibi, Khass., p. 51.
(3) al-Bukhala’ , p. 52.
(4) al-Jahiz, al-0ayawan, vol. VII., p. 69; also al-KSjiri’s 
comments, al-Bukhala’ , pp. 232- 3.
(5) al-B. ukhal a7 , p. 5 2.
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nature* al-Hizaml was not rich, hut was not even willing
to give the impression to people that he possessed any money.
V/e understand, however, that he had more money than he needed,
for he was able to lend a friend, cAli al-’Aswari, the sum
(1 )of a hundred Dirham. In describing al-Hizami about this, 
ai-Jatiiz shows a great skill in analysing the psychology of 
the miser, al-hizami regrets it very much that he had to 
lend one of his closest friends this money, because, accord­
ing to him, his efforts to show people that he was poor and 
needy had all gone in vain. If his closest friends did not 
understand his intention, he would have to expect the worst 
from other people, who were only neighbours or mere acquain­
tance. He laments his fortune and thinks that it must have
been Godfs intention to make him poor arid that He sent these
( 2)
people to take his money. On the other hand, al-pizami does 
not mind being described as miser, so long as the term im­
plied that his money was left with him and not spent in 
action of generosity; he says: It will never be said:
such and such a man is miser unless he is a man of wealth;
(5)give me wealth and call me whatever name you like .." al-
(1) al-Bukhala), p. 54*
(2) Ibid.
(3) Ibid., p. 55.
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Hizaml, however, was not a simple man, although al-Jahiz
(1 )describes him as good-hearted. His farfetched interpretation
of the behaviour of people towards him is an illustration
of his complicated mind. It is understood that al-tlizSml
was a middle class man; he was in the same circle of men as
al-JS.hiz himself, who were in close contact with Dawood b.
( 2 )
'Abl Dawood, the local governor of Kaskar. al-tiiz'Snii, amongst
the others, used to receive the gifts of the WaLi. al-jahiz
pictures al-Bisami as a man who had no faith or confidence
in any one, even those who offered him presents. al-Bizami
refuses a vessel of syrup given to him by *Ibn ’Abi Dawwod,
because he thought that the man gave him this, deliberately,
in order to make him poor and get rid of his company, for ,
according to his interpretation, consuming the syrup in
various ways would cost him even more and, ultimately, lead
(3)him to poverty. al-Hizaini was a miser, whose money conscious 
ness was milch more than his money.
It is regretted, however, that there are characters
(1) al-Bukhala*, p. 52.
(2) Ibid., p. 55.
(3) Ibid., pp. 56-7*
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in al-Bukhala/, whose identity cannot be known for certain, 
al-Kindi is one of the most interesting characters among the 
misers of al-Jabi^. His eloquence in defence of his niggard­
ness is an outstanding example of these clever misers. The
suggestion that he was the well-known Arab philosopher is
(1 )by means confirmed. al-Jahiz, on the other hand, hardly
says any thing about his person, although it is obvious that
al-Kindi belonged to the class of proprietors. Through his
character, al-Jabi? satirises conditions of habitation in
the town, criticising the characters of the owners who ex-
(2)
ploit the dwellers.
+==++==+
(1) see al-h&j iri1 s comments, al-Bukhala3 , pp. 233-5; also 
Ch. Pellat, le livre des Avares, (1951), p. 339.
(2) al-Bukhala3 , pp. 70-81.
Appendix
LANGUAGE IN THE BOOK OF AL-BUKHAjlA ’
al-Jahiz’s interest in Islamic society and its 
development seems to have helped him a great deal in dis­
covering one of the important questions, the language and 
its development according to social changes. The recog­
nition of what one may call the spoken language as distin­
guished from the pure old Arabic is illustrated in the 
following classification which al-JHbiz makes of people, 
in connection with the language. al-Jahiz distinguishes 
two classes of people, where the language is concerned, al- 
Kha§sa (61ite) and al-cAmma (common); he says:
" .. If you hear me mention 11 e common people, I do not
(1 )mean the peasants, the stuff (al-Kashwa), the craftsmen and 
sellers; neither do I mean the Kurds in the mountains, or 
inhabitants of islands in the seas, nor of other nations
(1) The term al-Hashwa is explained by’Ibn Man?ur as the
common stuff of people, see Pisan., 1955, vol. XIV., p. 
180. Besides this, the term seems to have had a sig­
nificant meaning. It may have been applied in Arabia 
to a certain lower class of people. However, I have no 
attestation to the use of this very term in Arabia, al­
though there is an interesting suggestion by R.B.Serjeant, 
concerning the term al-Farth. which is similar to it, 
see BSOAS., 1958, vol. XXl7l; art. Prof. A. Guilaume’s 
Translation of the Sirah.
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(1 ) _ _ (2 )
(such as) al-Yabar and al-Jay las an, Iiuqan and Jllan, or the
negroes and similar. The nations of all the people are 
only four: the Arabs, the Persians, the Indians and the 
Romans. As for the rest, they are primitive or similar.
As for the common people of our religion and language, man­
ners and morals, they are the class whose reason and morals
are above those nations, but did not reach the standard of
(3)the elite among us, although the elite vary in classes too. . ' 1
al-Jahiz, apparently, concerns himself only with the people
whose mother tongue was Arabic. The peasants and lower
craftsmen seem to have been disregarded for the simple reason
that the majority of them were considered by al-Jahiz as
non-Arabs. al-Jahiz provides us v/ith evidences that confirm
this belief. In a story about a man sent from al-Yemama to
Banu 'Usayd, who sent him in their turn to work as a guard
(4)of cultivation (natur), presumably in al-Sawad of cIraq, the
(1 ) al-Jaylasan .are the inhabitants of al-Daylam and al-Kha- 
zar, Yaqut, Mucjam., Ml. III., p. 571. Nothing is said 
about al-Yabar in Yaqut.
(2) Mtiqan and Jilan are the inhabitants of Jabaristan. Jilah 
is beyond Jabaristan. According to YaqCtt, they have no 
proper settlement, but scattered villages in the mountains 
hucjam., vol. I., pp. 208, 548; vol. II., p. 179; vol.
IV., p. 6 8 6.
(3) al-Jabiz, al-Bayan., (Sandubi), vol. I., p. 105.
(4) The term Natur was used only among the people of al- 
Sawad, see al-Suyuti, al-Muzhir., vol. I., p. 272.
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man who meets with no one hut the peasants, complains say-
( 1 )ing: ".. God damn a country, where you find no Arab.." In 
his distinction, therefore, al-Jahiz is referring to two 
classes of one nation.
This, however, does not mean that al-Jahiz ignores
technical terms ar^ising from differences of occupations.
yhether among craftsmen or theologians, al-Jalii? thinks,
the language falls under the effect of the special field of(2)
knowledge. al-Jahiz criticises good speakers and orators,
whose inability to express themselves adequately may drive
them to use expressions which belong to the technical use of
(3)their field of speciality.
In al-Bukhala/ , this point seems to have been used
deliberately, by al-Jabi? as part of his satire. There arc
theologians who used arguments and logic in matters that had
nothing to do with theology or logic. al-'Aswari uses argu-
(4)ments at liberty, while defending his greediness. On the
(1 ) al-Jabi?, al-Bayan. , (al-jandubi), vol. II., pp. 64-5.
(2) Ibid., vol. II., p. 135; also 11. fl $inacat al-quwwad, 
Rasa'il., (Sandubi), pp. 260-66.
(3) al-Jahi£, al -Bay ah., vol I., p. 106.
(4) al-Jahiz, al-Bukhala *, p. 61.
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other hand, al-Jabiz talks about those who had nothing to
do with logic or theology, but were fond of applying it in
their conversation or narration, al-Makki is a narrator, on
(1 )
whose authority al-Jahi? relates many of his stories. al- 
Ivakki was fond of using these terms. He describes a miser 
who used to eat dates and throw the stones to his adopted 
child to suck what was left on them. Once he saw her "chew­
ing a stone after she had sucked it, al-Makki says, he shout­
ed at her (in such a way) that it could not have been harder 
on him had she killed a man, vAlile she did nothing but ex­
changed with him (accident) for (substance), she used to
have the sweet taste of the stone, adding to it her moist
(2)
saliva.. " The terms (substance) and (accident) are, fre­
quently, used by al-Makki. In a story about the same miser, 
al-Makki tells that his mother sent once to ask him for cold 
water, but al-cAnbari sent back the maid to bring him or­
dinary water, in order to exchange it for cold water; al- 
Makki comments: ".. thus, he wanted her to give him substance 
for substance and accident for accident, so that his mother
(1) al-Makki was fond of theology, but, according to al- 
J&hiz, could understand nothing in it, and could get 
nothing as correct as it should be. He attached him­
self to the Muc tazilites in al-Ba§ra, see al-Hayaw3n, 
vol. III., pp. 325-7; vol. IV., p. 217*
(2) al-Jahi£, al-Bukhala-*, p. 101. This is, perhaps, because the stones of d^tes were used to feed cbw& or g0&ts, etc.
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does not benefit except from the mere difference between
the two accidents, which are coldness and warmth, as for
the number of accidents and substances, they were to be ex-
( 1 )changed one for the other.. "
b^tt Ka^b, another narrator, describes a miser who offered 
him a dessert made of rice with syrup. When the man remarks 
to 'Abu Kacb how he was "grinding it" - i.e. with his teeth - 
the latter expresses his amazement, saying: "Damn it I ; (2)
don’t you fear God ? ; how can I grind an indivisible entity?"
al-J&hiz maintains that, in stories related about 
the common people , one should not try to correct their lan­
guage or give their speech the right pronunciation. On the 
other hand, stories related about the Arabs should be ex­
pressed in the same way as they we re spoken, with correct 
grammar and pronunciation, for "if you change it, by making
a mistake in its grammar, or pronounce it in the way of
(3)
speech of al-Muwal1 adUn and townspeople," al-Jahi? says,
(4)
"you would come out of that story with a great debt."
(1) al—Jahiz, ar—fukhala , p • lOf.
(2) Ibid., p. 116; see also other stories of the same type,
in al-HayawSn, vol. III., pp. 37-8.
(3) see about al-Muwalladuh, E.W. Lane, Lexicon, vol. VIII.,
p. 2 9 6.
(4) al-JShiz, al-Bayan., (Sandubi), prol. I., p. 111.
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The question to be asked is: How far is al-Jabiz justified 
in mailing ti. is distinction and how far is this point shown 
in al-Sukhaia* .
Grammar:
There are reasons that made grammarians and philo­
logists concern themselves about putting down rules of 
grammar of the language. Among these; reasons is the fact 
that mistakes in the language became prevalent. The fear of
the loss of the language of the Qur'an is said to have been
(1 )one of the important reasons. Stories are often related,
where the dispute between grammarians and people, about
( 2 )
the language, is shown. With the growing contact of 
Arabs and non-Arabs, language, like many other aspects of 
life, received changes that could no longer be avoided. 
Grammar itself became a necessity, in order to help to speak 
correctly. An interesting characteristic of the language 
spoken by people, that shows their avoidance of grammar, is
(1) see about 'Abu*1- Aiswad al-Du'all and the beginning of 
writing down grammar, al-'Isfahan!, al- >Aghanl, vol. XI.
p. 106.
(2 ) see, for instance, a story about al-K&sa'i, the grammar 
ian, v/ith the carpenter, Ibn al-Jauzl, lalbis., p. 77; 
also YaqCLt, }Irshad. , vol. VI., pp. 86-7 •
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the tendency towards stopping at the end of the letter and 
neglecting the vowels of inflection (barakat al->Icrah).
This seems to have been an easy escape of grammar. This 
characteristic can be observed in spoken Arabic even of now­
adays. Instead of saying ( Cl* ^ ) > it would be said 
( c y f ) • ul -Jahiz gives us examples of this tendency
in language; he says: that al-Mahdl b. Muhalhil used to say 
"Hisham told us, with Jazm ( i.e. a stop), and would say *Ibn,
using Jazm, and say Hasan, using Jazm, for as he was not a
(1 )grammarian, he found it safer to stop.." In another occa­
sion, al-JShiz relates a story about al-hazzam, the iviu^ tazi- 
lite scholar. The latter was followed by a dog that fright­
ened him. al-Hazzam says:
(2 ) . - - o .  . ^( • UjbJ I J  \jrd V- Ui-Ai. J   ~_J 4 j U 4 £-*--- *jl )
The correct form of the word ( 7--- '), of course, would be
( Vi-Ll— ). After relating the story, al-JShi£ says: "Do not 
deny my saying and narration about him with incorrect speech, 
in saying (  ^ gt ) instead of ( — ^undi), for I think 
grammar spoils the anecdotes of al-Muwalladiln, in the same
(1) al-JShiz, al-Bayan., vol. II., p. 162.
(2) al-JShiz, al-HayawSi, vol. I., p. 28.
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way as the incorrect speech would spoil the sayings of al-(1)*AC rah.1
The spoken language seems to have taken its way
in development, at this time. Various points are made by
'Ibn Qutayba, for instance, about the language of the common
people, for the benefit of writers, in his instructions for
( 2 )
secretaries and clerks.
Persian influence on the spoken language,in Iraq
especially, seems to have been very strong. This influence
does not apuear only in the use of new words inserted from
(3)Persian in the language, but also in new forms of words.
Using Persian words in Arabic, however, was not new, it goes
(4)back, al-Jahiz says, to olden days. The interesting point
in the use of these words in ‘Abbasid society is tha fact
that they were used mainly to express instruments and man-
(5)ners which are new in the life of townspeople. On the other
(1) al-Jahiz, al-Hayawan, vol. I., p. 28.
(2) see al-Suyutl, al-Muzhir, vol. I., p. 311; also JIbn Qu­
tayba, Adab al-Katib, (Leiden - 1900).
(3) see, for instance, the verb ( , used in al-Bukhala
by khalawayh, p. 40; also RAAD (1945), vol. XX., p. TEl.
(4 ) al-Jahiz, al-B$cyan., vol. I., p. 107.
(5) al-lhacalibl cites a number of these terms, see ai-Suyutl,
al-Muzhir., vol. I., p. 275, especially in food and
clothes.
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hand, among peasants and cultivators of land in the south 
of *IrSiQ, the use of foreign terms to describe things pertain-
cuing to agriculture, was quite common. The effect of Greek 
terms, on the other hand, on science and theology was obvious
In al-Bukhal a *, al~J5hiz makes the following re­
mark:
M.. If you find, in this book, grammatical mistakes (Lahn),
or words without grammatical vowels of inflection, or a
word being diverted from its original U3e, understand, then,
that we have only left that, because grammar makes this type
of work hateful and would take it out of its limits, except
when I relate a speech of one of the highly educated misers,
(2)
and niggard scholars, like Sahl b. HarUn and those like him.. 
It is clear, from al-Jahiz*s remark, that he made distinction 
between the language of common misers and that of educated 
ones. It is regretted, however, that in al-Bukhalft*, as it 
stands now, one is unable to find the distinction and mis­
takes, which al-J3thiz refers to, the reason being that the
(1) see instances in al-Bukhala * , p. 19 ? (al -shadhurwah); 
p. 194: ( al-Tibalya wa'l-Barhand), etc. also later 
pages of this chapter.
(2) al-J ahi z, al-Bukhala*, p . 33 •
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"book has been corrected and put in good and correct Arabic,
regardless of what al-Jabiz has pointed out* In his correc
tions and comments on al-Bukhala* , Dawood al-Chelebi has re
(1 )ferred to some of these characteristics of the book. It is 
interesting to see that many of the characteristics of the 
spoken language of the present time can be illustrated in 
examples from al-Bukhala"itself« In the following examples 
suggestions would be made as to how the text should have 
been spoken. I would point out the differences on the foot 
notesi
from the speech of an ordinary poor woman to 
1-Qamaqim,:the miser:
. l>  ^  J wcj <3^  <• #L I* t i^JLs"o i 3 1
. «■—  ^ ^ Ls oA*- k  —Jo # .cL-bl [ Ji j
(2 ) “ • ‘ ^ ” ” o - ;
• • • _J-P _y* Lj clt-b J> —
The use of the stop seems to have become already common in 
the spoken language. The same characteristic is shown in 
the following example, from the speech of al-Thauri:
c -
(1) see RAAD., (1945), vol. XX.
(2) In the edition, it is ^—-r7 and ^^ ->, whereas the MS. 
shows the text uncorrected, see al-Bukhala*, (1948),
p. 1 1 2 .
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^^  ^ ^  | **-) . 9 ^~C~ 5| * h-1 *<3J— — ' »^  cli LlA*K a   J O-Ci U  t vJ“* OJ —A*-* • U  u  I
Another characterises in the spoken language, which aan 
still he observed in the spoken language, is the prolongation 
of the vocalization of the letter ( i. e. *Ishbac al-&araka) 
and pronouncing it as a letter, as illustrated in the follow­
ing example:
•. a II Lt jj . AvJl/j .a/j ^  ^  * •* r v»- * L*
• *—i-J ^  c A  cJf j X, ~ gj | ^ t . <2-XL*_i ej_—k>
(2 )" " ~ ^J m • | „  I • J
. • ^  O  U i  |t ®  x A  • _ p  -» ^  f  I j-« X  J  I
Another type of mistakes is tie following, from the speech 
of I-Ucadha al-cAnhariya; she says:
(3)I
al-ChelebT says: ". . al-Jahiz may be relating the speech of 
Ivlucadha as it stands, for we see that our common people now­
adays think that ( is singular and ( is
(4)its plural.."
(1) In al-Bukhala , it is ( ), p. 92; also al-Chelebf, 
RAAD., (1945), vol. XX., p\ 260.
(2) The correct way is ( ) and ), see al-Bukhala'
p. 25; also RAAD., vol. XX., p. 6 6T^~
H*
(3) The correct way is ( ir}*), al-Bukhala*, p. 28; for more
examples, see al-Chelebl, RAAD., vol. XX., pp. 23> 92.
(4) Ibid., p. 67.
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Diction:
In al-Bukhala1, it is interesting to see that ways 
of expression used by the common people are still common in 
the spoken language. These expressions do not go under cer­
tain rules or limits, but could be recognized by their 
spirit or the place they are used in. The following example 
may illustrate this point:
A poor blind man enters the house of a miser at lunch time. 
The miser orders lunch for him, but the maid apologises say­
ing that there was nothing more left. The miser says then 
that there were no formalities between him and the man, 
therefore, she can bring anything. The blind maxi expresses 
his astonishment, when he discovers that nothing more than 
a piece of bread was offered to him, while he expected a
little more than fthat the man described, therefore, he says:
(1) ,. . .
,f S .-ki£ c/k-lii ^ b \ H j r * <■ M
"Damn it ! You’ve gone to such lengths. You’ve done away
with all formalities, but was all the iiiss you made only
about this trifle ? "
Another example of the common expressions among people is 
the following:
(1 ) a l-JSh iz, al-Euthala' , p. 108.
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al-Ja&iz tells us about a miser who refused a suggestion 
made by al-JSfriz to shelter him and al-Na^Zcim in his house 
at noon, until the heat of the sun had gone* al-J&hiz 
makes his suggestion very clear to the man, but the latter 
refuses that, sayings
( 1  ^ — . > / * I • » w
11 QAa-L? j)yj i t ^ t V  I ^  cF4 h# ' "
"As to (have it) this way, by G-od, it can never be. Put it 
in the centre of your heart (i.e. believe what I say)."
The phrase ( < i X X J j V f ) is used nowadays in a slightly
X » / * <
different way. The people say ( gJuXZj ' *or a matter
that is not supposed to be revealed to other people, but, 
at the same time, whose keeping secret causes the person 
some suffering. al-Jahiz may be using the phrase in a 
sarcastic way.
Another example: A miser from Merv heard al-Hasan preach p~ 
people to give their money away in alms, in order to get 
G-od’s reward. When the miser did not get anything, after 
having spent his money, he cane to al-Hasan and reproached 
him sayings
(1) al-bukhala*, p. 32.
" (I© it) good what you have done to me? You have secured 
for me the reward, therefore, I spent (all I have) after your 
promise, but to-day, after such and such a year, I am still 
waiting what you have promised, seeing nothing (of it), 
whether little or much. Is this lawful to you? V/ould the 
thief have done to me worse than this?"
There are ways of expression in the spoken language 
which can easily be missed, especially in writing, as in 
the following example:
A boy, who was a son of a miser, was asked by a man to give 
him food or water, but the boy refused and apologised to 
the man. The father expresses his astonishment and satis­
faction, saying:
( 1 ) Z - ✓
" .. ' n  .? c  i.u "
*?What is our fault ? Y/ho told this what you hear ? ! 11 
This is said about a person, especially a child or a small 
boy, who is not expected to know about certain matters.
al-Bukhala 5(1 )
(2) Ibid.,
p. 2 2 .
14. It would be interesting to see
Vloten reads it as follows:( that V.
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Actually, it implies that "even this hoy knows, although 
he was never told or expected to know". This meaning 
seems to fit the humour of al-Jahiz*s story that avarice 
comes to this miser and his son as if by nature. The same 
expression is used at the present time, in the spoken
*■*' # i •language. It would be said: ( VC.. u ) i.e.
who told this or who taught him.
The conversation in al -Bukbal a 'goes in the same 
natural way of every day life. The following passage may 
illustrate this point:
4 . V* 4
u.i usii’Ji Xui, \ ». . •* .. .. ••• CJ • S . #—“* » .
. . V  ^ U J |
’’Indeed, by God, the cap fits. An old man of nearly a hun**f 
dred, with a good income and few children and is given money
(1) al-Bukhala p. 132.
for teaching ( *>'-<> ) and learning is his joy and his
profession, then he goes up into the middle of his house.
But you have one foot in the garden, one foot amongst the 
cultivators of young palms, one foot in the market and one 
foot in al-KallS/, asking for a load of gypsum from this 
man and a load of baked brick from that man and a piece of 
teak from such and such a man and so on from another. tfhy 
all this keenness, why all this toil and why all this pre­
occupation?. If you were a young a man with a long life be­
fore you, how would you be; or you were in debt and with 
lots of children (to support), how would you be? 11 
al-Jahiz seems to have changed very little in this passage 
to make it fit for writing. The repetition of the phrase - j  O ^( .. ), v/hile reproaching, is common in the
spoken language. Then the quick- change from a question 
to a statement makes the whole passage very near, in 
spirit, to every day conversation. Another characteristic 
of this paragraph is the repetition of the phrases of 
( cJLAi J/Vj which expresses the preoccupation of
the man, and which is used very much in the spoken language 
now to express the same idea.
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- ( 1 )
(1) This may indicate that the man was a teacher of religious sciences or Arabic language and grammar. Ch. Pellat
translates it as (qui re<?oit de lf argent pour parler de 
science), see le livre des Avares, (1951), p. 219.
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al-Jatii?, frequently, relates the sayings of
people without making any change in them. In describing
the son of KhSlawayh, who was more niggardly than his
father, al-Jahiz says that people said:
(1 ) ; . ■ V
ft .  .  \ J .  2- "
,fHe was even more extreme than his father."
In the spoken language, certain terms are used
in a special way. A man, for instance, especially among
villagers or reserved circles, does not call his wife by
her name, if he happens to mention her before strangers.
He would refer to her as (al-cAouz or cAjUzI), i.e. the old
woman or my old wo man. In al -Bukhal a3 , the term occurs in
the same way. A miser from the circle of al-ku^lHiuh in
the
the mosque refers to his wife in/same way, while mentioning 
her to his friends in the mosque, he says:
(2)
. .  ? "*)vr i  J.  C J U U  o j  ^  t J jf *  Lx i^ "* . y ~
"So, I said to the old woman, why don’t you cook for our 
family coarse flour, every day? "
(1) al -Bukhara? , p. 4 4 .
(2) Ibid., p. 26.
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Another example of the same type is the use of the word 
( »jyz— '), desire or wish. In the spoken language in Iraq, 
the word is especially applied to aMdesired dish or kind 
of food which is not made or found very often1'. People would 
say ( ) 9 when ti ey decide to make it. al-
Jahiz uses this term in the same way in al-Buk£Lal3,1. lie 
says about a miser, who was urged by his family to spend 
one Dirham to buy them something to eat:
(1 M 'I 5 k. /
11 .. ' . * ± 6  f cj "
Another term is the word ( , green colour, which is
usually used, in the spoken language for field, farm or 
vegetables, etc. In al-Bukhala \ al-Jahiz seems to be 
using the word in the same sense, he says:
The slang used by lower classes of people is
-  yillustrated in al-Bukhala , by the language used
(1) al-Bufchai£ *y p. 119.
(2) al-iiaj irl reads ( b ) for ( o ), Ibid., p. 14 •
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by Khalawayh the beggar and 'Abu Batik, the Qadl of al-Bityan.. 
The language of KhSL awayh reveals the -begging . cant 
at this time. The fact that al-Jahiz tries, at the end 
of Khal awayh* s story, to explain the vocabulary used by
OT"him, seems to suggest that this language was, perhaps, not
understood by a great number of people. In the 4th century
A. H., al-Thacalibi speaks of a group of beggars known as
Barm Sasan, amongst whom the technical use of the language
(2)
seems to have become common. As for the speech of 'AbTl Batik,
it is clear that the terms he used were entirely technical.
One may find the terms which he uses in dictionaries, but
( 3 )they seem to convey different meaning.
It seems to me that the link between the spoken 
language of al-JSftiz’s time arid that of the present time, 
can be traced from instances from al-BukhalS * . I tried, 
in the above mentioned examples, to find this illustration 
in the style and general ways of expression in tire book. In
(1) al-Bukhal a’, pp. 44-6.
(2) Yatimat al-dahr, vol. III., p. 323*
(3) al-Bukhal a ’, pp. 6 6-8 . Compare al-Ja. i?’s explanation
of these terms to that given by 'Ibn Durayd, for instance, 
in al-Jamftara, vol. II., pp. 103, 296, 409; vol. III., 
pp. 6 6, 70, 97, 169, 313/ 330.
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the following pages, I have made the attempt to find the 
same characteristic in terms used by al-Jahiz in al-Bukhala*. 
These suggestions are merely out of personal effort and, 
therefore, are liable to any preferrable possibility which 
seems more fitting. I have arranged the words according to 
their priority in the text of al-Bukhala*. The edition used 
for the purpose is al-Hajirl's, (1 9 4 8).
1 . al-Khatan: ( ): p. 2 5 .
'"f V / . # ® “'i'the text: ( 1 LSir* i )
The term occurs in the story of Miryam in tne
circle of al-i u^lifrun in al-Ba^ra. The Lhatan of a man is
he who is married to his daughter or sister. Also the man
himself is a IZhatan to the one who is married to his daughter
(1 )or sister. The word seems to have been used in early Islamic(2)
times too. It is interesting to see that the word, at the 
present time, is used more in the north of Iraq, especially 
among the people of al-Mau^il, applied also to a bride-groom. 
The word (hasib) is more used in other parts of Iraq.
(1) see *Ibn lianzur, Lisan., vol. XIII., p. 158.
(2) see al-Jahiz, al-hayawan, vol. III., p. 22; also K. al- 
4Uthm5niya, (1 9 5 5), p. 1 5 .
-  3 OB -
2 • al-KhazTra: ( ): p. 26
^ ^ S, j  9 ^
the text: J L - » U  < - ^ ^ 1  o. l^ciU— ^  V. * . C ^ X L i *  I )• % *(•^i jS^Ji <j>y^T ^MsxJ* *j>
I read («j^*) al-ljarira for ( • / al-Khazira. ^ ¥m "1
It seems more likely that what al-JSb-iz describes here is
what is known in Iraq now as al-harTra, -which is made in the
same way described above by al-Jati£, and which is used as
medicine for cough or cold. As for the word al-KhazTra, it
(1 )is usually made with meat. al-Jahi£ mentions this in
(2)
anotner occasion. Although Arabic dictionaries do not make 
much difference in writing the tv/o words, I prefer to read 
the above described one as al-harira, because it is still 
common among people, known by the same name. Besides, 
confusion between the two words, in writing, can easily 
occur.
(1) see *Ibn Ban^ur, Lisan., vol. V. , p. 318; also'Ibn STda, 
al-I ukhas§ as, vol. IV., p. 145*
(2) al-Bukhala *, pp. 214-5.
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3 . Kel ek; ( ); p. 39
the text: a*±L A \Z3j jJ\ <*?'-&1 u* <Sg. ^ J )
( .. *-S\f a  _,ii OUioU"i,
al-HajirT suggests, on the footnote, that the word 
W ^  ** C1 j
might be read as (a-Jo). G-. Van Vloten reads it ( QJJf ).
This word is used in the speech of Khalawayh the beggar, des­
cribing a character whom he cites as an example of those who 
learned from his tricks and were disciples under him. The 
word Kelek is used in Iraq, for a kind of old boats, which 
are used there. It is also used, metaphorically, meaning a 
trick or deceit; people would say: (QJ&i {JJ>jyxj U») i.e.
this trick does not escape me or deceive me. As to whether 
the term here is used in its real meaning or metaphorically, 
it is not easy to decide. It may be suggested that the word 
) is, actually, ( which is a special stick
X o ^used in pushing boats. The expression would become )
w. , V (2)4. al-Salahiyat wa' l-Blnlyat: j o.uaj4-4Ji)s p. 92
the text^^M>l? y^j cAl» 3* )
(1) al-Bukhala*, ed. V. Vloten, (190©), p. 48.
(2) also al-Bukhal"S.*, p. 129.
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aJL-Sal’Slflya is explained as follows: "Among the 
common people, it is a big pot, large at the top and narrow 
at the bottom" This word always occurred in al-Bukhala , 
accompanied by the second one. al-£alahlya seems to be iden­
tical with what people call now al-Sarabiya or al-SurafcLiya, 
which is a pot made of glass and is used for water. It is 
large at the bottom and narrov/ at the top, usually with no
handle. As for the origin of the word, many conjectures(2)
have been made. As for the term al-SinTya, al-Bajiri says
(3)no more than that it is well-known. G. Van Vloten suggests
(4)
that these two pots are made of copper. al-Jahi£ mentions 
al-Siniya in another occasion, where the description sugg­
ests that it is also a pot of water or drink, but afjer he
describes it, he says that he meant (al-Markab al-Sini)!,
( 5 )although he uses the term al-Siniya. It is not clear what
al-J&biz means by the latter term. We hear, too, of coloure
( 6 )
plates called (al-Sini). This confusion, perhaps, is due
(1) al-Firuzabadi, Muhlt al-muhit, vol. II., p. 1199; also 
see Dozy, Supplement.
(2) see D. Chelebi, al-jAthar al-^ramiya., pp. 60, 62.
(3) al-Bukhala1 , p. .327* . «
(4) al-Bukhala’, (19P09, preface, .p. xv..
(5) al-Jab-iz, al-Bayawah, vol. V., p. 116.
(6 ) see al-*Azdi, Bikayat ‘Abu* 1-Qasim. , pp. 38-41.
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to the fact that these pots and plates were all imported 
from China and were all called Sini. The word Siniya, how­
ever, is still used for tray, whatever it is made of, whether 
copper, glass or any kind of metal.
was used for keeping drinking water cold. The water used to 
be taken from it through a hole with a small tap. The word 
(ruzammila) -or,as pronounced in spoken language, Mzambja - 
is now used for the tap only, whether it is attached to the 
water pot or not. Any kind of tap is called by the same name.
5* al -Muz amm i 1 a: ( » ): p. 101
the text:
6 . al-Zhilal: ( i): p. 1 3 8
This seems to be a small tooth-pick made of wood
(1 ) al-BuV.hal , al-^Iaj i r i  1 s comments, p. 351*
and used for cleaning the teeth after food. It seems that
it was, also one of the signs to show good manners and riches
The word Khlal -as it is pronounced now- is used in Iraq, 
for a certain kind of hooked needles (the same shape as a 
crochet), made of wood and used for knitting the fibre of 
palm-tree, after having been made into cord, to make knitted 
pieces, used usually for washing.
7* al-Nafur: ( ): p. 180.
the text: ( u^ aj <1-0 ^  )
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The word is still used in Iraq for the guard of
gardens and cultivation. It may be of Aramaic origin, but
Arabic dictionaries disagree about its origin. al-;Asma*i
claims that it was Arabic from the verb ( ), to see or
( 2) . 
to guard. Others claim that it became ( ^jP I ), due to the
. X3)Nabateans* pronunciation of the letter ( )  as ( ). hut
(4)
others say it is not Arabic. It is interesting to see that
(5)the word was, especially, used in al-Sawad of Iraq.
(1) see al- 'Azdl, Hikayat., pp. 41-2.
(2) al-Suyutf, al-Muzhir., vol. I., p. 272.
(3) ai-Jawaliqi, al-Mu^arrab, (1942), pp. 334- 5.
(4-) Ibn Manzulj., Lisan., vol. VII., p. 71.
(5) Ibid.; also al-Jahiz, al-BaySn., vol. II., pp. 64- 5.
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8 . al-Tablya wa* 1 -Barband: ( y \-JLUO* P* 194.
the text: cr^ -T^ -*i 0--ti> JU’ U' )
( • • • •    V ^  f
al-Hajiri says: "These are two instruments, used for 
climbing up palm-trees; the Barband is Persian, which means a 
tie. As for al-Tablya, it was mentioned in the article of the 
scholar Praenkel, which included some Aramaic words, that 
this word is taken from the Aramaic and it means the ladder
which is made of ropes. Then he said that the word is not
(1 )used any more in Iraq" .
al-Tablya is what people call now in Iraq Tibalya.
It is used for climbing up palm-trees and it is made of strong 
rope . The tool, as well as its name, are still used in Iraq. 
It is a belt woven of ropes, the centre of which is broad,, 
and which goes round the back of the climber; the other end 
goes round the tree, and both ends then are fastened together. 
Usually, the part which goes round the tree is made of a bent 
piece of strong metal, fastened from both ends to the belt, so
(1) al-BukhalSi', al-Haj iri * s co ments, p. 367*
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that it is easy to move it on the tree. The climber leans 
back on the fastened belt, pushing the trunk with his feet, 
and moving the metal piece with his hands, upwards or down­
wards, on the tree.
al-Tibalya is used only for palm-trees. In Najd,
it is called Karr. This, according to'Ibn ] anzur, is the
(1 )Arabic word for Tibalya. As for al-Barband, obviously it 
is Persian. It may be a similar type of tie. It is possible 
too, that both words (al -T ably a and al-Barband), are used 
together to indicate one tool. I am not certain whether 
al-Barband is still used in Iraq.
++==++==++
(1) Lisan., vol. XIX., p. 180; also al-Hajiri, al-Bukhala’, 
p. 367.
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APPRECIATION
Two characteristics appear in al-Jabiz's writing; 
concerning the life of Islamic town:
a) The characteristic of specialisation in labour and know­
ledge, which al-Jaiiiz portrays and towards which he takes 
different attitudes, according to the field of speciali­
sation.
b) The status of professions in society, as decided by the 
factor of specialisation, or other factors.
In his writing, al-JSfri? gives great consideration to these 
two characteristics, concerning groups and classes in the towi
His recognition and appreciation of knowledge of 
man as a significant factor in his position in society, led 
al-Jahiz to distinguish the educated middle class in the 
cAbbasid society with the ability of leadership of the common 
people. The importance al-J^hiz gives to the lower profess­
ions and common people, on the other hand, is the earliest
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instance in Islamic literature that has come down to-us.
It is significant that al-JSJdiz is quoted, a number of times 
by writers of later times, in the mouth of the common people 
themselves, who appear to have been well-acquainted v/ith his 
writings. al-JSfci^’s example, on the other hand, in giving 
the groups of professions a special place in literature, was 
followed by later writers, who showed the same interest in 
townlife. In the 4-th century, A. H., writers like al-Thaca- 
libl or al-Tanukhl quote al-J&hiz in various occasions on 
themes pertaining- to professional groups, classes and other 
characteritics of townlife.
al-Jaftiz's classification of people into two major
classes is not the only example of its kind. In about the
VIth century A. H., the sane classification appears in one
of the interesting writers of the time. al-Kaghib al-Isfa-
Mnl wasathe©logical writer of whose life nothing much is
known, beyond the fact that he died about the beginning of
the VIth century A. H., (Xllth A.D.) al-Suyirfc 1 says that
al-Raghib was believed by many people to have been a Lu«ta-
( 1 )zilite, but that this was refuted by ffakhr al-Din al-K&zI.
In al-llaghib1 s writing, the idea of two classes: al-^Amma
(1) al-Suyuti, Bughyat al- wucat., p. 396.
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(common) and al-KhSgsa (elite), is based on the sane criteri 
as that of al-Jahiz. It is clear in al-Raghib’s classifica­
tion, that knowledge and reason are given priority in dis­
tinguishing the class of al-Kha^sa from al-cAmma. Quotation 
from al-Raghib will be interesting to show this point:
“People are of two categories; elite and common. The elite 
is he who is specialised in knowledge, the true not the imi­
tation, and in deeds those by which he reaches eternal Heaven 
not that which limits him within earthly life. The conn on, 
if considered from the viewpoint of religious matters, are 
those who content themselves with imitations of knowledge and 
in most deeds, those which lead to worldly benefit. If con­
sidered from secular viewpoint, the 61ite is he who special­
ises in the affairs of town, the absence of which would cause
a gap in one of the activities of the town. The Common is he
(1 )by whose absence nothing is affected.
The reader cannot fail to see Plato’s ideal of the Philosophe: 
King in al-Raghib’s notion of the special class. It cannot b< 
suggested, however, that al-Jahiz had the same idea in mind, 
although it is interesting that the initiatives were taken 
by him towards the recognition of knowledge as an important
(1) al-Raghib, al-Dhariga., (1882), p. 152; also al-lluqtabas, 
(1908), vol. III., p. 15.
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factor in the life of society.
The question of avarice in Islamic literature v/as 
studied, in this thesis, with a special reference to society, 
its development, groupings and position of classes. A 
general comparison between Islamic literature and other uni­
versal literatures, such as the G-reek and later French and 
English, concerning avarice, was made in order to show that 
writing on the subject in Islamic literature was not a 
unique example, therefore, it should not be attributed to 
political disputes, but also to social and material develop­
ment. In this, I have come to the conclusion that racial 
struggle was not the actual reason that prompted writers to 
deal with this topic in literature. Studying avarice in the 
light of social differences and social classes seems to me 
to have been more essential, in al-Bukhala >, instances 
were taken to show different types of misers of different 
classes. Ifoney-consciousness, however, can be observed, 
practically, in all classes, although the expression of it 
varied according to classes. The clash of ideals and tradi­
tions of various origins was also taken into consideration, 
while discussing the problem of avarice, towards which variou 
attitudes were taken by people, according to their culture 
and background.
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Town life and daily life of people are the theme 
of al-Bukhal£i The tendency of al-JSLfriz towards picturing 
life of people and depicting its details in simple manner, 
became more prevalent in Islamic literature of later times. 
Even the vulgar language of the common people appears in 
literature of the 4th century A. H. It is interesting to 
see one example of this type of literature. In the story 
of ^Abu’ 1-QS.sim al-Baghdadi , written by ^bu* 1-Mutahhir al- 
'Azdl, the author states that he related the story of the man 
as he himself related it, following, in doing so, the ex­
ample and advice of al-Jabiz himself. I would quote, here, 
al- }AzdI:
is
11. . and this I a story about a man from Baghdad with whom; I
lived, lor a short time, and out afwhose mouth good, as well as
coarse laiguage, adequate and shameful expressions, used to
come . . I.’y mind preserved them, in order to be like a
record, showing the character of the Baghdadi people, in
their different classes, and like a model put for their
customs.. I may have done as >Abu cUthmSh al-JSi,iiz once(1) _  said. . 11
(1) al-^Yzdl, Hikayat ’Abu* 1-Qasim. , ed. A. Mez, p. 1.
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Talking about the style and method of al-Jabiz, one
eannot ignore one of t e important writers, who was a great
admirer of al-Jafyiz ; al-Tauhidl who lived about (312-402 A.Pi
A study of this author, with a special reference to al-JShiz,
his style, as well as his philosophy, would be interesting.
The influence of al-Jahiz on al-Tauhidl does not seem to
have been limited within the fact that both winters were of
Muctazilite inclinations. The influence of al-JShip's
writing on al-Tauhidl is also obvious. Besides the fact
that al-Tauljldl had the same characteristics in writing,
such as digressions, variety of subjects, portrait making
and satirical style,' etc., which have been pointed out by
(1 )those who studied al-Tauhidl, it seems to me that one in­
teresting characteristic that appears in al-Jahiz1s writing 
has developed in al-Tauhidl himseL f more strongly. The 
polemic style of al-JShiz*s writing seems to have developed 
in al-Tauhidl into another form, i.e. the dialogue lorm. 
al-Tauhldi tends to put his thoughts in a dialogue between 
two persons, one raises a point and the other makes the dis­
cussion. This also reminds us of Plato’s dialogues. The
(1) see, for instance, Ibrahim KeilanI, *AbH HayySh., Beyrouth 
1950, pp. 84, 94-5, 97, 98; also TtLhS Husain, min Radlth 
ai-shjc r., (1 9 5 7 ), p. 7 9 .
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most important works of al-Tauhldi, that have come down to 
us, were v/ritten in this way. In al-i uqabas'&t, as well as 
al- *Imtac wa’l-mu>anasa, al-Tauljldl tends to show himself o 
only as a reporter of a discussion, conversation, or a 
dialogue that took place in his presence. He may take part 
in the discussion or himself lead it, as in al- *Imta •
In the hook of aj-Basa’ir wafl-dhakh3.*ir, al-
Tauhidl follows the same style of al-JShiz in the hook of
al-HayawSn, in relating anecdotes and short stories and
sayings, on various subjects, without much connection.
However, al-Jabiz is more definite in al-Kayawan about the
subject matter, which is supposed to be the world of animals
than al-Tauhldl in al-Basa^ir, which is only a collection(2)
of sayings.
While al-Jahiz represent© to us the polemics and 
disputes of parties, about theological, political and social 
matters, and the active part of scholars in these disputes,
(1) al-Muqabasat, published by H. al-Senattbi, Gairo-1929; ul 
Imtac ;, ed. by v/U^ mad Amtn and'Ahmad al-Zayn, III vols., 
Cairo- 1939-1944; also about a dialogue of al-Tauiildl, 
see D.S. Margoliouth, J.R.A.S., (1905), pp. 79-90.
(2) al-Bas&*ir v/a* 1-dhakhS.Jir, (1953).
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al-faubldi*s picture, on the other hand, is more sober and 
deep. The philosophical side of problems is more prominent 
in his discussions. This is clear, for instance in ai-huqa- 
basat. however, being himself a copyist, al-laubldl seems
C L )
to have benefited from books that came into his hand. Never­
theless, this did not deprive him from the originality in 
writing or restyling the arguments and arranging these 
selections•
al-Jabi^'s wit and humour, however, which saved
him from many a disasterous situation, especially after the
fall of tne Muctazilites, unfortunately, was non-existent in
al-Tauhfdi's character. His life was a continuous suffering.
This is illustrated in his bad relations with almost all
(2)
men in power of his time.
There were writers who tried al-Jafyiz1s methods, 
but were criticised of being unsuccessful. *Ibn al-^Amfd is 
said to have been one of the great admirers of al-Jahiz.
(1) see, for instance, al-Muqabasat, p. 162.
(2) see about his relations with al-SaJ^ib b. cAbbad and 'Ibn 
al-cAirild, YSqut, >Irsh5d. , vol. V. , p. 392.
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He wanted to be like him, but was disillusioned about his 
ability, and the result was, according to al-faunXdi, on 
the authority of Ibn Thawaba, that ".. he fell far from al-
~  (DJ&hiz, near to his own. self..” This is, perhaps, due to the
fact that there is a distinction between two schools of
writers; the school of beile-lettre writers, to which al-
JSfriz himself belongs, and the school of official writers,
which goes back to the tii e of *Ibn al-Muqaf f a* and fAbdd’l-
RamTd al-hStib, and to which'Ibn al-cAmid and al-Sahib b.(2)
cAbbSd seem to have belonged. A special study of these two 
shcools would be interesting.
(1) al-Tauhidl, al-’Imta* ., (1939), vol. I., p. 6 6.
(2 ) see details about trends of literature at this period, 
Talha Husain, min HadXth al-shi^r. , especially, pp. 54-6, 
79-80(1957).
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